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ABSTRACT

Health promotion and illness prevention programs
are often designed using a definition of health that. is
not sensitive to gender, âgêr or culture. yet, the
Canadian government recognizes that effective health
programs must have thoughtful regard for such
variables.

9{omen's definitions of health, spoken by and for
women from their own experience, have not, been
systematically explored. Most womenfs health-relat.ed
research is designed to depict womenrs health in terrnsof performance of social roles, from a biomedical
perspective, and is usually focused on young women inthe childbearing years. This narrow conceptuarization
of women's health precludes older, healthy women fromarticulating a vision of health based on their own
experience.

Women have been acknowledged as the primary
guardians of health for their families and communities.
the lcelandie-Canadian community has suecegsfully
sust,ained itself within Manitoba mosaic, therefoie we
must assume the fcelandic-Canadian women rdere, and
cont,inue to be, instrumental in the survival of the
f celandic-Canadian culture.

This study explored and described lcelandic-
Canadian middle-aged women's perceptions of health,
their health needs and factors that influenced their
health through their orirn experience with healÈh. Twefve
informants were interviewed and t,hrough a qualit,at.ive
feminist analysis three themes emerged that enhance
understanding of health from a middle-aged womenfs
perspective. The three themes are: (a) health as t,he
power of positive thinking, (b) health as autonory, and(c) health as carÍng for the self and others.

The informants advanced multi-dimeneional
defínitions of health accentuating the minor role
biological health plays in their health perceptions.
The informants also experienced the phenomenon of the
double-bind and other-centeredness that encouraged them
to assume personal responsibility for their own health,
and the health and happiness of others. However,
through resourceful adaptation and subversíon, the
informants achieved a level of self-determination.
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A PARTICULAR STYTE OF TRTTING

My thesis is writ,ten in the first person to
acknowledge my research product, as inseparable from my

values and beliefs as a person. Feminist scholars

insist, and I agree, t,hat knowìedge is not produced in
a vacuum, rather it is produced by humans that are

vulnerable t.o opinion and influence. Instead of
acknowledging the who, why, âñd where of research, most

of the valued scientific writing denies the relevance

of time, place, social context, and authorship. Somehow

a depersonalized style of writing is supposed to
convince us of t.he researcher's objectivity and promote

the results of the research as "faets of nature"

separate from human interference. As Ruth Hubbard

writes, "Our world of facts is contextual not only in
that ít depends on who we are and where and when, but

also in that it is shaped by where we want our facts to
take us" (1990, p.16).

Many ecíentific opinions, and their obscurity as

natural facts, have subordinated women by hoarding and

enforcing definitional porder (MacKinnon, 1987). From

the beginning science was created by and for men from

5



the educated upper classes in Europe and the United

States. These scientists effectively used a

depersonalized writ,ing style to at least part.ially
disguise their personal and political role in t.he

research process. Therefore, some academic men and

their objective scientific writings enacted a powerful

role in defining and enforcing what is normal and

abnormal for women. once parochial views of womanhood

etere accepted as true "objective" fact, they defined

and shaped rdomenrs options and future potentíal. This

is the power of science.

The preceding claims demand that I offer the

reader some sense of my social and political context as

author of this thesis. I am a white, married, middle-

class woman wit.h a formal nursing education. My middle-

class and race privileges have allowed me to pursue

skills, educat.ion and respect within traditional
institutions.

My interest in the lcelandic-Canadian culture
partially springs from my personal connections with the

culture. My biological mother, although through

migfortune her life is somewhat unknown to me, belonged

6
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to a first generation lcelandic-Canadian farnily from

Manít,obars int,erlake. My marriage partner waa raísed in
an lcelandic-Canadi-an family which further ent,renched

my interest in the culture. The foregoing description
of myself should offer the reader the notion that,
although I have some ties to the lcelandic-Canadian

culture, I am part. of t,he larger Canadian culture with
its own values and beliefs that are somewhat more

difficult to define.

The audience must remember that what I perceived,

questioned, and recorded were all choices influenced by

my location in a particular place at a particular time.

Although researchers are unable to purge themserves of
their values and beliefs during the research proeess,

they can consciously examine their biases and speculate

about their influence on the results of the research.

The audience for this research may now appreciate

and evaluate my perspective in this thesis and the
context from which it, springs; in this way I claim my

findings and myself as inseparable. I assert that
acknowledging the self adds to, not detracts from, the
rigour of research.
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CHAPTER 1

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Int,roduction

Nursing is an art and a science with a distinct
domain of inÈellectual inquiry that is cent,rally

concerned with the concepts of nurser pêrsorì¡

environment and health. Nursing research and theory

seek to describe and undersÈand these major concepts

and the relationships among them.

The concepÈ of health, in particular, is
fundamental to nursing research, theory and practice.
The nursing profession exists to preserve and promote

the public's health and in accepting the

responsibility, must acknowledge health as a political,
mult,i-dimensional notion that varies depending on who

is defining it, and for what purpose (Keller, L981;

Payne, 1983).

Nurses are consistently involved in promoting

health and preventing illness within a diverse canadian

society. Irogically, before health professionals can

promote health, they must understand the meaning of
health from a variety of perspectives. A comprehensive

10
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definit.ion of health must be created by, and for, the

groups representative of Canadian society before health
professionals can effectively and thoughtfully promote

health.

The power to define health for women is analogous

with the power to def ine what is I'ttf)¡0al¡r. Women who

challenge conventional definitions of womanhood (i.e.,

those rdomen t,hat do not make nurturing, prot.ecting, and

facilitating the centre of their lives) may

automatically challenge our notions of what constitutes
a healthy hroman. These women will surely be accused of

insensítivity, but perhaps more dangerously they run

the risk of being labelled as "sick" or unhealthy.

Once the label "sick" is systematically applied by the

health care system, the educational system and other
patriarchal authorities, a woman may int,ernalize the

belief that she is sick. If rdomen accept the imposed

definition of "sick" t.he potential then exists for
others to arrogate womenrs authority to speak and act

in behalf of themselves.

Health promotion and illness prevention programs

are often designed using a definition of health that is
not sensitive to âgê, gender or culture. Yet, the
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Canadian government recognizes that effective health

programs must have thought,ful regard for such variables
(Epp, 1986; Lalonde, L974; Pender, 1982). Therefore,

health research, that informs program planners and

guides health policy, must account for diverse meanings

of health.

Age and Gender

The meanings ïromen give to health have not been

explored (Ashley, L980i Rose, 1990). Yet, womenrs

health problems, and subsequent treatments, appear'

frequently in nursing, medical and allied health
literature.

Nursing has been particularly interested in
researching the health of child-bearing trromen. From

tgTO t.o 1980, four major nursing journals published

twice as many research articles on childrearing and

childbearing women than on women in general (Dunbar,

Patterson, Burton, & Struckert, 1981). From 1980 to
1-985, eight major nursing journals published a total of
83 articles on vromenf s health. Only 15t deatt with
uromen in the middle years, while 69% dealt with young

women (hloods, 1988). The exaggerated focus on maternal

and child health, to the exclusion of middte-aged and
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older rdomen, reflects a societ,y enamoured with youth

and the maternal role. In a political and economic

sense, these images serve to remind women of their
responsibility in producing the next workforce (Burt,

Code & Dorney, l-988; Duffy, 1985; Gordon, Lg76r.

The research questions asked of women and the
methods used to collect data often represent normal

life events as disease, and quantify human responses

(male and female) as representative of women in general
(Duffy, L985; MacPherson, 1981). Research done in thís
manner is termed androcentric research because it is
biased towards menfs perspective, both in the selection
of study problems and in the design and analysis of t,he

researeh (Rosser, 1989). Androcentric research

contributes to sociar cont,rol of the female population

by helping to shape the health options and sociar rores
of all women (Allen, 1985; Baruch & Brooks-Gunn, L9g4;

DeLorey, L982; Dunbar et al, 1981; Ehrenreích c

English, 1973).

Unfortunately, illness is the framework within
which most women have been studied. primariry, riloments

health research has been based on t,he disease-oriented,
or biological-deficit model, where normal life events
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like menopause are treated as medical conditions
(Begin, 1990; Woods, 1981). The medicalization of
normal, healthy events in a middle-aged womanfs life
may account for the statistics which show that women

use medical services almost twice as often than men

(Clement, L987), Common focuses for research on middle-

aged womenrs healt,h include sexual dysfunction, coping

after breast surgery, mental health problems associated

with aging and loss of children, menopause as disease,

gynaecological surgical interventions, and altered body

image (Lapierre, L984). The illness model is inherently
reductíonist (McBride & McBride, 1981). A reductionist
approach reduces the understanding of women and women's

health to biological functions, or to a set of socíal

roles and functions, separate from a political,
cultural or historical context (Duffy, 1985i Fausto-

Sterling, 1986; Voda & George, 1986). Most health-
related studies focus on women as marriage partners,

mothers, and childbearers; social roles fundamental to
the wegtern economic system of capitalism (Dunbar et
al, 198L¡ Gatz, 1983; Rotberg, 1987; Stevenson,

L9791 .

Tradítionally, !ùomen have been gazed upon as
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"oÈher"; as different from menrs bodies Èhat are

considered the norm against which womenrs bodies are
judged (De Beauvoir, 1953; Ehrenreich & English, L9?3i

Mitchinson, 1988). Before the late eighteenth century,
North European men topped the hierarchical moder. of
biology, depicting women as inferior derivatives of
men. For instance, female reproductive organs tiere

construed as underdeveloped parallels to those of
males. During the nineteenth century, most arguments

support'ing menrs superiority íncluded a presumption of
bioJ.ogical difference. The medicar community endorsed

the "biological dífference" argument in order Èo assign
women appropriate (i.ê., expedient) social roles
according to class status. They suggested the female

cycle, from menarche to menopause, rdas debilitating, j-f.

not. disabling, and made middle-class and upper-class
women unfit for wider social roles. llenrs reproduct,ive
systems exercised no parallel control (Clarke, 1990).

"The view t,hat women are sickr or defective versions of
men is as old as Eden" (Ehrenreich & English, L973,

p.6). This view may partially explain why women receive
medical intervention more often than men. Females seek

rnedical help twice as often as mares, receive Èwice as
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many prescriptions for minor tranquillizers and anti-

depressants, and are subject to unneeded surgery: 35 to

45% of hysterectomies are thought to be unnecessary

(Doress & Seigal, L987; Lapierre, L984; Þtitchinson;

1988 ) .

During the L960s, the women's movement prompted

some individuals to re-examine the status of womenrs

health within the medical system (Boston ltlomen's Health

Book Collective, 1984; Daly, L978; Ehrenreich &

English, L973, L978; Fee, L982; Kirkpatrick, 1982).

Learning from this re-examination, today's current

womenrs health movement emphasizes the need for r¿omen

to know and gain control of Èheir own bodies, and in
doing sor to understand the normal and healthy

processes individuaì.Iy and collectively experienced.

Consequently, women articulaÈing their own perceived

needs and notions of health can serve to empower a

group that has, in the past, had the male biomedical

notion of health imposed on them.

The Canadian government recognizes t,hat womentg

status in Canadian society has been, and continues to

be, subordinate to that of men's (Canadian Advisory

Council on the Status of Women ICACSh¡], 1989). Yet
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womenr€¡ labour within the home is crucial to the health

and survival of the Canadian fanily. The CACStrlrs study

in 1986 (Heller) reaffirms women as the primary

guardians of health within Canadian families. In fact,
between 54 and 74% of middle-aged women carry out

three-quarters of the health care tasks within families
without help (Heller, 1986). Notwit.hstanding that 65%

of middle-aged women are in the paid labour force, the

unpaid domestic work of women accounts for 37e" of the

toÈal workíng hours of all Canadians (Meissner, 1985).

Existing research describes women's health in
terms of social roles, from a bíomedical perspective,

that precludes healthy vûomen articulating a vision of
health from their ordn experience. Although exploration

into women's images of health has begun using a

qualit.ative approach, the study subjects have been

invariably between the ages of 18 and 45 years, which

excludes the míddIe-aged rdoman's perspective (Calnan &

Johnson, 1985; Woods, Laffrey, Duffy, Lentz, Mitchell &

Taylor, 1988). the systematic social forces that shape

the experience of health for women are rendered

invisible when debased choices are market.ed as

something any healthy woman would naturally want and
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freely choose. Therefore, rdomen's personal experiences

with health are not personal at all, but political.
$lomen's personal experiences of health must be moved

from the private, personal realm to the more powerful

public realm to urge political action and secure social
change.

Culture

Nursing has emphasized the need for culturally
sensitive or et,hnically competent care (Clinton, ].9B2¡

Leininger, 1978). However, few studies have sought to
incorporate a cultural variable in understanding

women's healt,h. Studying individual cultures provides a

foundation of cuJ.turally sensitive questions by which

trends and similarities of ot.her cultures can be

compared and used t.o inform culture-bound theories
(Spradley, L979't. Ultimately this leads to a broader

and culturaLly more sensitive health care system

(Leininger, L975 i L9781 .

ltlhv studv lcelandic-Canadian women?

The Canadian federal government endorses and

supports multi-culturalism as a distinct feature of
Canadian life. Implicitly, the notion of multi-
culturalism suggests that our differences can be the
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foundat,ion for a strong, unified country. Audre Lorde
(1984, p.1l-1) discusses academic arrogance that, by not

exploring cultural differences between women, rde assume

vÍomen of different culÈural backgrounds have nothing to
say. she continues to suggest that difference "must not

be merely t.olerated, but seen as a fund of necessary

porarities" lp.L72) to spark our creat,ivity in finding
power and courage for all women. By acknowledging our

differences and sources for interdependence¡ r{ê build a

community that can be a force for social change.

One of the enduring cultures in Manitoba is
fcelandic. fn fact, Manitoba is home to the largest
Icelandic population living out.side of lceland
(Simundsson, 1981). the preservation of the lcelandic
language, through lcelandic Studies at the University
of Manitoba, weekly nerdspaper publicatíons, plus

speciality foods and celebrations provided by the

fcelandic population, attest to a thriving culture
within the multicultural setting of Manitoba. In Ma1r,

1990 the Canadian federal government bestowed a

$300'000 grant on the university of Manitoba to create
a canadian rcelandic studies program in conjunction
with the University's existíng Chair in lcelandic
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Language and Literature ( "Icelandic studies gro!ù",

l-990). Many fcelandic-Canadians living in Manitoba,

part.icularly those of middle-age and older, have

maíntained their cul.Èural identity.
The lcelandic-Canadians, like many other

immigrants, faced serious threats to their survival;
both physically and conceptually as a distinct
community within a dominant Anglo-Saxon culture.
Despite this, they have survived and flourished as an

ethnic group in Manitoba. If we acknowledge women as

the primary guardians of hearth for their families and

communities, we must assume that women were, and

continue to be, instrumental in the survival of the

rcelandic-canadian culture. some health beriefs and

behaviours learned within families oft.en remain

unchanged throughout generations (Leininger, ]--g7ïr.

Besides accepting this notion as a research finding, f
sense the validity of entrenched familial health
beliefs because I have been, through a neLwork of
fríends and relatives, consistently exposed to the
health beliefs and practices of rcelandic-canadians.

For the reasons of embracing possible difference
and acknowledging and giving voice to successful
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survival, I assume lcelandic-Canadian women have

something to say about their personal experiences r¿ith

health. This study seeks to avoid the paternaristic
notion of "what can we do for them?", to acknowledging

what they do for themselves.

Summary

Middle-aged women's perceptions of health, their
health needs and factors impinging on their health have

not. been systematically articulated, therefore they

require exploration and description. ülomen must define
their own needs and desires in the realm of health care

or face the grim prospect of having medícally

manufactured ones substituted (Ehrenreich & English,
L978). Dependence on medicine for defining womenrs

health and health needs makes the medical system all
the more powerful as a tool of social control. Self-
knowledge and articulation of that knowledge will
promoÈe woman-centered health care (Begin, 1990).

Fut,ure health care and health policy that accounts for
culture, âgê and gender stands to be more efficient. and

effective (Epp, 1986).

PURPOSE

This study accounts for culture, age and gender
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when defining health, health needs and factors that
impinge on health. The goal was to make míddle-aged

I'úomen's lives visible and to articulate their personal

experiences and desíres to facilitate the design of
yúoman-centered healt,h care, Nurse researchers must

explore whât women from various cultures and age groups

have to contribute, from their own experiences with
health, to the goal of woman-centered health care.

Middle-aged lcelandic-Canadian women's own words,

derived from their personal experiences, were used to
define health. Healt,h needs and factors influencing
their achievement of health were also explored and

described. these concepts were derived from a self-
ident,ífied "healthy" middle-aged womânr e perspective.

RESEARCH QUESTTONS

L. How do middle-aged lcelandic-Canadian women, from

their own experience, define "health"?
2. What do middle-aged fcelandic-Canadian women

perceive as their health needs?

3. what factors do middle-aged rcelandic-canadian uromen

perceive as influencing, either positively or

negat.ively, their achievement of health?



DEFINITION OF TERMS

fcelandic-Canadians implies lcelandíc-Manitobans for

the purposes of this study (see eligibility criteria,
p.78).

First generation lcelandic-Canadians are those people

belonging to the generation that was first born in
Canada, not those that immigrated to Canada. A

combinatíon of first, second and third generatíon

Icelandic-Canadian rdomen participated in this study.

Middle-age is between, and inclusive of, 45 and 65

years old.

Perception is insight, meaning, or personal

undersÈanding an individual gives to any object or

event (Pender, L982; ülebster's, 1984).

ASSUMPTIONS

1. Icelandic-Canadian women have beliefs about health

that are partially culturally bound.

2. Both explicit and tacit meanings are reveal.ed

through speech and non-verbal behaviour.

3. Reality is a multiple set of mental constructs made

by humans and is inseparable from the meaning humans

give to events and experience. hlomenrs words reflect
their experienced reality.

23
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4. Reality for women is situated within a patriarchal
power sÈructure. hlomen are oppressed, both materially
and conceptually, when they are denied control of their
bodies and their health.

EONCEPTUAL FRAIIIEWORK

A feminist conceptual framework acknowledgesr âDd

is part of, the naÈuralistic paradigm shift in the

scientific world (Chinn, L985; Duffy, 1985; Kirby &

McKenna, 1989). Yet, it demands to be more than a
philosophical perspective in the feminist commitment to
analyzing the conditions of womenrs lives, to
understanding them, and to delineating the causes and

consequences of women's oppression. Fundamental to
femínist researeh ís praxis: acting and creating change

out of concern for improving women's lives (Allen,

Benner & Diekelmann, L986; Kirby & McKenna, 1989;

ÞlacPherson, l-981- ) .

Feminist research is a method of exploration and

discovery that may contribute to the goal of womenfs

liberation. It questions male-dominated intellectual
traditions, including ideas about the basic nature of

human beings, social life and the world view of
tradit.ional science. Some researchers propose that
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individual experience is embedded within a set of

social relationships which produce both possíbilities

and timitations of that experience (Acker, Barry, &

Esseveld, 1983).

The conventíonal or presenÈ view of scientific
rationality is an extremely limited one with

irrationalities and inconsistencíes of which academics

and the public need to be ahrare (Benston, 1982).

Feminists challenge the conventional paradigm's claím

to objecÈivity and neutrality and offer evidence for
the importance of subjective and ideological factors in
science (AIlen et all, 1-986; Chinn, l-985; Stanley &

hlise, l-983). The implication ís t,hat conventional

science is not only the dominant paradigm for
knowledge, but a paradigm almost entirely controlled by

males.

The conventional paradigm assumes an orderly

"objective" material reality separate from, and

independent of, the observer. The paradigm also assumes

that the material world is knowable through rat,ional

inquiry and that quantification and measurement of
naturaL phenomena is possible through reductionism with

the ultimate goal of prediction and control (Benston,
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1982; Chinn, 1985; Harding, 1986). These assumptions

are transferred onto the social sciences in their
att.empt to model themselves on the physical sciences.

This process has been called "impoverishment of
reality" and has been consistently reject.ed by

humanists and feminists who point. out the range of
important aspects of human culture which cannot be

reduced t.o quantification and measurement. The

naturalistic paradigm accepts the notion that the

inquirer,/observer, and the "object" of inquiry,
interact to influence one another; the knower (the

mind) and knowable (nature) are inseparable (Lincoln &

Guba, 1985). Reductionism is suspect within a

naturalistic paradigm because it assumes a whole is
nothing more than the sum of its parts. The new

paradigm is acutely aware of context, and the complex

interrelationships among the parts that produce a whole

greater than t,he parts. Many of the traditional
research questions and resulting methodologies

surrounding womenrs health issues are fashioned on the

reductionist approach. The biological model, for
instance, isolates and fragments the experience of many

female health issues into "hormonar deficiencies" (voda
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can be achieved within reductionism, it is assumed that
multiple inter-related factors exist that serve to make

prediction and cont.rol of human experience impossible
(Lincoln & Guba, 1985).

Feminist researchers aspire to develop knowledge

and theories from women's experience. If part. of the

problem of female subordination lies in the

invisibility and repression of female experiences and

values within the present social system, the solution
lies in the nurturance and rehabilitation of these

values, and the creation of woman-cent,ered systems. The

development of woman-centered systems, thought and

culture is essential to ending female oppression
(Chinn, 1985).

Summary

A feminisÈ conceptual framework senses the limits
of reductionism. ft debunks the myth that a segmented

analysis of the parts will yield the whole (Duffy,

L985). Feminíst scíence recognizes the importance of
considering context within research findings and

analysj-s. The socÍal context within which traditional
science developed accounts for its practice as a male



enterprise. 'The claim that science is value-free , 
"

objective and purely rational is ideology and noÈ

reality" (Benston, L982, p.6).
Feminist. theory creates a vision of woman-defined

systems. The st,rategies Èo obtain this vision include
asking women to articulate in t,heir own words, for
themselves, their t,hought,s and experiences (Bunch,

L987; cilligan, L9821. Once womenfs thoughts and

experiences have been spoken and heard, they can be

analyzed in context to discover, the differences and

the common ground of rr¡omen's reality (Berenky, crinchy,
Goldberger & Tarule, L986; Donovan, lgBB). Woman-

defined health concepts can then be made visibre and

used to lay the foundation for woman-centered health
care. Nevù descriptions of reality change peoplers

perceptions of the world. Changed perceptions are

necessary to alter the existing reality (Bunch, Lgg7l.



EHAPTER 2

REVTEU¡ OF THE LITERAÎURE

Introduction
It was difficult to narrow and circumscribe my

lit,erature review. Empirical studies exist.edr 1'et

because my research strove to honour the everyday

experience of rdomen r sensed reviewing only empirical
studies might be inadequate. After discussions with my

thesis committee, we mutually agreed to include both

the lay literature and academic empirical research

publicatíons in the literature review. Therefore, both

the professional and lay literature hrere reviewed in
the following areas of: (a) definitions of healÈh,
(b) middle-aged women's health needs, (c) facÈors that
inf luence t,he achievement of health, and (d) Icelandic-
Canadians. Relevant research in Nursing, Medicine,

Psychology, Anthropology, Sociology, and Womenrs

Studies was revíewed t,o provide a comprehensive

background to the topic.
Mass mediar such a6 magazines and newspapers,

provide t.he publíc with an abundance of health-related
information. In order to appreciate the mediafs

29
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portrayal of health, I evaluated each monthly issue of

two major Canadian magazines that deal with women's

issues and women's health, Chatelaine and Canadian

Living (l-989 and 1990 igsues), for health-related
articles. As well, examinatíon of the daily newspaper,

ülinnipeg Free Press and the Manitoba lcelandic weekly

Paper,

articles pertaining to the

Concerrtions

Loberg Heimskríngla,

Earlv Notions of Health

Health appeared as a word around the year 1000.

At that time, iù denoted the state of being sound or

whole (Do]fman, 1973). During the last part of the

nineteenth century and t,he early part of the twenÈieth

century, the prevalent mechanistic view of the world

influenced Western medicine and the conception of
health. The experimental, laboratory approach to
solving the worldrs problems was widely accepted

(Sells, 1968). ScienÈist,s believed a whole (i.e., a

human) could be broken into parts, independent.ly

treated, reassembled, and returned to a healthy, whole

state. The body was viewed as a systern functioning
according to only biological and chemical laws, with a

from 1989 to 1990r produced

research area

of Hea I t-h
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dist,inct separation from the mind. Social, economic and

political factors were not seen as health determinates
(Torrance, 1981).

Eventually, htestern medicine recognized t,hat

treating the whole person and accounting for context,

and the environment were crucial to health (Torrance,

l-981-). During the late nineteenth century, changes in
agriculÈure made improved food supplies possible.
fncomes rose, nutrition and housing improved, and

public health measures resulted in improved sanitation,
These social and environmental changes, raÈher than new

medical treatments, led to improved morbidity and

mortality rates (McKeown, Record, & Turner, L975).

Hippocratesr early writíngs in the late fifth eentury,
trace disease to an imbalance between the whole person

and the environment (SeIIs, 1969).

Three broad philosophies of health influenced
present day conceptions of health: the asymptot.ic, the
elastic, and the open-ended philosophy (Sells, L96g).

the asymptotic philosophy has two components. The

first component defines health as a collection of
distinct elements harmoníously working together. The

concept of harmony, or balance, is representative of
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health. The significance of harmony is evident in the

"ying and yang" of Chinese philosophy, and the Western

notion of homeostasis. The healerrs primary goal is to
restore balance.

The second component embedded within the
asymptotic philosophy is a belief in "backward looking

romanticism" (Sells, L968, p.332). Rousseau (LTL2-L779,

associated the hlestern world's ills with the results of
civilization. The process of civilization, according to
Rousseau, separated us from a perfect state of harmony

with nature. Freud (L856-1939) agreed with Rousseaurs

"back to nature" beriefs speculating that uncivirized
"marì" did not suffer from modern "mânts" neurosis,

since the uncivilized did not inhibit the innate sexual

and aggressive drives so necessary for "matìfs" well-
being.

The elastic concept of health begins to discuss

and acknowledge prevent,ive health care practises. The

elastic concept claims that potential danger or threat
can be averted or altered by an âccumulation of
resistance. Experience, an understanding of basic

anatomy and physiology, and learning to cope with
hardship, will furnish an individual with resistance. A
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present day example of an accumulation of resistance is
the ment,al and physical preparation women reeeive

before childbirth.
The open-ended philosophy of healt,h regards death

as an absolute zero, and knows no upper limit for human

functioning and health. Health promotion idears of
growth, creativity, and self-actualizat,ion are possible
within the open-ended philosophy. preventive medicine

is bypassed in search for goals which are independent

of disease.

The three philosophies in general, and the open-

ended in particular, influenced the World Health

Organization's Ih¡HO] , 1958 def inition of health:

"health is a state of complet.e physical, mental and

sociar well-being and not merely the absence of disease

or infirmity". A concern for sociar werr-being was now

entrenched in the holistíc utHors definition of health.
Callahan (1973), a philosopher, opposed including

"social well-being" in the wHo definit,ion becauser âs

he expressed it, "not alr human probrems are reducible
to matters of health'1. The danger, according to
Callahan, lay in increasing the medical professionrs
domain to treat social conditions such as unemployment.
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Although medicine knows little of solving unemployment,

the WHO definition also promotes a constant escalation

of unmet needs. Hoúúever, Callahan fails to account for
culture and class because he speaks from a Western,

professional, middle-class perspective. He implies

medicine is t.he only profession involved with the

working concept of health. Callahan may also write from

an androcentric base, judging from the sexist language,

and referenees, contained in his article.
A Canadian Federal GovernmenÈ definition states:

Health is not something that comes about
merely as a result of treating and curing
illness and injuries, It is a basic and
dynamic force in our daily lives influenced
by our beliefs, our culture and our sociaf,
economic and physical environments.

(Epp, l-986, p2l

Although Epp's definition implicates the

broader social system as an influence on Èhe health of

our daily lives, the definition needs to be validated
and operationalized by women across the life span and

from different cultures.

Nursing Theorists and the Concept of Health

Nursing theorists from L950 to 1970 can be

classified into three schools of thought. Each school

of thought theorized about t.he concepts of human, nurse
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and health, although the underlying assumptions about

each concept were quite different. Needs theorist,s
Abdellah, Henderson, and Orem, (cited in Marriner,

1986) focused on health problems and the respect.ive

nursing functions. They broke away from the medical

model by encouraging independent nursing judgements,

yet their theories were still based on disease and

illness. The perception of the client and importance of
the environment were not. clearly addressed (Meleis,

L985 ) .

Interaction theorists King, Orlando, and peplau

(cited in Marriner, L986; Meleis, l_985) contributed to
the second school of thought in nursing theory.
Interactionism, phenomenology, and existentialist
philosophy guided these theorists to study the concept

and the process of caring. rnteractionists specificarly
studied the interaction between nurses and clients. The

patient perspective was valued, and context was

earnestly implicated in the health of the client.
However, conÈext was limited to the immediate physical

and psychological environment. The larger issues of
cult,ure, gender, and systemic barriers to health were

not questioned.
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OuÈcome theorists such as Rogers and Roy (cit,ed in
Meleis, 1985) conceptualized health as balance,

preservation of energy and a state of harmony between

the individual and the environment (Marriner, 1986;

Meleis, 1985). Notions of health developed by outcome

theorists vary in their degree of abstraction, although

some research has been undertaken to operationalize
health, further research is needed to ground health in
everyday experience.

Nursing theorists, regardless of school of
thought, claim health as part of the domain of nursing.
understanding and conceptualizing health were central
goals of Florence Nightingale's nursing philosophy in
the mid-1800s. More recently, Carper (1978) reviewed

nursing texts and journals from L964 to L974 and found

that health was repeatedly referred to as a basic

nursing concept.

Newman (L982), Parse (1985), and Smith (1996), are

three cont,emporary nurse theorists particularly
interested in explicating the notion of health. Nerryman

(L982) states health encompâsses pathology and should

be considered a manifestation of the total pattern of
the individual. For Newman (L9821 , health is the
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condition, or the process, in which aII parts and

subparts (variables) are in harmony with the whote of
the person; disharmony reduces the wellness state.

Nurse theorists, bot,h historical and contemporary,

have sought to operationalize the concept of health.
Although Eome theorist.s (e.g., Sister Callísta Roy)

have produced more complete definitions than others,
health requíres further grounding in everyday

experience.

Empirical Work Related to the Concept of Health

Recent health researeh is acknowledging the
significance of the lay personrs notion of healÈh in
effectively delivering quality health care (parse,

l-985; Shaver, l-985; Smith, 1986; Tripp-Reimer, 1994 ) .

The health research discussed in this section is
primarily derived from a lay person's perspective.
However not all the studies allow t.he subjects t,o speak

in their own words, for t,hemselves.

Parse (1-985) interviewed 400 subject.s about their
"feeling of health" from a phenomenological

perspect.ive. The subjects were divided according to age

groups. One hundred subject,s (50 women and 50 men)

between the ages of 45 and 65 provided l-69 descriptive
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expressions about heatth. Three specific elements

associated wit.h health emerged: exhilarating potency,

creating triumphs, and serene unity. The hypothetical
definition read, "health is serene unity lived in
exhilarated potency toward creating triumphs" (parse,

1-985, p.33). Parsers definition is ambiguous and not
gender specific. There is no evidence t.hat the final
definition was confirmed by the subjects.

Smith (L986) extensively reviewed and criticalty
analyzed the health lit.erature to conclude most

definitions of health fit into four general

conceptions: clinical, in which health is viewed as the

absence of disease; roLe performance, where health is
the ability to perform socially defined rolesi
adaptive, where health is viewed as flexible
adjustment; and eudaemonistic, where health is
described as exuberant well-being. These four
conceptions are mutually exclusive, but form a

progressive scafe where one has to meet the standards

of the clinical model as a prerequisite to all other
levels. Later, Smith suggested a nationr¿ide survey be

done of various ethnic and racial groups to secure some

reliability and validity for the scale.
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Building on Smithrs (1986) work, Laffrey (1986)

developed a health conception scale with 28 items
(seven items for each of smith's four dimensions) which

were scored using a Likert format. Tested with a group

of (N=Ll) female student nurses with a mean age of 92.2

years' the results supported smithrs four dimensions of
health. Alpha coefficients, using Cronbach's alpha,

ranged from ,87 to .88, providing evidence of the

instrumentrs internal consistency. Factor analysis of
the 28 items validated t,he four dimensions of hearth.
For an item to be retained, a loading of .S or greater
was required. The research did not support, the claim

that the four models form a progressive scale from

clinical to eudaemonistic, wit.h each model subsuming

the concerns of the previous one. The instrument also
has not been validated by midlife women from different
cultural backgrounds.

Recently' researchers have examined rdomen's images

of health. Several authors (Woods et al, 19Bg)

eraborated on Laffreyrs (1986) work by describing t,he

meaning of health for a population of pacific

Northwestern American ¡.romen. The women represented

multiple ethnic groups. A sample of 528 women between
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18 and 45 years vúere interviewed and responded to the
question, "What does being healthy mean Èo you!,'

Content analysis, with high inter,rater reliability
(.88), confirmed images of health consístent with
smithrs (1986) and Laffreyrs (1996) four conceptions of
health. The most frequently cíted health images were

associated with the clinical and eudaemonistic

categories. The eudaemonistic caÈegory t.ras expanded to
contain nine additional dimensions and these nevit

additions accounÈed for an 88eo frequency of report. The

nine new eudaemonistic categories were: actuaLizing
self, practising healthy lifeways, self-concept, body

image, sociar involvement, fitness, cognitive function,
positive mood and harmony. Of the nine, positive
affect, fitness, practising healthy lifeways and

harmony (i.e., spiritual wholeness, centered) were most

commonry acknowLedged as images of health for these

women. The authors sÈated "clearlyr hrotttêûts images

reflected a strong emphasis on exuberant well-being,
not merery the absence of symptoms, role performance,

or management of their environments" lp.42l. The

rdomen's ages díd not influence the variety of images

they reported, but those closer to 45 years reported
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more role performance (p(.05) and adaptive health

images (p(.05), and fewer eudaemonistic health images

(p(.05) than younger women. The non-parametric

staùistics provided superficial data analysis which

resulted in rank ordering of the responses.

Rose (l-990) studied nine women, five of whom !úere

between 47 and 53 years old, to discover what

constituted womenfs inner strength. The nine women were

self-selected on the basis of theír subjective

experience with inner strengt,h. Purposive sampling was

used to select women of diverse educational backgrounds

and different occupations. Rose (1990) chose the

participants from women in literature and the media and

from client,s, colleagues and friends. In-depth, open-

ended interviews produced themes depicting the meanings

and qualities of inner sÈrength. The themes expressing

inner strength were, "embracing vulnerability, intimate
authentic interrelating, using humour, being true to
themselves, centering and balancing, becoming self-
ar^rare, being quiet and calm, and finally, seeing and

understanding the whole of situat,ions while remaining

cognizant of compoundíng factors" (p.68). The research

findings from this phenomenological study produce
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beginning knowledge about womenrs inner strength from a

healthy women's perspective.

Colantonio (1988) interviewed L00 adult.s about

their conceptions of health. The subjects were

stratified into four agelsex groups representative of
the study population. A content analysis performed on

the one interview performed with each subject, found

the most recurrent concepts of health refer to being

fit with reference to furfilting necessary and desired
activities. The data did not show differences in
perceptions of health between men and women or across

age groups.

The influence of social class on health has been

broadly documented (Epp, 1986). Only recently have

researchers explored the relationship of social class
to personal definítions of hearth. calnan and Johnson

(l-985) explored the relationship among occupational
social class, health and the perceived vulnerabitity to
disease. lrlorking class women were found to more

frequently use the dimension of health described as

"function" and "absence of symptoms", while
professional counterparts elicited more

multidímensional def initions such as ,'beíng f it".
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Although these findings suggest, that social class may

influence womenrs definition of health, the sample was

confined to women of 25 to 55 years and does not allow

for variations in conceptions of health between women

from dífferent generations and cultures.

Morsers (L987) research with Canadian inner city,
low-income peopJ.e produced similar staÈements about

health as did the working class subjects in Calanan and

Johnson's 1985 study. The informants in Morse's

qualitative study specifically included aspects of

sleep, nutrition, and work in their definitions of
health. Healt.h rdas associated with physical well-being

and definitely with the ability to move about and

accomplish work.

Summary

The three basic philosophies of health suggesting

harmony and balance, an accumulation of resistance, and

self-actualization have been historically associat,ed

with the notion of health.

The relationship between health and social factors
influenced the WHO and the Canadian federal
governmenÈrs definitionst of healt,h. The most

encompassing and viable definition comes from the
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Canadian federal governmenÈ (Epp, 1986), yet iÈ remains

to be validated and operationalized from a womenrs

perspective.

Nurse theoriets, over time, have rejected t.he view

of health as the absence of disease, but more research

is required to ground the abstraction in everyday

experience. Because most nursing theory is informed by

traditional medical and social science paradigms,

concepts such as health may be rooted in an

androcentríc bias. Smith's (L986) four conceptions of

health rdere confirmed and expanded by researchers

studying womenrs images of health (Laffrey, 1986; Woods

et al, 1988). Some research has explored the

relationship of social class and gender to health

images (Calnan & Johnson, 1985; Morse, 1987; üloods et

â1, 1-988) but has not specifically focused on middle-

aged women.

9lomenrs Health Needs

Health needs of midlife women, from their
perspective, have not been studied extensively.

Griffith (1983) completed a descriptive research study

of 579 women between the ages of 25 and 65 years.

Forty-two percent were between the ages of 25 and 35
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years. A self-administered questionnaire, rdith

undetermined validity and reliability, was used to
elicit demographic data, health history, coping styles,
personal goals and satisfactions, and physical and

emotional syrnpt.oms. Twenty-f ive percent of the women

reported díssatisfaction with physical health factors.
For instance, a lack of exercise and physical act.ivity,
and poor nutrition and eating patterns were major

stressors for women between 25 and 55 years of age.

Personal success stressors were highest for younger

women, and decreased with increasing age.

A vast amount of literature has been written about

the needs of women during menopause (Edinburg, Lg82¡

Flint, L975; Frey, 198L; Kaufert, L985; MacPherson,

1981-; 1-985; Notman, 1982; Voda, Dinnerstein &

O'Donnell, L982). Dickson (1990) reviewed research

perspectives on menopause and discovered most researeh

falls into one dominant perspective, t.he biomedical;

and two marginal perspectives; the sociocultural and

feminist. The biomedical view promotes menopause as

nothing more than the relationship of hormones to
sympÈoms. The stereotypic midlife woman who is
irritable, asexual, and depressed because of her
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biological processes manifests the biomedical

perspective. The biomedical perspective ignores womenrs

own experiences with menopause and accentuates the

individual reÊrponse to menopause, rather than

incriminating societyrs attitudes assigned to aging

women. the sociocultural perspective emphasizes, in
response to the biomedical view, that menopause has

little effect on a woman; role changes and societal
attitudes toward aging are the real culprits (Dickson,

1990 ) . Dickson estimates that L2 nursíng focused

studies on menopause from these two perspectives have

been published. However, both the biomedical and

sociocul.tural view suffer from a reductionist sÈance

(Dickson, 1990; Voda & George, 1986) because the first
view reduces rdomen to biological processes, and the

latter attends to only social and cultural factors.
A feminist view of menopause seeks to uncover the

povùer relationship that has successfully shrouded

menopause in secrecy and silenCê. Posner (1979) and

Delaney, Lupton and Toth (1988) provide accounts of
several sÈudies from this perspective.

Although some studies recognize menopause as a
normal process, many studies use clinical populations
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and represent the illness or disease- oriented
perspective. Present day medical and scientific
t,heories claim menopause to be a normal event in a

!ûoman's lifer 1'et powerful hor¡nones are still commonly

prescribed to menopausal lvomen (Ford, 1986). A female

weLlness perspective on menopause and midlife sexual

needs is gaining attention, but reguires morê

investigaÈion (Boston Women's Health Book Collective,
1984; George, 1986: MacPherson, 198L). Middle-

aged womenrs personal accounts of t,heir health needs

have not been widely researched.. Physical health

factors such as a lack of exerciee and poor nutrition
may be major stressors for some rdomen. Menopal¡se,

although researched extensively, is overwhelmingly

presenÈed from a biomedical perspective.

Review of Canadian [Âlomenf s Maqazines

Lay literaÈure often underscores societyts
prevalent beliefs and desirêso The researcher assumed

that popular magazine articles pertaining to women's

health issues reflected society's beliefs and desires

for women. MíIler, Sliepcevich and Vitello (1981)

state, "the najority of the public obtain virtuatly atl
of its health information from outside the context of
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planned educational settings" (p.2571. Chatelaine and

canadian Living are two popular canadian magazines that
are primarily targeted for female readership. Each

magazine is inundated with advertising for the cosmetic

and fashion industries, weight reduction plans,

feminine hygiene products and the latest pharmaceutical

products. Health advice for women and their families is
scattered Èhroughout both magazines.

All l-989 and L990 monthly issues for both

magazines ü¡ere reviewed; a totat of 48 issues producing

245 healt,h-related articres. The researcher read each

healt,h-relat.ed article of five sentences or more, and

recorded its major focus. HealÈh-related articles were

distinguished by their. focus on any social, eeonomic,

political, or biological factors that influenced

physical¡ or mental welL-being. Any writing within the

magazines, other than advertisi.g, Èhat related to
health education, health promotion, and illness
prevention was examined. Particular attention rdas given

to the choice and frequency of the words used within
the article. Eventually, after re-reading t,he articles
and comparing my notes on t,he articles wit,h the article
itself, some consistency of theme emerged from both
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letter-codes

written within a disease or illness paradigm and

primarily directed to the middle-aged or older female.

The major focus of the articles was amelioration of
physical health problems. General information on how to
cope, and what foods to eat regarding a medically

diagnosed health problem, accounted for 50e" of Canadian

Living's healt,h-related articles (theme C, G and N2).

Often diseases such as arthritis, diabetes, or

pneumonia were physiologically described and

appropriate medical treatment. discussed ( "Health and

well-fare, " 1989i "six diseases your doct.or may miss, "

L990). Basic information on how to filt a

prescription, store medicines safely, bladder infection
symptoms and cure, and how to take antíbiot,ics
( "Medicine do t s and don'ts, " L989 ) were comrnon.

An equally common theme for all iesues of Canadian

Living was diet, nutrition and food preparation related
to reducing fat intake, cholesterol, and alcohol

consumption (theme N). Forty percent of Canadian

Livingrs health-related articles focused on nutrition

l9

Iist of articles and descriptions of theme

The Canadian Livingrs

can be found in Appendix A.

health-related articles were
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articles detailed foods that should be eaten to improve

a chronic medical disease such as heart or kidney

disease ("Calcium and fiber for celiacs," 1989; "Ease

up on meat and dairy products,' 1989) The rest of the

nutrition articles rdere prevent,ive in focus with an

underlying clinical component ( "All fiber is not

created equal," 1989; "Low-eaI, low-fat desserts,"

l-990 ) . This publication devotes at least five pages per

issue to low-fat, low-cholesterol recipes and lists of

recommended, or nutritious, brand-name foodstuffs to
prevent heart, kidney, and vascular disease.

Reproductive issues, again from a biomedical

perspective, was the second most common t,heme. However,

only 6eo of all Canadian Living issues discussed

reproductive issues (theme R and R2). Some examples

included t,he latesÈ drugs to prevent miscarriage, ârì

update on birth control pills, osteoporosis relat.ed to
menopause, and promoting hormonal. replacement therapy

during menopause ( "Þliscarriages. .autoimmune drugs, "

L989; "Osteoporosis, " L990).

Chatelaine magazine centered its attention on

reproductive issues, problems, and diseases (thene R
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and R2). A full 40% of Chatelainers health-related
articles addressed reproductive issues for the young to
middle-aged woman. Almost half of the reproductive
articles were devoted to cont,raceptive concerns sueh as

the latest contraceptive implant, latex contraceptives,
the pill and viruses, and cervical caps (Michaels,

L989; 1990). The other half of reproductive-oriented
articles discussed physical health problems associated

with women's reproduct,ive organs (theme R). cervical,
ovarian, and breast cancer rdere most common, although
post-menopausal osteoporosis r prêmêDstrual problems,

and vaginaÌ infectious diseases were also prominent
(Katz, 1989; Míchaels, l-990).

The second most common theme, aecounting for 2íeo

of chatelainers articles, centered on hromenrs mental

and physical health concerns (theme C and G). Sixty
percent of these articres were disease-oriented and

offered advice on coping with chronic disease or
improving individuals' emotional response to disease
("Assessíng your lifestyle," L990; Michaels, L990;

Katz, 1989,1990; Webb, 1989). Chatelaine devoted 15eo of
their total health-related articles to womenrs mental

health promotion, yet invariably the content of the
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articles suggested that women should be responsible for
improving their own mental health (thene I'fp). Three

articles suggest women should engage in volunteer

activity to improve their self-esteem, while another

five articles encouraged women to be less cynicaÌ and

hostile in order to improve their mental health
(Jungkind, L989; "Loneliness, " l-990; ).

Nutrition and diet themes occurred in L5e" of
Chatelainers health-related art.icles (themes N and N2).

The nutritíon articles' core concern was reducing fat
intake and lowering cholesterol levels to prevent heart

disease. ("Fat free foods," L990i Katz, L989, L990;

Phillips, 1989). However, half of Chatelainers

nutrition articles' rationale for losing weight was to

increase physical attractiveness.

Both magazines reflect the belief t.hat individuals
are responsible for their own health and in a r¿oman's

case, the health of others. Most health-related
articles are biologically and disease-oriented with a

clear reductionistic stance. Regardless of the issue,

65% of all health-related articles for bot.h magazines

used the words "hormones", "chemistfy', and "biology"
in discussing health concerns, treatment, or preventíve
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health practices. Some preventive suggestions do appear

but they are clinically focused. For instance, how to
prevent a urinary tract infection, pain reliever
precautíons, and prenatal blood Èests, are examples of
medically-driven preventive health practices. Few

articles emphasized health promotion or building on

healthy !úomenrs strengths. Both magazines, because of
the preponderance of reproductive and nutrition
articles, depicted women as wombs, then mothers and

finally wives. The nutrition articles specifically
target.ed trromen that prepare food for families. The

assumption is that women need to know how to reduce fat
and cholesterol intake so t.he whole family can be at
less risk for heart disease.

None of the health-related articles referred to
women of colour. Both magazines encourage rdomen to
exercise more, create leisure time, eat fat free foods,

and to understand their own and their husband's sexual

needs, suggesting a middle-class, heterosexual bias.

Factors fnfluencino Health

The Canadian government recognizes that
biological, environment.al and lifestyle factors affect
the pursuit of health (Lalonde, L974; Epp, 1986).
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Barbara ÞlcDougall (1989), the past Minister Responsibì.e

for the Status of ülomen, stated, "Any discussion

related to womenrs weLl-being must delve into the

underlying factors of woments social and eeonomic

inequality" (p.9),

Income and Employment

hlomen continue to earnr orl average, only 66 cents

for every dollar earned by men (Young, 1990). Eighty

four percent of women remain in the servíce sector and

their net wages dropped ten percent between L981-1987

(CACSW, 1990). Low income has been shown to not only

reduce access to health services, but also to have a

bearing on lifestyle, education, disabílity and

occupation. Low income people suffer more health
problems than others and tend to have shorter life
expectancies (Health and hlelfare Canada, 1-990).

Alt,hough women make up 51-% of the population, 57e" of
the low income people in Canada are women. Single

parent rdomen are five times as likely to be poor than

are men who head their own households. In 1994, one in
three women heading a household had an income below t,he

poverty line (Perales & Young, 1988). Women of colour
are five times more likely t.o be poor than whíte rdomen.
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The results of Canadars Health promotion Survey in
1985 (cited in Health and Welfare Canada, L990)

demonstrated that the number of women reporting their
health as fairr or poor, decreased as income increased.

hlhen the analysis was limiÈed to women under 65 years,

82e" of. hígh income women rated their health as very
good or excellent, compared with only 52eo of poor and

62e" of very poor h¡omen. This study rdas a telephone

survey that used random digit dialing to contact

households across the country. The response rate was

80% and resulted in over 11,000 Canadians, J-5 years and

older, answering 109 questions covering 250 items. The

survey excluded those Canadians without phones, and

certain topics such as occupat.ional health, violence,
and family responsibilities were not included. The

criteria for ineome categorization was uncrear in this
study as was t.he method for race representation.

hlomen are concentrated into a narrow range of
occupations as a result of gender segregation. "ÞIany

female job ghettos in offices, storesr ând factories
have stressors typical of âny low-status, poorly

rewarded, routine job" (Lowe, 1989, p.t2l . ülomen are at
risk for the harmful effects of occupational. stress
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because at least 80% of rdomen's paid employment reflect
job ghetto status (CACSW, 1990). Even in situations
where men and women are performing the same work, rdomen

face uníque stressors. some of these occupational
stressors include 75go of the responsibility for
childrearing and household work once vúomen return home

from a day at the "office,,, sexual harassment,

inequities in employment opportunities and rewardsr âDd

the pressure of t,oken status in non-traditionaL jobs
(Lowe, 1989).

In 1983, the Canadian Human Rights Commission

researched sexuar harassment by surveying 2,004 women

and men. The results indicated 4eo of men and LSe. of
rdomen had received unwanted sexual attention at some

point in their life. Most íncidenÈs (36>o) occurred in
the workplace. Emotional stress develops over fear of
reprisals or of losing oners job if a complaint of
sexual harassment is formally lodged. Despite this,
some researchers state that paíd emproyment outside of
the home has a positive effect on an individual's
health. Regardless of sex, when compared to the effect
of unpaid domestic labour in the home, outside paid

emproyment is associated with higher revels of self-
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esteem and health (Baruch et al , Lgg4l.

The state of the naÈional economy has historically
played a role in women's hearth. Irlomen's domestic tasks

are inereased and intensified during times of
recession. Tasks such as preparing non-convenience

foods, bargain hunting, repairing clot.hes and household

appliances, stretch the family budget by adding

considerable invisible domestic work to a woman's

agenda (Armstrong & Armstrong, LgB7l.

Family Relationshíps and Responsibilities
Þtarriage and the quality of relationships within

the family have shown either a positive or negative

effect on the health of women. A non-communicative,

emotionally unsupportive marriage partner conÈribut.es

to depression among women (Brown & Harris , lg7gl. yet,
partners that share househoLd and farnily
responsibilities can ameliorate womenrs healt,h by

increasing women's personal time. Lack of personal time

has been perceived as a major source of stress for
Idomen (Heller, 1986 ) .

lrlith the increasing emphasis on community and home

health care, families, and women in particular, are

assuming health care responsibilities for fanily
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members (HeIler, 1986). Heller (L986) interviewed 165

women from across Canada. The purposive sampl_e allowed

a variety of rdomen from varying backgrounds to tell
their stories about home healÈh care. Some of the

variables included regional and economic diversity,
young to old women, and a variety of ethnic origins.
Seven different intervierr'ers posed open-ended and

mult,iple choice questions to the women. Although pre-

testing of t.he questionnaire allowed refinement, there

h¡as no mention of inter-rater reliability. Middle-age

was not defined in years, however the study concluded

"54e" of middle-aged women carry out more than three
quarters of the health care tasks within t,he family
without. help and 86% look after more than half the

health maintenance activities unaided" (p.33).

Accessing health servíces was cited as somewhat

difficult for L9% of the middle-aged sample and 33%

were less than fully saÈisfied wíth t,he care they

received. The most common complaint at, all stages r¡vâs,

"Doctors don't listen to mot,hers and donrt recognize

the knowledge gained by mothers in raising a child" (p.

35).

The middle years for Heller's sample of women was
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not a time of peace and contentment r¿ith "everything

coming together". Rather, a strong sense of family

responsibitity, increased attention to their husband's

mid-life physical changes, and health care needs of

children and older parents, produced a time of

"everything coming at oÌrce" (Heller, 1986). In the

United States, Gl.azer (L988) estimates "the average

Ameriean woman will spend 1-7 years raising children and

18 years helping aging parents and parents-in-lard'.

HelIer (L986) identified Èhat 50% of middle-aged

women did something positive for their emotional

health. The most frequent activity associated with

maintaining emotional health was a "good social

life...going out and seeing people...entertaining and

talking to friends" (p.37).

Anderson (1985) researched the experience of

health and health-seeking behaviour of East Indian

Canadian and Greek Canadian women. Subjects (N=144)

ranged in age from Èheir early twenties to mid-fifties.

Content analysis, from qualitative data gained from in-
depth interviews, revealed factors that shaped these

women's subjective experiences with health and health

care systems. The findings suggest that factors that
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impinge on health go beyond the health syst,em itself to
social, economic and political forces. For instance,

the loneliness, tension and isolation many of these

women experienced, took precedence over any physical or
biological factors. Anderson'Ë(1985) study accounted

for gender and culture in its broad analysis of forces

Èhat impinge on health. Although it was from a womanrs

perspectÍve, it did not specifically target. middle-aged

It¡Omen.

Violenee and Exnloitat-ion

Many pharmaceutical and medical treatments have

both contributed to and detract.ed from womenfs hearth.
Certainly advances in díagnosis, the discovery and use

of antibiotics, and some surgical procedures have

enhanced woments lives. However, some of the

pharmaceutical assaults on women's bodies have recently
gained social and politicar attention. The teratogenic
sedative Thalidomide, çhich produced timb defects, rdas

given to mothers who complained about fatigue and

overwhelming responsibility. In L97L,

diesthystilbestrol IDES], widely used as a synthetic
estrogen replacement, was discovered as a
transplacentaL carcinogen. Harvard researchers provided
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evidence of increased cases of vaginal cancer among

daught,ers of mothers who had taken DES (Bale, L990;

Hynes, 1989). The Dalkon Shield, ân intrauterine
eontraceptive device, was launched in L97L and removed

from the market in L974 after many reports of uterine
infection and puncture, resulting in hundreds of

hysterectomies (Hynes, l-989). In L981, a ten million
dollar lawsuit was successfully launched against

Johnson & Johnson and International Playtex, the

producers of high absorbency tampons. The companies

were accused and charged with failing to Èest properly

their products even after evidence was clear on the

tampon's adverse affects (Bale, 1990).

Violence against hromen is a reality for Canadían

women and a serious threat t.o their health and their
lives. From January to November, 1990, L4 Manitoba

!úomen died due of domestic violence ( "Roots of domestic

abuse", November 6, L990). It is not surprising that
the CACSW (1989) reported t.hat 56% of Canadian women

living in the city feel unsafe walking alone at night
in their own neighbourhoods.

Summary

Women's social and economic inequalities impinge
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on woments opportunit.ies to achieve and maintain t,heir
health. The Canadian Health promotion Study of Lg8s

(cited in Health and welfare canada, 1990) demonstrated

the effects of income and employment disparities on

woments health with only one-half of poor rdomen rating
their health as "very good". Since 57r" of the poor in
Canada are women, we can project that approximately

four million women rate their health as less than very

good in Canada.

Marriage influences womenrs health. Some research

suggests the impact of marriage on rdomen's health is
directly related to the communication style employed by

the marriage partner (Brown and Harris, LgTg). Middle-

aged rrüomen are most often entirely responsible for the

health care tasks within the immediate and extended

families (Heller, L986). The demands of raising
children and caring for aging parents can produce

emotional and physical exhaustion.

Without overstating the fact, abuse is killing
women. Abuse of women by unsafe pharmaceutical

practices and physical violence is not uncommon.

Achievíng health for women is profoundly affected
by their economic status, social role responsibility,
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quality of family relationships, and the environment.

fcel andic-Canadians

Iceland is an island located in the North Atlantic
between Norway and Greenland whose economic and social
survival depends, to a great extent, on a successful

agricultural and fishing ent.erprise. Unfortunately,
from l-850 to L873, the lcelandic people were afflicted
by catastrophes that targeted both these lcelandic
mainstays. the death of thousands of sheep from

infectious diseases, volcanic eruption covering large
areas of land, and worsening glacial conditions made

fishing and farming almost impossible. These calamities
prompted emigration to various locaÈions in North

America and in the fall of L875, about 270 lcelandic
people arrived in Winnipeg, with another L200 arriving
in 1-876 ( Simundsson, l_981 ) .

C. Matthiasson (L977 ) documented the early, and

present d"y, history of lcelandic-Canadian womenrs

involvement wit.h voruntary organizations. Matthiassonr s

research does not, include a description of her sampre

or methodology, however she does refer to "informants"
that seem to be seeond and third generation rcelandic-
Canadian rdomen.
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She states t.hat the lcelanders, and the women in
particular, began to form voluntary associations for
charitable, political and social reasons almost

immediately after they immigrat.ed to Canada. Beeause

the pioneer immigrants experienced many adversities in
the economic and social adjustments to their new

country, voluntary organizations "first tended to focus

on providing mutual assistance, education of the young

and medical care" (MatÈhiasson, L977, p.271.

Matthiasson concludes that women played a strong role
as fund raisers, executive board members, and elected

officials in the social welfare actívities of the

Icelandic-Canadian conìmunity. Her results further
suggest that the pioneer women were regarded by the

informants in her study as, "a special group of
individuals who hrere more than ordinarily hard working

and capable" (L977, p,291. The study informants also
perceived themselves as capable and strong-mínded,

although not as tough physically as the pioneer women.

It was the pioneer hromen that continued to affect
Manit.oba' s history.

fcelandic-Canadian women were instrumenÈal in
securing women's right to vote in Manitoba. The first
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womenrs suffrage association in Manitoba was

established by Margaret Benedictsson from Gimli,
Manitoba who also wrote and published ',Freyja", the
only rdomen's suffrage magazine in canada (Newman, R.,
April 19, L991, p.4). While insisting that rdomen should

have the right to vote, the Gimli suffragettes
maintained that the well-being of the home was of prime

importance, in fact the home was womenfs separate

sphere and her prime responsibility. The

notíon of women's obligation to home and hearth is
refrected in the legendary persona of the Fjallkona.

The Fjarrkona is a mountain woman that represents
to the lcelandic people, the mother and protector of
the rcelandic nation (Bjornsdottir, l_999). A Fjallkona,
from the rcelandic-canadian conmunity, is named and

presides over the Gimli rcelandic festival each year.
The Fjarrkona as David Arnason describes, "ruLes over
usr the maid of t.he mountainr Dot some young girl
celebrated solely for her physical beauty, but an older
htoman, earth mother, celebrated for her contribution to
the community as a whole" (cited in rslendingadagurinn,
1988 ) . women are seen as the very embodíment of the
culture by t,he symbol of the Fjallkona. Although an
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explicit display of such ethnicity is acceptable to a

certaín extent today, this was not always the case.

J. Matthiasson (t-989) acted as a participant
observer within Èhe lcelandic-Canadian Wínnipeg

community; a sociocultural environment of which he had

also been a natíve. Matthiasson (L989) díscusses the

contempt with r¿hich the lcelanders held the term

"ethnic". He states the lcelanders woul.d have avoided,

at all cost, âDy ethnic self-present,ation had it not

been for the highly ethnicized environment in which

they found themselves in htinnipeg.

Matthiasson (l-989) relates that Icelanders were

given the opportunity, on their arrival to Canada, to
create t,heir ordn republic north of the keystone

province of Manitoba when "none of the other ethnic
populations had received the gift of autonomy that the

Icelanders had received" (p. 160). This difference
heralded a prestige and power distinction the

rcelanders stitl enjoy today compared with other ethnic
populations. A honoured place wit.hin the ethnic
hierarchy had long-range consequences for the

rcelanders even though Èhe rcelandic community refused

to consider themselves et.hnic. perhaps one of the
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reasons the rcelanders enjoyed such favoured sÈatus was

because of t,heir willingness to denounce their ethnic
ties and become strucÈurarly identified with the Anglo-

saxon majority. Matthiasson states "in a self-conscious
manner they sought to become, not hyphenated canadians,

as in lcelandic-Canadian, but Canadians in the fullest
sense" (p.1-63). Matthiasson discusses two postures the
Icelanders employed3 one for presentation to the
outside world, and the other for community use; one

very English and one very rcelandíc. However, with the
changing canadian ideologicar perspective on ethnicity
that values multi-culturalism, the rcelanders are, over

the last 15 years, finally ready to display and discuss
their ethnicity (Þtatthiasson, L9B9).

Alt.hough the foregoing articles describe

psychological, anthropological and behavioral traits of
rcelandic-canadians, there were no studies located that
specifically discussed lcelandic-Canadian womenf s

percept,ions of health, health needs or factors that
influence their health.

Summary of Literature Review

The notion of health first appeared around the
year L000. Since that time, numerous disciplines have
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offered their version of the meaning of health.
Nurse researchers have, over tíme, rejected the

view of healÈh as the absence of disease. Many are nord

beginning to ground the concept in the everyday

experience of humans, but only two studies have

specifically researched middle-aged rdomenrs perceptions
of hearth and t.heir heaLth needs. There rdere no st.udies
located that sÈudied rcelandic-canadian women's health.

A review of two popular canadian magazines dearing
with womenrs issues and women's health, primarily
describe rdomen and their hearth according to social
roles, from a biomedical perspective with a middle-
class stance. womenrs health is profoundly affected by

eeonomic status, sociar role responsibilityr euality of
family relationships, and the environment, yet this is
not always communicated in t.he popular literature or
the empirical research on lvomen.

Some research has been published regarding the
personarity and behavioral traits of rcerandic-canadian
people in general. Although the first and second

generation rcelandic-canadian eùomen expedited suffrage
for the lvomen of Manitoba, they did so because t.hey

believed home-rife would be strengthened with an
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active' astute mother and wife. The rceranders were

positively st,ereotyped because of t.heir close
association with the dominant Anglo-saxon majority. The

close association however, required the rcelanders to
deny their ethnicity and assimilate into t,he canadian

culture.

Little knowledge exists about womenfs personal

perceptions of health developed from their own

experience with health. This research may provide

insights into healthy middre-aged rcetandic-canadian
womenrs own experiences with health, thereby adding

knowledge to the nursing professionrs paradigm.



CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY

Design

This research project was designed and impremented

as an exploratory-descriptive study. The purpose of the
design was to exprore and describe phenomenon in order
to become familiar with them, and gain new insights
(Wilson, 1985). The design was appropriate because

little knowledge had been developed on middle-aged

womenrs perceptions of health, their health needs and

factors affecting their health.

The research was philosophically directed by the
naturalistic paradigm previously described in the

feminist conceptual framework. Lincorn and Guba (j-9g5)

impose two requirements on researchers who wish to
label their work as naturaristic. The first of the two

requirements, is to honour the five naturaListic axioms

throughout the research process (Lincoln & Guba, L9g5,

p. 371.

Axiom 1: there are murtiple constructed rearitíes
so prediction and cont,rol are unlikely, although
some underst,anding of the phenomenon can be
achieved.
Axiom 2: Èhe inquirer and object of ínquíry

70
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interact to influence one another.
Axiom 3: generalization is not a goal of thenaturalistic method. The aim is to develop a bodyof knowledge that is context dependent.
Axiom 4: it is impossible to determine cause andeffect because all entities are in a st.ate of
mutual and simultaneous shaping
Axiom 5: research is value bound.

throughout this study the five naturalistic axioms

were honoured to the best my ability.
The seeond. reguirement demanded that f develop a

level of inÈerpersonal skill to ward off crit.icism of
the human as instrument. An acceptable level of
interpersonal skirl includes sensing and responding to
environmental cues, collecting information about

multiple fact,ors simultaneouslyr srrnünârízing data,,on
the spot" and confirming it with informants, and

possessing a knowledge base to function competently

with t.he concepts under study (Lincoln & Guba, l_99S,

p.194). I feel confídent. in my interpersonal skills
partly because r practised competent bedside nursing
for J-5 years. As well, instructing nursing students at
the undergraduate level for several years demanded

adept communication skills. Therefore, one can be

relatively assured the interpersonar skirls developed

as a successful regist.ered nurse can be transferred
into the naturalistic researcher's repertoire of
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interpersonal- skills.
A naturalistic inquiry is always carried out in a

natural setting, "since context is so heavily

implicated in meaning" (Lincoln & Guba, 1985, p.187).

Naturalistic inquiry implicates qualitative methods

because they are more adaptable in dealing with
multiple realities and expose more directly the

essences, values, and cont,extual meanings of human

beings. Naturalistic inguiry elects to use humans as

t,he primary data-gathering instrument because only a

human is capable of grasping, evaluating, and adapting

to the realities that will be encountered (Lincoln &

Guba, 1985). The human instrument uses methods such as

indepth interviews to begin t.o account for context, and

the complexity of human beings. Hordever, if the human

instrument is not trustwort.hy, the f indings are

meaningless.

Trustworthiness

Trustworthiness of qualitative research refers to
the degree to which the findings of the study are worth

considering. The conventional scient.ific paradigm

establishes rigor by employing the criteria of internal
and external validíty, reliability, and objectivity.
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Criteria from the convent.ional paradigm are not
appropriate for judging act,ions in the naturalistic
paradigm (Burns, 1990; Kirby & McKenna, Lggg; Lincoln &

Guba' 1985; sandelowski, 1986). Trustworthiness withín
the naturalistic paradigm can be established by

credibirity (int.ernal validity), transferability
(externar validity), dependability (reriabitity) and

conf irmability ( objectívity ) .

Credibil ity
credibility ís truth value. r, or any naturalistíc

researcher, must demonstrate that the analysis arrived
at is credible to the informants or constructors of the
reality (Kirby & McKenna, L9B9; Lincoln & Guba, 19g5).

Proronged engagement, persistent observation, use of a

ref lexive journal, and member checks were t.he

techníques I used in this study to establish
credibil ity.

Prolonged engagement is the investment. of
sufficient, time with t,he informants and their context
to learn the culture and build trust to "test for
misinformation introduced by distortion either of the
self or the respondents" (Lincoln & Guba, 19g5). f have

attempted to meet the requirements of prolonged
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engagement through my own Iife experiences with the

culture and by investing sufficient time with the

informants over the course of this research.

ProlonEed engagement with the study informant,s

occurred through three to four, one hour face-to-face
interviews. Each informant also spoke with me over the

phone before the first interview to establish a place

and time convenienÈ for reviewing the informed consent.

This preliminary phone call answered the informants'
questions and allowed a more trusting environment for
the first interview.

Over rny lifetime I have been exposed to the

subtleties of t,he Icelandic Canadian culture. Èly

biological mother was of fcelandic-Canadian herítage

and consequently this gave me frequent opportunities
for contact and partícipation with extended family, and

other members of the lcelandic Canadian community.

Informal contact with the community continues with
occasions such as reunions, christenings, weddings,

funerals and attending the annual rcelandíc celebration
in Gimli, Manitoba each year.

My formal contact with the lcelandic-Canadian

community is retained by receiving The Loberg-
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Heimskringla, a weekly lcelandic Manitoba paper. This

informative paper rdas reviewed weekly during the

research process and contained opinion editorials, news

items from lceland, announcements of community events,

and fiction, poetry, and non-fiction written by

Icelandic Canadians. I have also attended biannual

fundraising events established to secure a future for
the annual lcelandic festival in Gimli; the

rslendingadagurinn. These combined act.ivities arerted
Írê, and provided beginníng underst.andíng, to the study

informants' conLext.

As a woman, although not of middle age, I have an

understanding and involvement with rdomen's culture
through the lived experience. I have had prolonged

engagement with women's culture from a white, married,

middle-c1ass perspective.

Persistent observation, another criteria I used to
secure credibility, allowed me to tentatively label
presumed salient factors and explore t,hem in detail
"where either the initial assessmenÈ is seen to be

erroneous, or the factors are understood in a

nonsuperficial rday" (Lincoln & Guba, 1995, p.304). îhe
first, non tape-recorded, interview allowed me to
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observe the informantsr surroundings and gain a first
impression of the ínformantsr verbal and non-verbal

style. The irnpressions from the first interview were

reeordecì in my reflexive journal in order that
subsequent impressions eould be compared and analyzed.

The next trvo recorded int.erviews supplemented the
initial observations and were used to validate or

díspute original observations.

My use of a reflexive journal was instrumental in
building credibility. The journal allowed me to name

and explore my biases about the research. After each

interview I wrote, in the journal, ily impressíons of
the interview. The first journal enÈry described the

interview environment, discussed possibte outside

factors impacting on ny ínterpretations of the

interview, and tentatívely analyzed the informantrs

answers. ALthough as naturalistic inquiry postulates,

it is impossible to divest one's self of values, it is
possible to develop a consciousness of the role they
play. The journal was al.so an opportunity for me to
clear my mind of the emotions and feelings that
confounded my thinking processes. Clear thinking and

appropriate judgements about the research process ldas
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aided by this opportunity for reflection.
Member checks, whereby data and conclusions of the

research are tested with members, is a most critical
technique to ensure credibility. Member checks were

routinely accomplished by referring the data and

interpretations back to the informant,s for correction
and varidation. r initiated each informant interview bv

informally reviewing that particular informantrs
previous interview, thereby encouraging t.he informant
to clarify t,he data by adding more detail, or refuting
ot,her details. once semi-final themes were det,ermined,

r formally present,ed the themes to four representative
members of the sample for validation. Arl four women

concurred with the semi-final themes, and assisted the
researcher in further refining the themes. My

reconstructions r¡vere considered credible to the

constructors.

Transferability

Transferability is the power to transfer
conclusions or descriptions drawn from the study onto

another cont.ext or situaÈion. Transferability depends

on the degree of similariÈy between contexts. A "thick
descríption" (Líncorn & Guba, 1gB5) of the contexts was
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provided by a clear description of t,he sampling

procedure, t.he informants, and the context of the
research. This "thick description" can be found in
subsequent pages of the methodology chapter. Detailed
observations and impressions of the open-ended, in-
depth interviews, were recorded in my personal

reflexive journal that could be accessed by interested
parties (Appendix B). Lincoln and Guba (1985) suggest

transferability is the responsibility of the person

seeking t,o make the applicationr âs long as the

original researcher has provided enough descriptive
data t.o make the judgement.

Dependabil ity

Dependability is the process of outsíde

verification of the accuracy and consistency of the
process and product. During data collection and

analysis the thesis committee discussed with me, the
process of coding and organizing the data into
categories. My early tentative conclusions about the
dat.a received approval from committee members.

r was the only person involved in data collection,
therefore a relatively consistent style was used in all
interviews. The intervierds were accurately audio-t,aped.
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Alr coding notes are preserved and personar. anaryticar
choices are recorded.

My thesis committee ensured dependability by

reviewing the coding process and emergent themes for
consistency and accuracy. I secured dependabitit,y by

audio-recording each interview, collecting data single-
handedly, and developing an audit traiL of coding notes

and personal analyt.ical choices.

Confirmabí I ity
Confirmability parallels the notion of

objeetivity. Although not pursued, my personal journal,
and original audio-t,apes and t.ranscripts studied

concurrently with the research conclusions, could
provide an audit. trail for those int.erest.ed in
establishing confirmabitity. ALso, throughout the
interviews, the informants words determined t.he course

of daÈa collection. Each question posed to the

informant was derived from the phrases or words the

informant had previously used. In this manner, there
was less opportunity to pursue my preconceived notions
and biases with the informants.

The criteria of credibitity, transferability,
dependability and confirmability are essential to
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establish trustworthiness in qualitat,ive research
(Lincoln & Guba, L985; Sandelowski, l_986). Rigor for
this study was secured using gualitative criteria.

Informants

The study sample was drawn from the Manitoba

Icelandic population. It is estimated that 20,000

people of lcelandic descent live in Manitoba (Bardal,

personal communication, October 13, L988). Þlanitoba

rcelanders have been resolute in their determination to
maintain and preserve the lcelandic culture. Þlany

Manitoba-rcelanders of middle age acquired rcelandíc as

their first language, and today continue to converse in
Icelandíc with friends and family, The lcelandic
Celebration, held annually in August, is the second

oldest continuous festival in North America and

continues to draw a few hundred native rcelanders each

year (Kristjanson, 1989). Sorofman (L986) suggests if
certain pockets of a ¡ropulation retain t,heir language,

religion, and food specialitiesr ârrd participate in
ethnically specific events, ethnicity can be used as a
reliable measure.

A convenience sample of 12 middle-aged lcelandic-
Canadian women living in Winnipeg, Manitoba was
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available group of research subjects. My personal

experience and knowledge of lcelandic-Canadians in
hlinnipeg, allowed uncomplicated entry into Èhis

community.

fnformant eligibility limitatíons are listed
below.

1. Middle-age requirements insisted informants be

between 45 and 65 years of açte.

2. Informants were born to lcelandic or lcelandic
canadian parents (both parents arelwere exclusively of
Icelandic or Icelandic Canadian descent ) .

3. All informants self-identified as lcelandic-
Canadíans.

4. The majority of the informant's life was spent

living in rural Manitoba or Winnipeg.

5. rnformants spoke rcelandic as children and continue

to understand and occasionally use the language.

6. Informants were in self described "good health".
the eligibility limitations were created to ensure

some measure of ethnic homogeneity, both genetically
and sociaJ.ly. As sorofman (L986) suggests, ethnicity is
legitimately established in this sample, however this
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is not a study of the lcelandic-Canadian culture. The

study seeks to understand rdoments definitions of
health, incorporating an age and cultural element.

I'Iowever, precise description of sample members arlows

for a more accurate thick description for future
research and enhances transferability.

Instrument

fhe instrument. of choice in naturalistic inquiry
is t,he human¡ or more precisely "Èhe researcher". The

human instrumentrs special properties of
responsiveness, adaptability and a knowledge base,

allows clarification and exploration of responses

(Lincoln & Guba, 1985). The "human as instrument" is
apt to choose methods of data collection that are

extensions of human act.ivity. Interviewing (e.g.,
speaking, looking and listening) was an appropriate

method for this study and me as the human instrument.

Non-verbal components of the intervierds were

captured by field notes entered in my reflexive journar

promptly following each interview. The field notes

cultivated deeper understanding of the concepts under

study.
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the Ethnographic Interview

Open-ended, in-depth interviews, using the

et.hnographic interview guide (Green & Leigh, L9B9¡

Spradley, 1979) as a reference, hrere conducted to
elicit data in relation to the three research

questions. Open-ended questions encouraged the

informants to respond in their own words, t,herefore the

conversation was primarily determined by the

informants.

The ethnographic interview is a particular type of
speech event. This speech event contains not only

language, but "functions as a means of communication,

it also functions to create and express a cultural
reality" (Spradley, L979, p.20). Using the ethnographic

interview format allowed me to learn t.he meaning of the
phenomenon from the people themselves (Spradley, Lg7g,,.

The interview approach that is suggested by

Spradley is word oriented and assumes that language,

and in particular words and phrases, are windows into
the reality experienced by ot.her people (Green & Leigh,

l-989). The three specific skills used in the

ethnographic intervierir rdere (a) preparing and asking

global guestions, (b) identifying cover terms, (c)



eliciting descriptors for the cover terms.

GlobaI c¡uestions

Global questions were open-ended and general in
nature (Spradley, L9791. These qualities contributed to
a non-threatening beginning for both the informants and

myself and therefore all inÈerviews began with a global
question. often the question involved phrases such as

"could you tell me about...; or "can you give me an

example of...?" The initial global question explored

something personally or professionally intriguing to me

that rr¡as ultimatery related to the research questions.

Alt,hough much of the concern was with establishing
rapport, hy lead questions were primarily intended t,o
generate conversation about the informantrs experiences

with the concepts. Global quest,ions form t,he basis of
all ethnographic interviewing and aim to ericiÈ large
samples of speech about the informantrs context.
Cover terms

cover terms were key words or phrases usualry used

by the informants in response to a global guestion,

that labelled an important aspect of the individual's
experience. These verbal expressions suggest.ed areas of
great symbolic meaning and helped to identify themes or

84
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patterns in the individual's background. Green and

Leigh (1989) state that cover terms literally "cover
some given range of culturally significant meaning and

experience; they are windows onto the reality of the
interviewee and of others he or she knows about" (p.9).
rncluded terms are words that berong to the category of
knowledge named by the cover term (Spradley, j.975). For

example, tree is a cover termr fet oak, elm, and cherry
are included terms. By asking questions such as ',Are

there different kinds of health?. . i t{hat is included
under feeling good!"; r couLd draw out included terms

for each cover term.

Descriptors

Descriptors are bundles of descriptive information
derived from the cover terms. Descriptors are sometimes

referred to as the attributes or properties of the
cover terms and once put with other bundles of
descriptors, a composite picture of certain cultural
characteristics was built (Green & Leigh, Lggg).

Descriptors were uncovered by asking eontrast
questions such as "what is the difference between

feeling in cont,rol and feeling independent?"

Descriptors clearry enunciate the fine distinctions
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between concepts like control versus independence. For

example, in this study, control included descriptors
such as information, power, and choicei whereas

independence produced attributes of physical mobility
and financial security.

Many cover terms became the core of follow-up
global questions. The entire process rdas circular where

the cover terms eventually lead to descriptors, and

where those descriptors triggered new grobal questions
(Refer to appendix C for examples of global questions,

cover terms and descriptors).
Method of Data Collection

The research proposal was submitted to the ethical
revíew committee at the School of Nursing, University
of Manitoba before informant recruitment. The ethicar
review committee is a l-0 member multi-disciplinary
panel. The research proposal received ethical approval

and I proceeded with informant recruitment. (Refer to
appendix D for ethical approval form).

Informant Recruitment

fnformants for the study responded to a small

advertisement in an lcelandic-Manitoban newspfper.

Advertisements (refer to Appendix E) placed in the
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local lcelandic-Manitoba weekly nevüspaper "Loberg

Heimskringla", explained the purpose of the study,
benefits, time involved, expectations and specific
criteria for inclusion in t,he study. My phone number

rdas listed so interest,ed women could call me for more

information. seven interested women responded over a
two week period. on receiving the carrs, r answered arl
questions posed by the potential informants and

reviewed the purpose, benefits and expectations of the
study (refer to Appendix F). when the informant. agreed

to be part of the study, a place and time for reviewing
and clarifying the explanation of the study (refer to
Appendix G), signing the informed consent (refer to
Appendix H), and buirding rapport, lvas established. r
emphasized to the informant, both on the telephone and

in person, that they were under no obligation to sign
or proeeed wiÈh the study if, at any point in the
study' they decided not to do so. r also stressed there
was no obligation to answer questions they did not
ehoose to.

the informants received verbal and written
assurances of confidentiality and anonymity. I
explained that their name wourd be matched with a code-
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number to which only I had access. OnIy the number,

throughout the research process and possible subsequent

publications, would be used to identify the informants.

Each informant received my telephone number and my

thesis advisor's telephone number to access if they had

furÈher concerns or questions about the study.

The newspaper advertisements produced seven of the
twelve women in the study. Alt seven women agreed to
the conditions of the study and proceeded to sign the
informed eonsent.

Because the desíred sample number of L0-12 women

was not obtained through the advertisement, I
instituted a snowball sampling met.hod. This was done by

asking four of the informants, those that had signed

the consent form and were willing to participate in the

study, to suggest possible other informants. I asked

the four women to speak with the potential new

informants and seek their permission to release their
name and terephone number to me. hlhen verbal permission

from the four confirmed informants was received, I
phoned t.he potential informants and repeated the
process as described above to obtain an informed

consent.
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The snow ball sampling method recruited an

addiÈional five women into the study. Therefore, twelve

women in total participated in Èhis study.

ImE¡lementing the Interview

Duríng Èhe interview process with the informants,
r endeavoured to create an atmosphere of equality and

trust. r confirmed wíth the informants during the first
meeting, that their personal experience and thoughts

htere valued and respected, ârrd I referred to the

informants as "experts on their experiences". This
partícular interview style encouraged t.he informant to
teach me about her concepts of hearth. rn accordance

with femínist philosophy of researchr ân atmosphere of
reciprocal sharing and trust was valued as a
prerequísite to a conscient.ious interview (Kirby &

McKenna, l-989; Oakley, 1981_ ) .

Alt interviews, except two, occurred in the
informantsr living rooms in mid-afternoon. Most

informants provided coffee, cakes and cookies at some

point during t.he first interview. r gently reminded the
informants that such hospitality was above and beyond

any requirement for the study. Holvever, without
hesit.ation, t,he coffee, cakes and cookies appeared
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agâin for subsequent interviews.
Two interviews rdere not implemented in the

informants' homes. rnstead, the interviews occurred in
a prívate area at the informant's place of work.

Although t.here yrere more interruptions, these two

interviews were not qualitatívely different from the

other interviews.

The first interview for each informant involved
reviewing the explanation of the study, obtaining
informed consent and lasted for approximately one hour.
During the first interview, the informant,s invariably
asked me to share my family tree and family history.
This was done in an informal mannerr 1ret generated

considerabre cordial conversation and "broke the ice"
for further conversation. I noted the informants
genuine int.erest in knowing my genealogy and I began Lo

sense this as a "right of passage" before any more

intimate questions could be asked of the informants.

the first intervierd was not audio-taped. However,

f wrote my impressions and beginning analyses of the

initial interview in my reflexive journar. Following

the first interview, two more interviews of one, to one

and a harf, hours over a three Èo four week period were



carried out with each informant. After the first
interview, all intervíerds rdere audio-taped.

Role of the Ref leriwe .Ic¡rrrn^al

My personal computer contained a file for my

reflexive journal. usually within 48 to 72 hours of an

interview, I expressed in the journal my own thoughts,
feelings and speculations about the particular
inÈerview (see Appendix B). The bulk of my entries
revolved around general observations, impressions, and.

reflections about what meanings rdere being expressed.

My first ent.ry for each interview described the

interview setting, the informants' reactions to the

researcher, and the general atmosphere. I recorded,

from my perspective, interview quest,ions that posed

difficulty for the informants to answer, and those that
provided rich data. The more difficult questions were

redesigned or discarded within the context of the
reflexive journal. r consistently wrote in the journal

throughout the data collection and analysís phase.

The feminist researcher espouses the influence of
context on the findings of the research (Duffy, 19g5;

Kirby & McKenna, L989). By acknowledging the existence

of context and using reflexive thinking in a journar

91_
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form, I could interpret the influence of the context on

the study phenomenon. Reftexive thinking involved
reflecting on my ohrn values and interests and the
impact they may have had on the studyr âs well as

speculating about growing insights into the research.

These features combined to arert me to shared meanings,

the significance of eontext, and the more salient
features of a womanrs social world (Collins, l_999; Guba

& Lincoln, L985; MacPherson, 19Bl_). The journal entries
repeatedly enhanced the written transcripts during data

collection and analvsis.

Data Analysis

DaLa analysis was not a distinct and separate

phase from my data collection. The two processes

occurred concurrently, eaeh shaping the other (Kirby e

McKenna, l-989; Lincoln & Guba, 1985).

I transcribed, on a personal computer, the entire
audio-tape from each intervíew. Transcribing was done

as soon as possible after the interview to identify
cover terms, included terms and descriptors.

I was the only person involved in analyzing and

coding the data. coding was whereby r systematícally
assigned raw data into categories which then alrowed
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precise description of content characteristics.
Decisions about coding, of which data chunks to code,

which to pull out,, which patterns summarize several

chunks, and what the evolving story r,vas, were all
analytical choices.

The contenÈs of my reflexive journal were read

concurrentry with the interview transcriptions during
the data collection and analysis phases. The contents
of the interviews and my journal rdere compared and

contrasted in an attempt to gain new insíghts into the
evolving story. The refl.exive journal arways imbued a

deeper understanding of the transcripts. sometimes my

journar corroborated with the transcripts and other
times the dísparity between my journal entry and

transcript, alerted me to a complex relat,ionship.
From the beginning, I decíded in a loose sense,

what meanings were being expressed. As each transcript
was read, r underlined cover terms which were then
explored with that particular informant at the next
interview. After several informants had completed their
two audio-taped interviews, r transferred all cover

terms from all transcripts on to three by five blank
cards. Each card represented one cover term. The card
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was structured with the cover term written at the top,
and all the included terms for that cover term listed
below. rncluded terms are word or phrases that are part,

of the eover term or literalry covered by the cover

term . The cards were constructed in this manner for
all cover terms discovered during the research, This

amounted to 425 cover term cards. Alr t.he cover term

cards were then placed into piles accordíng to concepts

they defined (e.g., health, health needs, factors
affecting health).

Seeking descriptors, or attribut.es, of the cover

terms was the next task. Attributes were dimensions

that defined and gave meaning to the included terms.

spradley (l-975) designed "paradigm sheets" to discover
descriptors, whích r constructed and used (see Appendix

I ) . The paradigm sheet was nothing more than a box

gríd. Along the left vertical axis all included terms

f or a particular cover terrn were writt,en. The top
horizontal axis contained blank spaces that, after
careful deliberation, yielded attributes or
characterístics of the included terms. The grid
demonstrated how common each at,tribute was to each

included term and therefore created more preciseness
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for the cover term. Each cover term card was

transferred onto a paradigm sheet and analyzed in this
manner.

All paradigm sheets were simultaneously reviewed

with particular attention to the horizontal axis that
contained the attribut,es of the cover terms. In
essence, r pooled all the cover terms and completed a
comprehensive analysis of all pooled attributes. some

attributes recurred frequentry whire others rdere

contradictory; at this point I was alerted to the
potential relationships among the concepts under study.
Rereading the transcripts and reflexíve journal

encouraged initial formulation of themes. Eventually,
themes, or general assertions about the data, emerged

that connected and gave insight into the different
concepts.

During the data collectíon and analysis phase my

thesis committee read some transcripts and discussed

with me, possible trends or emerging themes. r chose

four represent,ative sample members to clarify and

validate the final three themes. These four informants
were chosen because of Èheir previous detailed accounts

during the interviews and because of the
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representativeness of their t,houghts and experiences.
Atl four informants, after slight adjustment, agreed

the three t,hemes represented Èheir views. Therefore, r
offer three t.hemes that are relaÈively confirmable and

dependable.

Protection of the Rights of the Informants

The research proposal was submitted to the Ethical
Review committee at the university of Manitoba school

of Nursing and r received ethical approval before
seeking informant participation (see Appendix D).

Permission to proceed with data collection was received
early in Februâry, l_990.

The informants, seeking to be part of the study,
telephoned me in response to a nerdspaper advertisement.
Upon receiving a phone cal.l, during informant
recruitment, a verbal explanation of the study was

shared wíth the potential informants. euestions,
concernsr or ambiguities were clarified to the
potential informant's satisfaction. A written
explanation of the study and informed consent (Appendix

G, Appendix H) rdere offered, reviewed, agreed to and

signed, before the first interview.
The psychologícal and physical comfort of the
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sample informanÈs was carefully monitored during the

interviews by observing their non-verbal and verbal

cues. None of the informants, to the best of my

knowledge, became t,ired or uninterested, therefore no

int.erview rdas ended prematurely or rescheduled for this
reason. Often personal and sensitive information was

shared with me, however none of the informantsr

reactions or statements alerted me to a possible

unstable emotional state. I expressed a sincere

interest and concern for the informants' experiences by

creating opportunities for them to share their thoughts

and feelings. Two informants shared private information
about their health that had not been shared with anyone

else but their husbands, After offering the

information, the informants remarked how helpful it was

to have someone listen to their story.

The informants were advised, verbally and in
writing, they may withdraw at any poínt from the sÈudy.

No informants chose to do this. The intervie¡¿s took
place at a tíme and place convenient for the informants

and myself. Throughout the research process, I
explained t,here were no right or wrong answers to any

of the guestions posed. It was emphasized to the
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informants that their ordn experiences made them the
experts in the area.

All interview information was kept confidential.
At¡dio-tapes and transcripts were coded with a number

only. Name-number combinations were designed by me and

the list of combinations h'ere kept separaÈely in my

personal locked fitíng cabinet. Only I had, and

continue to have, aecess to the name-number

combinations.

Accessibility to the number-coded transcripts was

restrict,ed to my t.hesis committee and myself . The

researeher has retained the audÍo-tapes and transcripts
on completion of t,he study. Confidentiality and

anonymity wiII continue to be maintained by the
measures described above.

Limitations of the Study

The application of research findings are limited
for every study, primarily as a resurt of the research
questions asked, and the researcher's choice of
methodology. This study has five rimitations Èhat the
audience needs to consider.

First., only rcelandic-Manítoba women from winnipeg
were involved, therefore the findings reflect concepts
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indigenous to this group. second., the sample is biased

towards those women thaÈ made a deliberate attempt to
participate in research by responding to an

advertisement in a Local rcelandic-canadian nerdspaper.

Third, the impact of the rcelandic-canadian culture on

t'he findings cannot be determined with aceuracy. The

study design did not, include a comparison group with
which to contrast and compare the findings. There was

no intention, on my part, to suggest the findings are

typical of lcelandic-Canadian women. The fourth
rimitation recognizes the sample informants as white,
married' middle-class women. Therefore, the results of
dat.a analysis cannot be appried to women in general.

Finally, premature closure may be another limitation of
Èhe study. Premature closure indicates the researcher

in a study may end speculating on the results
prematurely and come to conclusions too soon due to
time constraints, financial restriction or "the
intolerance of ambiguity so characteristic of the human

species" (Lincoln and Guba, 1985, p. 305). Time

constraints and the pressing demands of completing
graduate education may have influenced me to engage in
premature closure.



Acknowledging the limitations of every study is
necessary to alert the audience to the rigour of the
study and to offer the audience a sense of
tl.e researcher's integrity.
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CHAPTER 4

E INDINGS

Introduction
l{ithín this chapter I present the findings of a

qualitative study examining middle-aged lcelandic-
canadian women's definitions of healt.h, their hearth

needs, and factors that influence their health as

ldomen.

Interview Informants and the Setting
lwelve lrromen participated in the interviews. No

other family members were present during the

interviews, although four of the informantsr husbands

sat in the kitchen while the interview took place in
the living room.

The women ranged in age from 48 to 68 years. One

rdoman was a widow, one was divorced and living alone,

and the ten remaining women were married and living
with their husbands. All the women had children; the

fewest were two childrenr âDd the most were six
children, for a total of 37 children. More than half of
the sample had either teenage, or young adult children,
living with them. None of the sample had parents riving

l_ 01
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rdith them, however five informants had cared for their
parents in the home at some point.

AIt women were born to an Icelandic or an

rcelandic-canadian moÈher and father. Four rdomen had at
least. one parent born and raised in rcerand who either,
as a child or young adult, immigrated to Canada.

Therefore, these four informants would be considered
first generation rcelandic-canadians according to my

definition of terrns because they r¿ere the first
generat.ion born in Canada.

seven of the twelve r,ì¡omen hrere born and raised in
rural Manitoba and IaÈer moved to hlinnipeg as young

women. the remaining five women were born and raised in
Itlinnipeg.

Eight women eould speak lcelandic comfortably,
whire the other four courd understand some of the
language, but were not proficient in speakíng it.
rcelandic language retention and proficiency was not
relat'ed to the urban/rural split. All the women, as

children, had heard lcelandíc spoken in the home.

All women described themselves as examples of
healthy people. Four of the women had some major hearth
problems in the past (e.g., high blood pressure,
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nervous breakdown, cancerr or major abdominal surgery),
but stated their past health problems were irrelevant
to their present health status.

The Emergence of the Themes

Three major themes resulted from this çfualit,ative
data analysis. themes are assertions about a group that
have a great degree of generality. As Spradley (1975),

concludes, "a theme is any cognitive principle, tacit
or explicit, recurrent in several dornains and serving
as a relationship among subsystems of cultural meaning"

(p.186 ) .

Each theme contains several categories, and each

category is explained and described by its attributes
or descrípt.ors. An attribute is any element of
information that is regularly associated r¿ith the

category (Spradley, L975). The attributes from each

category were pooled to enable the researcher to study

the contrasts and similarities among the entire
attribute population. This led to defining
relationships among the categories, which resulted in
the development of three t.hemes. Most themes are at the
tacit level, although members of the group know and use

the principle to organize their behaviour and interpret
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their experience (Spradley, l_975).

Each Èheme will be presented and supported by

their respective categories and attributes. The three
research questíons guiding this study are answered

within the theme description.
The three themes and their respective categories

and subcategories are described berow. subcategories
are subsumed by the larger category, but are large and

distinct enough to be described separately.

Theme A: The

Category
Cat.egory
Category
things to
Theme B: Health as Autonomy

Category (4): freedom to enjoy tife
Subcategory (4-l-) mobiLity and happiness
subcategory (4-21 being emotionarly unconstrained
Subcategory (4-3) choice
Category (5) : self-determination
Subcategory (5-1) speaking and acting on one,s own

thoughts
subcategory l5-2) separate identity from oners famity
Theme C: Health as Caring for the Self and Others

category (6): possessing and preserving energy through
self-discipline

Category (7 | committed involvement. with ot,hers

u_)
(21
(3)
go

Power of

making
accept
I donrt

welI.

Positive Thinking

the best of it
it and carry on
think about it.,.I just expect



The power of positive thinking has three
categories associaÈed with it. The three categories are
(1) making the best of it, 12, accepting it, and (3) I
don't. think about it..I just expect thíngs to go well.

The power of positive thinking is a valued

philosophy of life for the subjects. All subjects
consistentJ.y applied the power of positive thinking to
the tasks of everyday tiving as well as when faced with
health problems. The theme asserts that people can

conÈrol their reactions to any situation, and influence
the outcome by cultivating a positive, optimistic
attitude toward whatever life may bring. The power of
positive thinking is an indicator of health, and its
use facilitates the acquísítion of health.
Category ( 1) : Þlaking t.he Best of IÈ

Making the best of it includes the ability to rise
to a challenge and t,ake some action to ameriorate a
less than perfect situation. people who make the best
of it have the ability to problem solve and actively
alter the outcome for the better. sheer determination
and willpower äre personal aÈtribut.es required to make

the best of it. Ten of the tr¿elve subjects identified

105
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properties associated with this category as indicators
of healt.h.

...I guess whatever happens to you is anopportunity to overcome... rather thãn looking at itbeíng a terrible block that. you eanrt, do anytñingabout. Icase 1L]

...it is Èhe block of I can't do this orthat...For instance my husband has arthritis and itcould keep him down...but Do... he is very active
because of his posit,ive attitude. Icase 0¿1

Getting in there and doing something...to helpthings along... you ean stilr Èave problãms...but lrratcan be overcome by believing you cañ change things forthe better. A healthy person has a p""=or,ãIity
that...just shines through their adversity. tãase L2l

Healthy people think clearly and can problem

solve. They ereate options and make effective decisions
that contribute to making the best of it.

...with unhealthy people there seems to be noability to go after an ansrder or solut,ion tothings..they lack a sense of insight..whereas healthypeopre can solve problems and are perceptive..r thinÈhealthy people can use their resouices better.
Icase 041

You see ways of doing things...you have theability to do something if presented with a probrem.
Healthy people might. encounter an illness "nã th"y
would handle it much better than someone who isunhealthy. Icase 071

People who could make t,he best of it displayed the
ability to boost their own morale and motivate
themserves to carry on and cope with whatever life
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brought their !ûay. Talking to themselves, and

convincing themselves the situation would improve wíth
time' rdas an effective method seven women identified.

You might feel.. .oh, I am not feeling so good
today..I think I will just take it easy and stay in
bed...but if you give yourself a pep talk and
say...hey! what is wrong with rûê...I donrt feel so good
today but it will pass..and get up and moving about and
before long you say..hey,..I am fine... you have a good
outlook and give yourself a pep talk. Icase j.0l

- Usually unhealthy people don't have the abiliLy to
push themselves forward...or motivate themselves to do
something for themselves. Icase L2l

Several women recalled their mothers or other

family members using this same technique of "giving
yourself a pep talk".

f talk to myself when I am confused...I talk itout with my mind...I am determined to make the best ofa bad situatíon. Like my mother was always fine even if
she wasntt...never...never complained even when she wassick...she made up her mind...okay...I can manage
this..,like if anybody asked her how she was...Àhe was
always fine...And so even in her later life when shegot sicker and was in a nursing home...she !ûas still
always fine!..It went a long way to her staying as
healÈhy as she did. fease 061

the majority of women stated maintaining a stoic
resolve is a cruciaL attribute of making the best of
it. Several subjects described unhealthy people they

knew as "becoming the illness", or giving in to the
unhealt.hy state.
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Unhealthy people don't handle an illness very
well...they can't deal with things and overcome
them...for instance my mother in la!v...she would have
Iived a loÈ longer had she not had this feeling...oh! I
have this illness...it t,ook her over. She became the
illness. Icase ].01

Part of maintaíning a stoic resolve includes

resisting the temptation to give in to oneself. AII the

study subjects described healthy people as having an

inner strength and willpower that sustained them

through mosÈ life experiences. Although many subjects

admitted to feeling sorry for themselves from time to
time, they also recognized this as a threat to their
wellbeing. In most instances mothers, or friends, were

cited as examples of inner strength and willpower.

...even when she was so ill,..she forced herself
to eat...she didn't let the cancer and nausea get her
down... Icase 071

...ttìf sister was a great example to me...shê lost
a son and her husband when she was quite young and had
problems with alcoholism ...shê had a lot of bad t.hings
happen to her...but she just rose above the tragedy and
kept going..she just rose above the tragedy and kept
going. Icase 021

You hear this comment all the tíme...oh, I want toquit smoking but I can't...I donrt believe that.. oêvêry
one has wil I porder. . .Llsê that wil lpower ! Don t t sit
there and feel sorry for yourself. [case i.01

"Making the best of it", the first category of
Theme A, emphasizes the individual's power to
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ameliorate a situation through creative problem solving

and personal willpower.

Category (2): Accept ft and Carry On

the second category defining the power of positive
thinking suggests accepting conditions for what they

are, whether the circumstances can be improved on or

not, is a healthy pract,ice. Ten of the twelve rdomen

identified acceptance as a quality associated with
their well being and a device consistently used to
maint.ain their health. Gathering candid information

about a siLuatíon is a prereguisite for acceptance. AII
the informants insisted on the need to receive

straightforward information from health professionals.

Þly parents...they both had a good attitude...they
both died from cancer and even when that was
diagnosed...they accepted it and went on. They said ...
okay!.. this is what lve are dealing wit.h and there was
not a moment of wavering...accepted it and that was itt
I case ]-0I

I can handle things if I know what it is...just
tell rnê...I want to know so I can accept. The health
professionals must be asked to put all t.he cards on the
table. Icase 06]

Look at the situation. ¡.say t.rying to get ahead orto a certain place at work... change things if you
cân ¡ . . if you ean I t. . .t{êl I then accept Èhe t.hing you
canrt change and carry on. Accept that you are not
going to get it (job)..and start something else. But
people need ùo be honest with you. [case 05t

Many subjects felt t.hat the greater the capacity
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to accept ideas other than your otvn, the greater the
potential benefits for self-understanding and health.
Healthy people r{ere characterized as being open to
ehange and accepting of new ideas. Health could be

detriment.ally affect,ed if women did not remain open to
change and new ideas. The informants berated those that
refused to accept the good with the bad that life
bríngs.

Beíng open to changê...they have a willingness to
change and accept or at least try new things. Unhealthy
people are often fult of anger aña tigtrting between
each other instead of being open to things. [case 0B]

One subject reluctantly described personal strife
in her life that she accepted as "part of the whole',.

The informant's husband, at an early âgê, became

chronically ill and could no longer work. This woman

assumed financial, household and child rearing
responsibilities, besides caring for her iIl husband

when she returned home from work.

In my ohrn case I just accepted it...just accepted
it as something I had to do...it came my way and itjust happened. Through all this I consider myself very
lucky. Icase 071

Accepting things is a method of making life easier

and more tolerable for women. If you accept things, and
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make the best of it, then you are preserving your
health and preventing unhealthy situations. one subject
reealled the mental turmoil she experienced during her
marriage separation. After personal introspectíon, she

accepted the marriage was over and separated.

...*âkê it easy on yourself, donrt be too hard onyourself. often there is nothing you can do to changethe situation and if you don't ãcãept things yoo 
""ñrearly make yourself sick with worry. rf r had notseparated r would have been in selkirk tpsychiatricinstitutionl...'ny chirdren know this. tcãse 0gl

...it is. important to accept...if you are fightinga situat'ion then you can really wear yoúrself dowñ...don't waste those negative vibãs...puL them iniåpositive ones. Icase 12]

r maintain my hearth by trying noÈ to argue withpeople...it is easier just to aècept it and iinoreit...because you only upset yourse-lf . Icase 03]

the category of "accepting it' describes the
abirity to receive and assess relevant information
about a situation and from there accepting those
condíLions one has little control over.

Things to Go htell

Nine of the twelve women spoke

have a nonchalant faith about their
health. NonchalanÈ faith implied an

expectation that most experiences in

of their ability to
life and their
unspoken

life will have
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positive results. This nonchalance tdas a tool many

bromen used to influence situations. Although this
action appeared unplanned and natural, a crucial part
of implementing nonchalant faith was deliberately
focusing on something, or someone, other than the self
or the problem at hand. Many of the subjects referred
to their pregnancies, or their children's health, as

examples of theír nonchalant expectation of health and

weI lbeing .

I didnft think about being heatthy or getting
sick...f had good pregnancies and everything was
normal...because I had expected it to be that way.
Icase L2l

...just figuring I should feel good...I had all
these children and never gave it a thought that
something míght be wrong...êVên during menopause when r
was bleeding heavy...I never went to the doctor...Ijust expected it to take care of itself and it did.
lcase 03 1

Several rdomen spoke of a lack of faíth as a sign

of an unhealt,hy person.

...sortê people expect that once they get sick theyare going to stay t,hat way. lcase 061

...like some people...if t,hey have a problem or
had a problem they are so afraid that it might flair upagain. Icase 071

One respondent's husband underwent open heart

surgery at a relatively young age. She recalled t,he
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stress of the waiting period for surgery, but felt she

controlled this stress by having an optimístic faith in
the outco[lê.

I made my mind up that everything rdas going to be
okay...and carried on...I was determined to have the
expect.ation that things would go well. Icase L01

Eight subjects concurred with this notion by

contending it was unhealthy and dangerous to think too

much about yourself and your health.

...pêople who are unhealthy often tatk about
themselvês...like every ache and pain...they pray too
much about being sick. lcase 031

...unhealthy people are more worried about
t.hemselves than someone else...â real hypochondriac.
I case 08 I

One woman, with a history of cancer stated she

maintained her health by not thinking about the

cancer. Instead she focused on being optimistic about

the future.
. . .I refuse to go back every six mont.hs. . . it was

going to gíve me a poor mental attitude all the time. I
decided I was not going to spend my life revolving
around the next appointment...maybe it is all
deníal...but I am going to live! [case 091

Several women deliberately compartment,alized parts

of their life to preserve and maintain their health.
...if you read...gêt yourself into something...you

can escape from tension...I read a lot so I donrt dwell
on things. Icase 091
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I compartmentalize...I toLd my family when I go ona trip...I dontt even thínk about them...I can really
block. hlhen things start crossing lines...family and
work especially ..that is when you can really get
stressed out and get sick. [case L2l

The healthy practice of focusing on somet,hing

other than the selfr oÌ a problem, was evident when the
informants responded to questions about their health
needs. Initially l-00% of the women st,ated they had no

health needs. OnIy t.hree women, after a great degree of
probing and thought, conceded a reluctant need.

...rdell, not.hing reaLly...no f have no health
needs...maybe I would like some information on an aging
stomach and what goes on with it...but really that is
aIl... Icase 01]

Five of the remaining nine subjeets that felt they

had no healt.h needs, mentioned they could do with more

information related to other friendsr or relatives'
health conditíons. This would give the study informants

some understanding how they could help others.

I would like to know more about caring for the
very elderly...and r would like to bring more ardareness
of the needs of t,he very elderly. [case 0B]

WeIl, I would be interested in learníng about some
of the new things with Alzheimers and all of
that...there are so many affected no!v. lcase L2l

Of the nine subjects that definitely stated they

had no health needs, six reiterated that it was not
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healthy to think about your health too much.

...I am satisfied and have all the information Ineed...it isnrt necessary to dwell on the state of your
health or what you need. [case 021

...too much information can be a bad thing for
some people...especially when they list diseasesr 1'oucould think about it too much and become a
hypochondriac.. .or like my father-in-law...over theradio one day they gave â list of common medications
and their possible side effects...rdell as a resurt he
stopped taking his medication. Icase 0]_I

This third caÈegory underseores the informantsl
abilities to shift their focus from themselves to
someone, or something, else. This shifting of focus

contributed to the informantsf nonchalant, optimistic
faith about life.

summary of Theme A: The power of posiÈíve Thinking

AII sample informants eluded to the health
benefíts associated with consistent use of the power of
positive thinking. The first category, "making the best

of it", defines health as the ability to problem solve

and creatively take action t.o improve a situation.
Healthy people efficiently use their resources to
produce an outcome which is better suited to them. A

valuable resource possessed by healthy peopre is self-
motivation. Perhaps the most esteemed guality of t.he

power of positive thinkíng is a stoic resolve. All the
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women in the study respected and admired people who

displayed unwaveríng willpower.

The second category, 'laccept it and carry oD",

portrays health as the capacity to accept things in
life for what they are. By doing so, one preserves and

protects their health. Two prerequisites for acceptance

are being open to change, and having access to
straightforward information. When people are open to
change and exposed to nehr ideas, they grow in their own

self-understanding. Resisting change only serves to
make life more difficult for people. AII informants,

regardless of the nature of the sítuation, recognised

the need for candid information before beginning to
accept a possible outcome.

Finally, 'I don't think about it..I just expect

things to go r¿ell", is the third category explaining

the power of positive thinking. The major component

emerging from this category is the deliberate avoidance

of reflecting on the self to promote self-health. Most

women solicitously focused their energy on others to
prevent themselves from dwelling too much on their own

problems or on their own lives. Thinking too much about

yourself is a threat to wellbeing. This was clearly
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evidenced by the informants' reluctance to discuss
personal health needs or desires. Healthy people have a
faith that most things in life wiII have a positive
outcome.

Theme B: Health as Autonomy

Health as autonomy contains two broad categories,
(4) the freedom to enjoy life and, (5) self-
determinatíon. three subcategories that contribute to
the freedom to enjoy life are, (4-1) maintaining

enjoyable activity and physical mobility, (L-2) being

emotionally unconstrained, (4-3) having choice.

To realize autonomy, one needs to practice self-
determinat,ion. The subcategories associated with serf-
determination are, (5-L) having confidence in speaking

and act,ing on one's thoughts, and (S-2, securing an

identity separate from the family.
Category 4: The Freedom to Enjoy Life

Eleven of the twelve informants indicated that
being relativery free from disease is fundamental to
securing physical mobility and maintaining enjoyable

activity. Hoh¡ever, ten of the eleven women qualified
this notion by explaining you courd stirl experience
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health while having some diseaser âs long as you could
participate in enjoyable activíties. If you had a

minimum of dist,urbances, the probability of enjoying
t-hings was greater than if you had many afftictions.

..you have a minimum of aches and pains...ênd
there are a minímum of things that would keep you athome...it is doing what you want to do...rdheñ you wantto do it. . . I case 01_ I

...yoì¡ can have some things $rrong with you...but
as long as you are relatively good to still ãnjoy.
lcase 04 1

A substantíal number of women identified physical

mobitity and physical activities with their freedom to
enjoy life. Being physically able to move about and

participate was significant to health.

...nothing ís keeping you down...being physically
able to do what you want t.o do...being able Lo-do
things...take part in physical activity. Icase 1j.]

...I can drive and I can walk...being able to
enjoy a brisk walk or a swim is really somet,hing.
lcase 021.

In confrast, past personal experiences with loss
of health rdere characterized as instances when the
subjects hrere less mobile and less free to enjoy

themselves.

...r,úhen I felt unhealthy it was a number of littlethings that added trp. ..a headache...arthritis...I
couldnrt get up and go anytime...r wasn't able to drive
because of dizziness. Icase 0]-1
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...I couldntt move...I felt so un¡vell...rrty head
was spinning all the time. Just to walk across thefroor was unreal...r quit, running...ârl those things rreally enjoy. Iease 021

At least six of the subjects regarded spontaneity
as a necessary element in the pursuit of freedom t.o

enjoy life. Most recalled the experience of spontaneous

freedom as the healthiest period of their Lives.
...to be able to leave overnight...make minimumplans and just go...not having to worry if you will bewell enough to go. unhealthy people hesitatã beforethey go anywhere or do anything...they have to plan

weeks ahead of tíme...to anticipate all the thiñgs thatmight go wrong with them. [case 071

...r remember when r fett the healÈhíest...krê werevisiting England and we just did what we wanted...when
we wanted...no formal plans...if we wanted to stay alt
day_ in one place rde would...other times we would Justpack up and go at a moment's notice. [ease 0j_1

Physical mobility and participation in enjoyabre

activities certainly influence the freedom to enjoy
life. However, after some deliberation, ten of the
twelve women reported that physical mobility alone was

not sufficient to produce the freedom to enjoy rife.
...health is reaLly people enjoying

themselvês. . .no matter what. .healthy-peðple are usually
!"ppy F9?pfe participating in things Étrey like to do.-Icase ]-2l

...f ùhink of my mother and all her friends being
yery healthy.. -ånd r guess that is because they werehappy...they hrere always laughing and enjoying
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themselvês...they must have been pretty healthy.
lcase 06 I

The freedom to enjoy life, even if one has

ailments, largely depends on t,he ability of the

individual to participate spontaneously in enjoyable

activities.

Subcategorv (4-2) : being emotionally

unconstrained.

Eleven of the twelve women expressed that many and

varied family and community responsibilities was

detrimental to womenrs health. The freedom to enjoy

life is undermined by facing a myriad of

responsíbilitíes alone. These responsibilities are not

only physically demanding, but to a greater degree,

they are psychologically demanding.

...the thing I think affects my health most
negatively is the emotional dependence within our
family relationships. I feel totally responsible to
keep the home together and happf. o oto be there for the
kids and my husband whenever. For instance, if my kids
left now to go to another city...fine; but I feel I
canrt be t,he one to leave. If my family is unhappf ...I
take on that responsibility. Iease 111

My health is certainty helped by not having anyone
dependent on me to a great degree. By realizing I was
not totally responsible for family mattets...that was
such a reLease for me...I realized ít was as much his
(husband) problem as it was mine...this has also made
him a much better father. Havíng faith and trust in
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other family members he1ps. Icâse L2l

One woman recalled when she felt least healthy was

when she was responsible for all famity matters because

her husband worked out of town for long periods.

Fulfilling family obligations within a limited time

frame left líttle opportunity for private time.

Life was a lot to cope with...ât times a tittle
more Èhan I thought I could cope with...there rdas so
much to do in such a small space of time...it was the
little things...the hot water tank
ruptures...transporting children here, there, and
everywherê...never being free from them. ¡.tìêvêr being
alone when you chose to be. lcase 0].1

other women recalled similar time-bound familv
obligations during stages in their Iife.

...there was always something to do..I felt so
overburdened...this constant pressure of if I don,t do
it. . . it won't get done. I case 07 | .

Some barriers to health I think is trying to meetalI your responsibilitíes wíthin the time frame..you
want to do everything and do it well but sometimes youjust can't. lcase 051

Several women identified t,hat if they attempted to
remedy the constant responsibility, the remedy design

and implement.ation would be an additional duty.

...it would be so unhealthy to be totally
responsible for someone else...if you did manage to get
arday...it would be you that would have to make aII tñe
arrangements and call the babysitt€r...you would be so
trapped by it all. [case L2l
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. . .I lvol¡ld of ten go to a neighbour's for cof f ee
with the kids of course...rdê would sit ouL on the front
steps and visit because then the kids could play
together where we could see them...yoü always planned
around these things'..r didntt move anywhere without my
children...from the time my daughter was born in
l-956...and the first time I ever went away for an
entíre day without a child or children rdas L965.
Icase 0L 1

Five of the informants discussed their guilt in
juggling a career and a family. All five women

recounted the experience as being the most unhealthy

time of their life.
I remember the time ín my life when I fett. really

the most, unhealthf...I went back to University and waà
working duríng the day. I felt fragmented. I feltguilty about my husband and children...I just felt I
did not have enough time to give them. f hated it when
they needed me and I couldnrt provide what, they needed.
The house rdas always a mess too. Occasionally I still
feel like this when I get too many things going.
Icase 04 1

...it rdas not a healthy time of my tife...working
when I had two kids at home in an age where it was noù
acceptable to do this. Havíng colleaguês. r.supposed t.o
be your friends..saying things like "don't you-know
there is such a thing as cruelty to children?"
Icase 07 ]

Another woman recalled the fragmentatíon and guilt
in her life when she recounted her limited contact with
her parents once she started a famíly.

It sort of ate away at me...rrot spending enough
time-with my parents...but realistically knowing yõu
couldnrt with everything eIse. Icase 0].I



the freedom to enjoy life
reduced by facing many family
community obligations within a

Subeateqorv ( 4-3 ) : r:hoi rra -

Ten of the twelve women studied brought forward
issues of choice to bear on their hearùh. The freedom

to enjoy life included having some options and

opportunities about the direction of their lives. The

importanee of personal choice became apparent when

others began determining choices for them.

...having a choice about most things is importantfor health...being able to choose what i want tó do.often a mother's choice is at Èhe bottom of the list.
I case ]-l- I

...the time when I felt most stressed I guess youcould say is when vùe were living with my in-lãws. .listthe pressure of not having your own kítðhen...others
deciding what my kids shourd eat and even with the T.V.I was fourth on the t.otem pole. [case L2l

severar respondents fett that for women to remain

healthy in this society they needed not only to have

options, but to carry through with actually making the
choices that best suit thenr.

...having some choices...it plays a big role. I amvery much for women and equality...but I am not afeminist. IÈ is very important ior women to workthrough and make their own choiees. Icase 041

Having the freedom and opportunity to explore
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can definitely be

responsibilities and

limited time-frame.
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where you fit in society...like t,he freedom to pursuethe activities r decide r am interested in. lcase 06]

Feeling entitled to a choice, or an opportunity,
is a condition that must be present before a choice can

become a reality. several women disclosed their lack of
sense of entitlement, therefore never being fully aware

of their choices.

^ A big problem for rdomen is not feeling you areimportant enough...like my mother...my motñei would
have put any surgery off. My sister suffered frommigraines and she would never go and get help...but ifit had been her children she would have. [caãe o7l

I have a different sense of entitlement than alot of others. You don't feel entitled Lo a lot ofthings people take for granted. Take university... Inever felt r was entitled to that rare privilege...r aman ardent feminist and more and more this feering ofentítlement comes into that...the whole idea if lou areentitLed to the worldrs goods or not...no matter ho¡¿hard you have worked. [case 091

Choices are broadened with financial securiLy.
Financial security was confirmed by all the informants
as a prerequisite for health. Limited income definitely
reduced your choices and eventuarly your freedom to
enjoy li-fe. Hohrever, many subjects regarded a low

income as malleable; with some insighÈ a low income

could be handled. poverty was the only legitimate
reason women's health might suffer because of income.

...finances can really make you sick..I mean real
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poverty...lìot just a low income because you can
eompensate for t.hat...but real poverty...âlìd an awful
lot of women our age and older faII into this category.
I case 06 I

...having a certain level of money is important
for health. I donrt mean the middle-elass either. There
are lots of people just livíng off a small pension and
rents are so high...they have no choice. They may not
even have enough food and wouldnrt have much of a
chance to get out and enjoy themselves. [case 031

Two subjects reiterated the burden of financial
insecurity, and cited education as a means for women to
avoid the problem.

...sortêthíng that really helps women in the area
of health is not having to worry about money...having
some financial independenee. Like single mot.hers who
have to work and run a home...struggling to pay
rent...that is why I made damn sure my daughters had an
education. Icase 021

My education has allowed me more choices..because
I was always able to have some level of financial
independence. Also if I hadn't always worked part
time...I donrt think f would have had the same
opportunity for independence. Icase LL1

Six women felt that separation or divorce was

detrimentar to womenrs health because the potentiar for
future income security would be limited and ultimately
reduce choices.

o..â separation or divorce is hard...there is nornügreat stress finding a job...this is difficult for a
woman who has never worked outside the home before.
I case ]-11

...heartache...Iike a poor financial situation
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because of a marriage breakup...when a husband leaves
there is usually a lifestyle change. Even if the woman
did get a job it, wouldnrt pay much and she probably
doesn't have much trainíng for anythíng. Icase 021

HaLf of t.he informants recalled having the

opportunity for self-development because of some choice

to delegate childcare and household responsibilities to
others. fn each case, other women were hired, of

volunteered, to provide this opportunity.

f was studying...and ít was ideal because you got
arday from your kids and I had a wonderful woman come
in. She would walk in the fronÈ door and as she is
walking toward the kitchen she has al.ready picked up
the hall...and at the same time she is talking to you
in a very calm and pleasant way...she was my hero...she
came in once a week. [case 091

My Mom helped me a great deal...shê developed a
program where she would come to town to get the mail
and then would take one boy back with her...she would
eventually rotate between them all...this really made
it easier on me. lcase LZI

Seven of the subjects were pleased with the choice

they had experienced around health services.

...rû1' health and most of all my family's health
has been helped by all the medical advances...like
antibiotics for instance.. oor the greatest benefit to
me was when t,hey were able to straighten my son's club
feet without breaking them. lcase 011

...the access to physicians is great...and all the
strides they have made in earlier diagnosis of things.
I case ]-1" 1
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Five of the informants recounted unsatisfactory

experiences with the medical profession and three

informants accessed alternative health services.

I had some trouble with my eyes...floaters that
really int,erfered with what I was doing. So I went to
this doctor...ciabby and rude...terribly insulting. He
told me I had terrific vision and I would just have to
get used to it. So someone suggest.ed Vitarnin A...and it
helped! I gave up on the medical professiotì...goes to
show you they don't know everything. lcase 091

We should be taking health more into our own
hands. The doctor cannot telt you how to live every
day...they don't know...but read books and go to
courses to find out what makes for a healthy lifestyle,
We had some help from and iridologist..that was not a
doctor..you have t,o get it yourself . [case 06]

Financial restrictions and family obligations

superseded career inÈerests for the majority of the

informants. HaIf of the informants stated t,hat if they

had things to do over and had the opportunity, they

would have pursued their careers and interests to a

greater degree. Hoh¡ever, aIl informants explicitly
stated they were very happy and content and were

reluetant to discuss what they might do differently
t¿ith their lives.

WeII, I donrt think I would have done anything
differently...maybe pursued my music a bit more...1lês I
wished I had done that but there were other
responsibilities. Icase 04]

I am very satisfied...I never thought of anything
else but getting married and having my children. If we
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had the money I would have liked to have studied
languages. Icase 031

The informants identified, as a prerequisite to
health, the opportunity to choose and cont.rol some of

the directíon of their lives.
Category 5: SeIf-determination

SeIf-determination incorporates two definite
subcategories. The first category (5-1) includes having

self-confidence in speaking and acting on oners ovún

thoughts. the second category (5-2) accounts for
securing a separate identity from your family. Both

subcategories define self-determínation and ultimately
represent factors that may facilitate health for
middle-aged women.

Subcategory ( 5-l- ) : having confidence in speaking

and aetincr on oneIs ôrrrn l:horrohts-

Most informants indicated women had to have

confidence and trust in their thoughts and decisions if
they were ever to achíeve health.

Health to me is having a sense of self esteem and
self confidence in oners own t,houghts. It means you ean
overcome that block of 'I can't". [case L01

f became healthy when I became secure about myself
and I discovered my self worth. Like you have to
believe in yourself and know yourself well enough...to
have an ahrareness of making yourself sick in certain
situations. Icase 081
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Eleven subjects associated unheatthy people with
people who were not taking control of their lives by

designing their own destiny. Specifically, it is not

healthy to be influenced by ot.hers due to your own lack

of assertiveness. However, seven informants identified
their own inabiliÈy to consistently have confidence in
speaking and acting on their thoughts.

f thínk it is very unhealthy not to take control
of your life...to let someone else t.ake control for
nê...that is when I feel very badty about who I am...it
bothers me. I case ].L I

I know what my problem is...I say what I really
don't mean. fn fact my smoking is connected with me
trying to be the nice guy all the time...altdays trying
to control my emotions. I am dependent on my smoking
for my good humour. I hint as well...thaÈ is anot,her
thing...it is impossible for me to be direct with
someone. Icase 09]

One hundred percent of the subjects associated

their orrrn passivity and timidity with barriers t.o

woments health.

f placate and hold things in too much...thís is
terrible for women to do. There was always this feeling
that if I did get mad I would regret it for days...I
would be in such pain over being mean...or saying
something that might hurt my childrêD. Icase 0B]

...when there is a disagreement with my kids...I
wonrt stick up for myself. And if someone disagrees
with me at work I am more than witling to thinÈ it is
my fault. I case ].1- I



The majority of informants were supportive

women developing self-esteem and self-confidence

enhance wellbeing. the informants personally

experienced. the benefits of securing some degree

self-confidence .

You really need some very good feelíngs about
yourself...to break out of the passivity...rêâlizing
you are able to do a lot more than you gave yourself
credit for...ârìd if you can ignore conventions that is
also very good for you. You mustnrt be impatient and
angry with yourself. Icase 081

I was afraid to be assertive because my husband's
aLcohol problems might surface...it was alwals...what
would my parents think?...never what will happen to me
if I dontt stand up for myself. [case 111

Eleven of the twelve subjects confirmed they would

attempt to be more self confident if they were to live
their lives over. Without reservation the eleven stated

they would have been more assertive in their dealings

with family and society in general. Many of the

subjects attested to being more assertive now than ever

before.

I would have been more assertíve. I would have
gotten my degree earlier and taken my B.Ed...which I
regret and always wíll. I let people and their thoughts
affect me too much...I became more assertive after my
nervous breakdown. Icase 071
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I woul.d have been more assertivê...f used to just
sit and smile and I must say I am getting better...in
fact obnoxious at times...but I wouldnrt have gone
through my whole life thinking I wasn't very good. f
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would go and get my A.R.C.T...people put. t.hese ideas
into your head...it has taken me years to just realize
I am not so bad looking. [case 021

I have started to make a lot of "shoulds,'go out
t,he window . . .I just said I arn not going to do this
anymore...it lvas surprising and unusual for me.
Authority doesn't impress me as much...I now stop and
think for myself...I am beginning to challenge things.
I case ]-1- I

Other vúomen recalled specific events in their life
that still make them uneasy about their passive

behaviour. They recognize passivity as a conditioned

response to the norms of society.

I think I would talk more if I had it to do overagain. Teach the kids those things r worried about. you
don't say anything because you don't roek the boat when
everything is going great...they t,hink you are over-
react.ing and I started to believe it myself...f was
silent hoping everything would turn out okay. Iease 06]

I would be less passÍve...at least I would avoid
smoothing everything. We had a teacher in elementary
school that used to pick on this poor little lrish
boy...oh, how I hated that, One day they took little
Johnny by the hair and hit him up against the wall...
you know I was so upset that f didn't do anything...I
often think about ít...things that r have conditioned
myself to do. [case 091

The informant.s recounted that self-determination
is enhanced by the ability of individuals to speak and

act on t.heir own thoughts. However, most informants
related it was still difficult for them to speak and

act assertively on theír own behalf.
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Subcateqorv (5-2): Securino a sercarate identitv from

your family.

Ten subjects supported the idea of women securing

ar¡ci maintaining an identity separate from their family

as a means to promote health. They acknowledged the

importance of a separate identity for women to stay

healthyr 1let cautiously warned that if securing an

identit,y jeopardized your family's wellbeing, it rdas an

unwise thing to pursue.

I think having an identity ís important...goes a
long way to feeling good about yourself. My work gave
me an identity...â sense of self worth. I worked nearly
full time but never admitted I worked more than two
days a week...because I thought a mother should be home
with her children and I felt guilty about that. Working
was very good for me...but I don't know what effect it
might have had on my childrêD. [case 1-]-1

I think health is helped by having something of
your oldn...that you do for yourself ...something that
gives you ân identíty and some independence...and after
people saw that my children did not go to rack and ruin
it was much better for me. lcase 041

It is important to get away and be involved in
somethíng outside the home...ârdâf from the family...not
that you donrt take your responsibilities there
seriously...you should. Icase 061

Ten of the wornen reported personally maint,aining

their health by keeping some identity for themselves

outside the home.

Having a healthy curíosity...whatever growth
...personal growth came...cêu[ê because of this. When
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you realize there are other ways of doing things than
the way you were brought up. If I had remaÍned
passive...and not sought outside experiencês...I know I
would have never had the confidence I have nord.
Icase 08 1

One should not dwell on home life and those
children. I have seen my friends become depressed when
the kids move away...they have nothing. I have always
maintained something outside the home...like choir or
church related activities...that is very important.
lcase 10I

Many subjects cited the loss of the identity of

the wife and mother role as potentialì.y harmful to
women's health.

...rdhen a woman becomes separated she used to be
someonets wife...she now has to search for her own
identity. ..somebody's wife. .entertaining and making a
good home..this is difficult to lose and can make women
very stressed out. Icase ]-l-1

...a11 the uncertaint,y...a lot of rdomen don't know
what t,o do with their lives once the kids have grown
lrp...they feel they can't go out and knock on the door
of the world...they feel they are unequal or can't do
it. I case 1-01

...rdhât I thÍnk is very diff icult for women is
when they lose or are unsure of their role. When my
husbandrs father was dyíng, my mother-in-law didn't
want any help...1'êt she needed it so badly. It was
difficult because I didnrt know what f should be
doing...I didn't know where I stood and I couldntt say
certain things. Icase L21

the informants stated some separate identity from

one's family was necessary for establishing a sense of

self-det.ermination with the assuranee that the outsíde

identity did not threaten her family's wellbeing. A
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career' or job' hras also perceived as a defense against
future role and financial insecurJ-ty.

Summary of Theme B: Health as Autonomy

Health as autonomy is represented by the two major

conceptual categories of (4, freedom to enjoy tife, and

( 5 ) self-determinaLion.

Freedom t.o enjoy life contains three

subcategories, (4-L ) maintaining pleasurable activity
and physical mobility, (4-2) being emotionally

unconstrained, and (4-3) choice. Health, for these

women, is achieved and maintained by physically doing

what they want to do, when they want to do it. fn
particular, healthy people engage in enjoyable

activities with friends and family of their own

choosing. Most informants agreed that a minimum of
airments is quite tolerable given that they could stilr
spontaneously participate in pleasurable activity.

Women attending to many family and community

obligations without the proper supports are physically
and psychologicalry likely t.o experience poorer hearth.

The informants described "proper supports" as someone

to share child-care, parent-care, and household

responsibilities. severar informants reported t,he reast
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healt.hy time of their lives was when they took

responsibility for the happiness and wellbeing of

dependent children or adults. Many of the women

experienced guilt when unable to meet everyonefs needs.

Choice is a major factor in the freedom to enjoy

life. All informants reported the desire to make t.heir

own choices about the direction of their lives.
However, because mâny informants did not have a sense

of entitlement, the ehoices were never well understood.

Securing a stable financial income was a prerequisite

for accessing choices. The informants saw divorce as a
threat to a woman's financial security and ultimately
her health. The informants suggested women seek

education and opportunities for self-development to
overcome the threat of an unst,able financial situation.

Self-determination is the second major conceptual

category associated with health as autonomy. The first
subcat,egory of self-determínation ( 5-L ) is having

confidence in speaking and acting on oners own

thoughts. All informants claimed the need to be more

assertive and confident in determining their destiny.

Past experiences of passivíty with famiJ.y members and

society demonstrated to most informants their past lack
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of control and confidence. The informants explicitly
stated that having others deternine or affect your

choices and act.ions is harmful to health.

The second subcategory subsumed under self-
determination ( 5-2 ) is securing a separate identity
from your family. Nearly all informants ident,ífied
health benefits associated with women pursuing

interests outside the home. Hoh¡ever, Èhe wellbeing of

the family would take precedence over a womar¡'s outside

involvements.

Theme C: Health as Carincr for the Self and ot-hers

Health is achieved and maintained by caring for
others and the self. In particular, to stay healthy,

people require a level of energy that allows them to
carry out their work. An energy supply is achieved

through a disciplined lifestyle and adherence to

routine; consequently, the individual is almost

entirely responsible for her energy level and her

health.

Health can be enhanced and preserved by involving
yourself in something external to t,he self because by

thinking about, and doing for others, you prevent self-
absorption which is threatening to wellbeing. The two
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major categories subsumed under this final theme are

(6) possessing and preserving energy through self
discipline, and 17l committed involvement with others.
Category 6: Possessing and preserving Energy Through

SeIf-discipl ine

The majority of respondents visualized healthy

women as energized people that are full of vitality.
Their appearance is one of radiance and neatness.

Robust is what. I think of...full of energy with a
bright. and sparkling personality. They are fairly
together in their appearance and are just full of
vitality. Iease L2l

A healthy person is an energetic active
person. . .glowitrg. ..good clear skin and shiny hair..they
are pul I ed together . I câse ].0 1

Unhealthy people lvere characterized by a 1oss of
energy and an inability to function on a daity basis.

Unhealthy people have something that decreases
their energy...either mentally or physically...like I
am quíte sensitive if I donrt get enough rest after a
few days. ft is also the quality of concentration you
can bring to work and play...like playing with the
grandchildren...take them out t.o things...folJ are able
to pick them up. [case 09]

AII the study informants felt the individual is
almost totally responsible for her own health. Health

is maintained by the deliberate work of eating

nutritious food, regular exercise and enough rest. Many
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subject,s detailed their daily dietary intake and

exercise regime t.o the researcher and spoke with
annoyance about people who neglected eating and

e:.-ereising properly. Adherence to routíne is seen as

absolutely necessary to consciously work toward health.
You have to work at it...it is up to you to be

healthy. So I eat properly and exercièe...it takes
discipline ...no luck involved...just plain hard work.
I get annoyed when people say..."oh, you are so lucky
to be slim." Luck has nothíng to do with it. I look at
these big fat people and think...lvhaL are you doing toyourself...I think they are just darn lazy. lcase 021

Healt.h is being responsible for yourself and your
health...I tell my kids you cantt blame anyone. That is
why I taught them to be responsible for
themselves...like how to cook and shop properly.
lcase 03 1

After I retired it was just too easy not to make
an attempt to do anything. I realized if I wanted to
see my grandchildren grow up I would have to work at
it...like get some exercise and lose weight.. [case 071

Unhealthy people were described as lacking in
commitment and careless with their health.

...they think it is their bad luck that they are
in the condition they ârê...always sick or tired...BLtt
those people have no personal regime to stay healthy.
At least they don't stick to it, then. [case 061

If you are sick all the time...I donrt mean
something like cancer...but low energy and all these
aches and pains...then it is likely somet,hing of your
own doing. Most people just don't care...they just let
themselves go they are so darn lazy. lcase 01 I

Adhering to a disciplined routine eneompasses
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doing things in a controlled, moderate manner.

r take care of myserf to a certaín extent...like rrecognize when my energy finishes...just do thebasics...l.ike get the meal and do thã laundrv.
I case 0]- I

Moderation in all things is important..to preserveyour energy. I love to serve the community but Ídeliberately serve only one committee now. r shiftgears during t.he day. . . just to get a bit of energyback. Icase 041

six of the twelve women did mention that genes and

some environmental factors took heatth out of the
individualfs hands to a certain extent.

There ís no magical way of gaining healthr foühave to work at the preventive things.].eating pioperry
and exercising...but r think a good start herps-...iik"if you havenrt been abused as a chitd and of óours"blessed with good genes. Icase 091

Health can run in families...it has to withgenes...pick the right parents I guess. [case 011

Barriers to woments health that hrere perceived as

beyond the individual's control, were pollution and

chemicals t,hat might affect, the food chain. Attaining
health was perceived as more difficult because of
changes in the environment and food production.

Air pollution and the environment...things are soterrible now and deteriorating everyday. The iood isprocessed differently now and r think this is very badfor the health of the nation. [case 031

...the environment...the water...it is horrifyingto think what we might be taking in or breathing..-.*"'
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seem to have such tittle contror over that. The changein the way food is produced is frightening...alr thethings they do to livestock. [case 07]

hthen discussing their parentsr notions about

health, eleven of the twerve informants recounted that
food was considered Èhe most important ingredient in
achieving and maintaining good health. This same

concern with food and nutrit.íon was offered by all
twelve of the sample informants.

hle were always encouraged to eat everything and ifyou ate properly that would help you in scñool ãndgetting your work done. of course, r don't know anyonethat. didn't take cod liver oil. I feel our diet iscrucial to our health. Icase ].i_I

Even when I was growing up it $¡as...eat properly
and get your rest. rn our housã now food seeml tõ be-part of the situation...a balanced diet,...êt heavv
emphasis on food. Icase 041

The informants cited securing and preserving
energy through a disciprined lifestyle r,ì¡as a method of
caring for the seLf.

WiÈhin this category there are Èhree distinct
areas where committ,ed involvement with others was seen

as a positive influence on the health of these middle-
aged women.

The first part of the category emphasizes t.he
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healthy results of having and carrying out

responsibilitíes outside the home. Assuming community

or occupational obligations that charlenge your skill
and intellect is a positive influence on Ìdomen's

health.

The second area of commitment concerns sustaining
friendships. hlomenrs health can be maintained and

enhanced by genuine committed friendships.
The final area of commitment that promotes hearth

and wellbeing of this particular group of women is
meeting your family responsibilities and, primarily,
having and nurturing children.

Eleven subjects saw healthy women as people who

did not hesitate to get involved in their careers or
community activities. They viewed them as people who

could accornplish what they set out to do as a result of
personal effort and ability.

...being able to accomplish what you set out todo..not hesitating to jump in and do t.hings...get
involved...do something for your community. tcãse L2l

Health is maintaining a sense of community andhelping out in whichever way you can. Like my mother
gave 75 wedding showers...orrê for every frieñd atleast. Icase 061

Other htomen saw healthy people as knowing t.he

issues of the day and having intellectually formed an
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opinion on the issues. This intellectual involvement

was often called "keeping up with the times".
You t.ake everything in. . . it is not just you inthis world...look around and see what is-goin! on andget involved. Icase 05]

rf you know the styles and what new buildings andprojects the city is involved with...Iisten to theradio and figuríng out. íf we are making progress or
st.anding still. .. Icase 031

community involvement to many informants meant

charlenge. Health was enhanced and promoted when the
informants would try new Èhíngs and create something

that stimulated them.

To me, women need a challenge...an interest that
demands their concentration and ãttention. Icase 091

Your health can rearly be enhanced if you forgetabout yourself and get involved thinking abõut .o.ðon"else for a change. I donrt mean for a night...but
commit yourself to doing something...challenge
yourself, not only then do you do a job but you helpyourself. Icase 081

A example of an unhealthy situation includes few

personal responsibilities to yourself, family or
society. several informants gâve their i-mpressions of
what an unhealthy living arrangement might entail.

._. .being self 
_ 
engrossed is terrible. . .havingeverything too werl mapped out,..Like the hlellesiey

I el ite ret.irement home ] . . . so glamorous and clean. . 
-. 

"operfect that you might as well be dead...what a killerjust t.o be stashed away from the real worrd and being
committed to self grat,ification. Many middle-ag" ,no.õr,
need a challenge. lcase 09]
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...people that retire to almost no activity and no
real interests, We should be expecting something of
these people, not ghettoizing them. Icase 06]

Most women identified volunteer work as one

example of committed involvement with others that gives

women, in particular, a challenge.

. . .lots of good ment.al health comes f rom
volunteering. There are always agencies or groups that
need the support...it really can help you as an
individual and for women it fits in with a schedule
that often includes children. Icase 021

Being concerned and caring for others...like doing
volunteer work...care for others which means
anticipating their needs...not waiting until things
fall apart...this is not an unselfish thing. Icase 0B]

There is so much waste...just kilting time...I am
fed up with the waste. If you don't think about someone
else then you are lost. lcase 081

The second major property of committed involvement

with others was making and sustainíng genuine

friendships. Friendship was important to staying

healthy, not only to have friends, but to be a fríend.
Again, doing something for others rdas doing something

for yourself.

I really feel best when I am meeting with others
of a common mind..,involved with music and my groups
concerned with women's issues...yol¡ are healthy and
maintain your health when you are happy and enjoying
the associations and friendships you have. Icase 06]

My health has been positively affecÈed by rny
friends that gave support...sometimes it takes nothing
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more than a listening ear..so[lêone you can ta].k to and
get out your most inner feelings...and in turn
listening to others is very important. That is the best
thing we ean do for each other...is to really
listen...especially to your children. Icase ]_01.

fn contrast, many informants had experienced a

sense of isolation because of a lack of friends and

organizational involvement in the past. They recalled
the experience as a stressful and unhappy time.

I remember when we first moved to this area...I
really didnrt have any friends yet..I had casual
acquaintances...but no one of like mind to really talk
to..I mean about everything. This added to my stress at
the time. lcase 0L1

Being a housewife at home alone is a very
unhealthy mode of being. You are aLone too much and all
your neurotic thoughts come out...everybody needs an
audience...someone to approve. Isolation and lack of
true friendships is lousy...living in a world of your
orrrn. I case 091

I think I maintain my health by being with
peoplê...rn! job is a major source of satisfaction
because it is so people-oriented. I was never in a
position of being isolated...I am not sure how I would
cope. Icase L2l

Certaínly being commit,ted as a mother and member

of an extended family was seen as necessary for
everyone's happíness, including the informantst

happiness. One hundred percent of the subject,s stated

if they had their lives to repeat the one thing they

would most definit,ely do, ahead of getting married,

would be to have children. In fact, nine of the twelve
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women said they would have tiked even more children. of
the Èhree that said they were happy with the number of
children they had, one had five, and another had six
children. One woman, advised for medical reasons not to
have another pregnancy, regretted not risking her

physical health for more children.
Definitely have my children again...it has brought

me so much joy...even ahead of getting married. f
remember when they were born I was so very happy.
I case L]- I

Have my chíldren...it is all I ever wanted to do.
Ivlind yoü, I really wanted to get married...because I
wanted a family. lcase 021

Having a home and children...it is all I ever
really thought about and I stilt think it is better
than giving yourself to a career...[case 031

The specifíc responsibitity and resulting joy from

being a parent contributed to the informants' health.
...raising and enjoying our children...they are abig responsibility but they rdere such a joy to

have..they made our life. lcase 091

My number one concern has always been my husband
and the kids...surê it is worrisome and hard work but
what do you expect...this is serious business. Icase
l_0 I

f was brought up to look after my family...The
degree to which you took care of your extendãd familyreally tells how stable and caring you are. It is
almost a spiritual type of dimension...â serenity that
made it possible for me to be aware not just of myself,but people around me. Open and helping others, noL
hurting them. . .especially your family. . .children.
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I case 08 ]

Nine of the twelve women recounted personal stress

and sacrifice with parental responsibilities. However,

these women also reported the many rewards of raising
children. Ultimately, responsible parenting wâs seen as

having healthy consequences for women.

The worry with your children can really make one
sick...tdorry about the drug scene out therê...driving
around in their cars...wondêring if they are safe and
doing the right thing. Icase L01

Children are your worry point.. rloll hate to see
them strugglê...but you know they have to go through
it. I have a tendency to tell them how I would do
it...but you can't...they just have to find things out
for themselves. Icase L2]

When I was younger I was always worried...was I
doing the right t,hing with them...ieeding them and
talking to them. Then as I am older you rdorry about
your worried children. Icase 06]

The informants recounted the positive effects
caring for others has on oners own health. In
particular, community oblígations, friendship
responsibilities, and nurturing children lvere

identífied as examples of healthy, commítted caring for
others.
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Summary of Theme C: Health as Caring for the

Self and Others

The study informants cared for themselves by

maintaining a self-disciplined lifestyle (e.g.,

consuming nutritious food, regular exercise) to gain

and preserve energy. Securing a source of energy hras

important for the informants to enable them to serve

community and occupational obtigations, to sustain

friendships, and to parent children. Alt the informants

enuneiated the exponential benefits they personally

reaped by involving themselves in community issues or

anotherr s life.
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CHAPTER 5

DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATTONS

Int,roduction

Culture is more than a set of unrelated pieces.

An integrated larger picture of the curture of middle-
aged rcerandic-canadian women can be developed from

what initially appears as separate and distinct
concepts (Spradley, L9791. The analysis of the study

data conducted within the qualitative paradigm resulted
in the emergence of three major themes. The three
themes represent broad beliefs that middle-aged

Icelandic-Canadian women hold about health, their
health needs and factors that impinge on their health.
The three themes link smaller cultural concepts

together and provide insight into the study informantsl
general patterns of thoughts and beliefs about health.

A theme is a "postulate or position, declared or
implied, and usually controlling behaviour or
stimulating activity, which is tacitly approved or
openly promoted in a society" (Opler, 1945; cited in
Spradley, L9?9, p.185). The three themes (a) health as

the power of positive thinking, (b) health as autonomy,

and (c) hearth as caring for the self and others, are
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principles that middre-aged rcelandic canadian rdomen

identified as guiding their health beliefs, needs and

self-care practices.

The themes and categories evolving from the study

will be discussed, compared, and contrasted with other
published research on hroments health. The intention is
to inLegrate and explain the themes and categories
developed with respect to other similar women's health
research. Subsequent to this, a feminist critique of
the research findings is developed within the framework

of feminist research. Based on the comparison of the

study results with the existing women's healt.h

riterature and the feminist critique of the findings,
recommendations for future research, nursíng education,
practice and healt.h policy are offered.



Theme A

Healt,h as the

Power of

Positive

Thinking

Discussion of the Findings

Categories

Making the best of it
Accept it and carry on

I donrt think about it...
I just expect things to go well

1.

The power of positive thinking represented a

philosophy of life for the study sample. Regardless of
circumstance, all ¡rromen in the study routinely applied
the power of positive thinking to accomplish dairy tife
tasks, to overcome stressful periods and to assist
others with lifefs challenges.

The category of "making the best of it" referred
to the abilit.y of healthy people to rise to a charrenge

to ameliorate a less than perfect situation. Some

personar characterístics required for "making the best

of it" included a solid problem solving ability, stoic
resolve, and self-motivation.

2.

3.

150
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The second defining category for this theme was

"accept it and carry on". The study informants
reiterated that to achieve and maintain health, people

needed to access information and be open to change.

These women suggest that being open to change and being

acceptíng of circumstances preserves healt,h. This

category honours determination and witlpower and

portrays healthy people as self-reliant.
The t.hird category of 'I don't think about it...I

just expect things to go well" emphasizes the health
benefits gained from having a non-charant optimistic
faith about life. This notion can be implemented by

focusing on other people or activities.
the power of positíve thinking, because of its

emphasis on adaptation and coping, resembl.es the

"elastic philosophy of health". The erastic phirosophy

contends t.haL an individual can achieve health by

developing skills and knowledge that serve to protect
and preserve their health (Sells, 1969).

Smith (1986) studied the health literature in
nursing, medicine, public health and philosophy and

identífied four central ideas of human health. smíth's
four health conceptions consisted of the: (]-) clinical
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model, (2) role performance model, (3) adaptive model,

and (4) eudaemonistic moder. The attribut.es of "making

the best of it" closely resemble smith's adaptive model

where adaptive behaviour is defíned as "the creat.ive

adjustment to changing circumstances" (Smith, L9g6).

This model encompasses human growth and creativity
which echoes the creative problem solving ability
discussed within the power of positive thinking.
However, smith states that a prerequisite for admission

to the adapt.ive model is physiological health and

adequat.e performance of social roles. The daÈa from

this study differed from smith's adaptive model in that
the study informants reported that "making the best of
it" could be appried in all situaÈions regardless of
physiological healt,h status. Therefore, if one was ilI
with disease and unable to maintain social roles, the
power of positive thinking was a tool used t,o adapt to,
or alter, the situation. These resurts correspond with
Laffreyfs (l-986) findings that the four models of
health did not form a progressive scale, from clinical
to eudaemonistic, with each model subsuming the

eoncerns of the previous one.

Woods et. al (L988) discovered nine additional
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dimensions within the eudaemonistic category which

establish some relevance to the power of positive
thinking. of the nine additionaL dimensions within the
eudaemonistie category, three relate to the power of
positive thinking. These are practising healthy
lifeways, positive mood, and harmony. practising

hearthy rifeways involves acting to promote health or
prevent disease. This concept closely resembles "making

the best of it" by suggesting that one can act on the
environment to produce â bet.ter outcome, or to alter an

existing situation. positive mood includes being happy

and feeling a sense of optimism. Harmony refers to
feeling whole and content which may be conceptually
similar to accepting things for what they âr€. Due to
edit,orial rimitations, some of moders of health are

contextually stripped, making it difficult to
distinguish among the differenees or similarit.ies of
the concepts.

Rosers (l-990) research resulting in nine themes of
rdomenrs inner strength most closely refrects the theme

of the power of positive thinking. Specifically, Rose

(l-990) describes "having capacity" as the ability to
solve problems' to continue in the face of pain and
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adversity, and to recognize when one does not have

capacity. Key at,tributes of the power of positive
thinking include the ability to problem sofve, maintain

a stoic resolve, and accept and face things as they

come. Many hromen cited being open to change, and

cultivat,ing understanding, as crucial to accepting

things and carrying on. This would relate to Rosers

notion of recognizing when one does not have capacity.
Another theme emerging from Rosers research was

"embracing vulnerability" which includes the ability to
acknowledge limitations and in doing so, growing and

developing as â human being. The informants in this
study echoed a similar notion when they spoke of
accepting others, being open to change and using any

challenge as an opportunity to grow and learn.

C. Matthiasson (L977 ) recorded that her lcelandic-
Canadian female informants perceived themselves as

"strong-minded". Although a descript.ion of the sample

and context of the research rdas unavailable, some

similarities to this study's description of the power

of positive thinking may be suggested.

Calnan and Johnsonst (1985) research compared

middle-class womên's definitions of health with
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working-c.l.ass women' s definitions. Þtiddle-class rdomen

gave a more nulti-dimensional definítion of health, yet

only L5% of them referred to health as a "state of

attitude of mind" or "being able to cope wíth life's
stresses" that would be similar to the power of
positive thinking. Most middle-class women in Calnan

and Johnsons' study defined health as "feeling
energetic" or "not getting many illnesses". All the

informants in my study !ì¡ere middle-cl.ass and although

feeling energetic and not getting many illnesses vüas

mentioned, every woman in this study stressed, that
even in the face of illness, positive thinking could

create a healthy state in the individual. This

difference may suggest a cultural variable, that class

is not relevant, or that the determinates of class are

unrel iable .

However, Calnan and Johnsons' study does elude to
the third category of the power of positive thinking;
"I donrt thínk about it..I just expect things to go

weLl". The working-class women of Calnan and Johnsons,

study associated thinking about illness as a form of
hypochondria "which was considered unhealthy in its own

right" (p.66). Similarly, Griffith (1983) examined
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women's coping habits and discovered that while women

under 45 years used food and alcohol consumption to
cope with stress, r¡{omen over 45 years coped by ignoring
the pr,cblem.

Pender (1990) developed, from the literature, a

classification system consisting of five dimensions

expressing notions of health. The five dimensions of
health are affect, attitude, activity, aspirations and

accomplishment.s. Penderts (1990) affect and attitude
dimensions most closely reflect the power of positive
thinking. the affect dimension contains the subcategory

of serenity. serenity is defined as being satisfied, a

sense of tranquillity or a peaceful inner state.
Parsers (1985) research discusses a simiLar notion but
refers to it as "serene unity". The informanÈs in my

study described a type of "serene unity" as the outcome

of the power of positive thinking. The attitude
dimensionrs two subcategories, optimism and competency,

are also relevant to the pohrer of positive thinking.
optimism' conceptually similar to "r donrt think about

it", refers to being hopeful, enthusiastic, and

trustful. competency is theoreticarry rinked t.o "making

the best. of it" by including self-mot.ivation,
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innovation and initiating. These two dimensions imply

that arl will end werl despite the challenges that rie
ahead. The possibility for human growth exists within
difficult situations.

The popular lay literature for women linked the
power of positive thinking with womenfs healLh issues.
Chatelaine (L989-L990) devoted l_5% of their total
health-related articles to rr¡omen's mental health
promotion. This particular magazine rocated "emotionar
problems" within $romen themselves, and suggested women

should be responsible for improving their own mentar

health by being less cynical and hostile. The power of
positive thinking as described by the informants arso

Iinked the solution to emotional barriers to health
within rdomen's own mental capacity. The informants

insisted a woman could improve or ameliorate a

situation by altering her at.titude.

Summary

Researchers exploring the concept of hearth often
discuss "the porder of positive thinking" through

eonceptually similar notions of "adaptation", "affect',,
"strong-minded" or "inner strength" (MaÈthiasson , L977 ¡

Pender, l-990; Rose, l-990; Smith, l-gB6; and Woods et al,
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1988). Although some research (Smith, L986) claims

physiological health is mandatory prior to enacting

"adaptation", tny st.udy and others (Laffrey, 19g6) have

underseored health as a state of mind rather than a
physical state.

Social class has exhibited some bearing on

personal health definitions, with working-class women

associating self-centeredness and hypochondria with an

unhealthy state (Calnan & Johnson, l_985; Griffith,
1983). Although my study informants were middle-class,
they expressed the relevant notion "I don't think about

things"; ín contradiction to Calnan and Johnsonts

study, they emphatically expressed heaLth as a state of
mind.

the popular lay literature reflected the study

informants' views, suggesting responsibility for health
resides within the individual. Individuals can

ameliorate or change most conditions if they use

wíllpower and determination.



Theme B: Health as Autonomy

theme B

Health as

Autonorny

Cateqories

4. Freedom to
enjoy life

Subcategories

(4-1) mobility
and happiness

(4-2) being

emotional ly
unconstrained

( 4-3 ) having

choice

( 5-l- ) having

confidence in
speaking and

act.ing on one's

t.houghts

( 5-2 ) securing

an identity
separate from

the family
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5. Self-

determination

Theme B: Health as Autonomy

Ilealth as autonomy has two main categories; (4)

freedom to enjoy life and (5) self-determination. The
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first category, freedom to enjoy life, is characterized
by several notions, the first one being "maintaíning
enjoyabre activity and physical mobirity". wit,hin this
dimension the study informants cited some basic
reguirements for health, such as being relatively free
from disease. Hordever, a person could still have a

small number of ailments and experience health. The

premise is that people need to be relatively free from

disease to maintain some level of physical mobility for
securíng spontaneous freedom to enjoy life. Health as

the absence or infrequency of ailments is anarogous to
smith's (1,986) and woods' et al (lg8g) crinical image

where health is also viewed as the absence of disease.

However, being relatively free from disease was not in
itself healt,h. Healthy people use their hearthy state
to mobilize and enjoy activities of their choosing. rf
an individual can enjoy something, whether it be an

acÈivity, other peopler or a book, then from the study

informantrs perspective, those people would be

considered healthy. fn thís regard, clinical, role
performance and social involvement are not separate

entíties but are integrated. The absence of disease is
essential within many models of health (Laffrey, 1996;
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Pender, 1990; Smith, 1-986; Woods et aI, l-9g8), as was

true for this study. However, the absence of disease

vúas identified by the informants as onry one segment of
health, and certainly not the most significant segment.

Newmanrs (L982) nursing model of health clearly
supports some biological illness as part of the tot.al
experience of health, depending on how that, person

interpretes their experience.

The second subcat.egory under freedom to enjoy life
was "being emotionally unconstrained". Most women

stated that having no one dependent on them right now

$ras assisting them to maintain their hearth. The sample

cited the least healthy time in their rives was when

they were responsible for others' happiness and welfare
with rittle support or understanding for themserves.

The sample recalled that time-bound responsibirities
like meals, laundry, and child-care activities left
virtually no prívate time and contributed to a sense of
fragmentation. Five ínformant,s presently experience

fragmentation with the responsibilities of aging

relatives, worries with teenage and young adult
children, and community commitments. The study results
suggest that women do not experience an end to
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fragmentation and role responsibirities with middle-
age. Most health definitions praise performance of
multipre roles as an indicator of high level wellness
(Laffrey, 1986; Pender, 1990). Woods et al g.9gg)

eludes to the effects of fragmentation in discussion of
what they term the "harmony" dimension. Harmony is
signified by being centered, peacefur and spiritually
whole, but includes the notion of "being carefree" with
no worries that may be similar to "being emotionarry
unconstrained".

Two popular womenrs magazines, Chatelaine and

canadian Living (l-989-1990), encourage women to develop
more leisure time, 1let contradict this goal by

explicitly suggesting more role responsibílities for
mothers, wives, neighbours, and grandmothers with an

emphasis on expanding nutritional knowledge, staying
fit, participating in recyclirg, and providing theme

birthday parties to increase chirdrenrs self-estêêm.
Heller (L986) identified a lack of personal time as a

major stressor for middle-aged ri¡omen.

The third subcategory under freedom to enjoy life
was having a choice. Having a choice, regardless of the
issue' was imperative for these vromen to achieve and
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maintain their health, although many informants offered
examples that demonsÈrated their limited options.
Nearly haLf of the informants had experienced

unsatísfactory health services ín Èhe past and had

since accessed alternative hearth services such as

nutritionists and iridologists. Heller il.996)

identified that 33% of middle-aged $romen rdere less than
fully satisfíed with the health care they received.

The informants in this study emphaticalry stated
that having financial security was fundamental to
ensuring women had choices. some hromen mentioned that
because they had no awareness of, or sense of,
entitlement to choice, they did not feel they had a
choice. This ís similar to the canadian Advisory
council on the status of htomen tcAcswl findings (]-9g9)

which demonstrated that women have limited choice in
job opportunities, education, and social rol.es.

the adaptíve dimension in Woods et al's study,
(l-988) suggests financial adequacy and control over a
personrs life ís part of health. However, the
underlying assumption in the adaptive dimension is that
a choice for women, in actuality, does exist.

The second category included under health as
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these h¡omen included having confidence in speaking and

acting on one I s oh¡n thought.s. The informants associated

tímidity and passivity with unhealthy people, or at
least believed that these behaviours contributed to
circumstances and situations that were noÈ healthy. Att
rdomen stated that they wished they had been more

assertive throughout their lives, although a majorit.y

felt they rdere now more assertive than they ever had

been. Positive self-concept has been cíted as â feature
that women idenLify with healthy people (lrtoods et al,
1-988 ) . Part of this dimension included being self-
confident and having high self-est,êêrì. The study

informants identified both of these characteristics as

important aspects of health. However, of all dimensions

Woods discusses, positive self-concept was the least
acknowledged by the women in her study. This could

suggest t.hat women from different ethnic backgrounds,

or different age groups, $ây perceive the importance of
a positive self-concept dífferentry. rn the literature
most definitions of health incorporate some sense of
self-determination sueh as "speaking and acting on

oners ohrn thoughts" r,r¡hen they offer transcendence and
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personal effectiveness as indicators of high level
wellness (Pender, 1990).

self-determination *.ras manifested by securing an

ident.ity separate from one's family. To maintain

hearth' women in my sample thought that it was wise for
women to establish some identity outside the home. They

recognized that if women lose their tradítional role of
wife and mother through divorce, death, or children
leaving home, they risk their financial security and

definition of self. Having some role outside the home

is not only st,imulatíng, but it can be a financial and

emotional rifesaver in the event of death, divorce, or
role change. This finding is congruent with research

that links social invoÌvement and social responsibilíty
with health (Pender, 1990). However, most of the
underrying int,ention of securing an identity separate

from one's family for my study informants was to act as

a hedge against emotional and financial insecurity.
This eould be theoreticarly congruent with the health
definitions that include concepts of autonomy and

independence, yet Èhe impetus for the independence may

be radically different for some groups compared to
others.
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Summary

An important feature of autonomy for the study

informants was "being emotionally unconstrained" ¡¡ith
multiple role responsibilities. Unfortunately, many

descriptions of health include establishing and

maintaining social roles, fet fail to qualify the

effects multiple roles may produce (Laffrey, L986;

Pender, l-990; Smith, 1986). Researchers usually refer
to "role enactment" separate from managing stress or

establíshing healthy lifeways.

Although articles in popular women's magazines

such as Chatelaine encourage more leisure time, they

paradoxically suggest more role responsibílities.
Securing a choice, often predetermined by material

security, was import.ant for health according to Lhe

study informants. Several researchers have documented

the direct relationship between women's health and

material security (CACSW, L987; Woods et al, 1988).

The hidden assumption in most definitions, or

models of health, is that people are aware of, and have

access to, the same choices. This study revealed hromen

do not necessarily experience "the entitlement of
choíce". Pender (1990) cited disadvantaged groups such
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as the "poor and some ethnic/racial minorities,,
experience a range of limited options, but she does not

include women (p. 120).

Personal effectiveness and a positive serf-concept
(Pender, L990; htoods et al, 1988) may be theoretically
similar to the study informantsr desire to be more

assertive. Arthough the study informants associated

health with personal effectiveness, they also
acknowledged their oecasional personal ineffectiveness
and yet emphatically described themselves as healthy.
This may suggest that heatth definitions overrook and

disregard personal consciousness of ineffectiveness or

the process of self-deveJ.oprnent. Instead, most

definitions honour Èhe final product of personal

effectiveness.

Some health researchers díscuss social
responsibility and involvement as indicators of health
(Pender, L990; Woods et al, 19gg). However, the impetus

for the social involvement, which in this study was

protection against loss of financiar security or social
role, is undiscussed.



Theme

Theme C

Health as Caring for
the Self and Others

Health as Carino for t-he Scìf ¡n¿l ôfharc

Two categories contribute to t.he establishment of
this third theme. The first category is possessing and

preserving energy through self-discipline. This sample

of women repeatedly described healthy people as t.hose

that look and act like they have an abundance of
energy. the most common reasons people may not have

energy are because of eating poorly and not exercising.
People who do not possess energy are lacking in self-
discipline and shourd establish themselves in a routine
of good eating habíts, exercise and rest. Research has

shown that women identify body image, fitness and

practising healthy lifeways as representative of health
or the st,yle of a healthy person (Laffrey, l-986; Smith,

1-986; Woods et al, 1988). Wíthin the cat.egory of

Categories

6. possessing and

preserving energy t,hrough

sel f-discipl ine

7 . committed involvement

with others

L68
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"possessing and preserving energf...", the predominate

notion was that healthy people are concerned and

commit,t,ed to eating properly, getting enough rest and

avoiding too much alcohol, which all correspond to
practising healthy lifeways. Griffith (l-983),

ident.ified a lack of exercise and eating poorly as

major stressors for women between 25 and 55 years of

age. However, getting exercise and eating wisely were

not stressors for the study informants, rather a

healthful lifestyle was a duty and obligation to
oneself.

The second strand contributing to this third t,heme

is "committed involvement with others". The informants

described responsibilities outside the home,

friendships, and meeting family responsibilities as

factors that contribute to and define a healthy person.

These activities are an antidote to being too self-
engrossed, which is potentially threatening to one's

health. This may be similar to Pender's work 0_990)

whích describes "the enhancement of global harmony" and

"relevance" as indicators of high level wellness.

Relevancy is analogous to involving oneself in
committ,ed caring that is useful to society.
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Matthiassonrs (L977 ) work documented the

historical importance the lcelandic-Canadían women

attached to involvement in voluntary organizations for
the betterment of the community. Even the Fjallkona

that presides over the annual lcelandic festival is
chosen based on her contribution to the whole

community.

The informants overwhelmingly associated their
good health with having and nurturing children. They

voiced an acknowledgment of the difficult job that
"good parenting" can ber 1'et unequivocally cited their
children as their raison d'etre. At least half of the

informants implied that the underlying reason they

sought marriage was to have children. There is little
research that explicitly supports the idea that having

and caring for children contributes to women's health,
yet many health definitions include comparable concepts

of "soeial contribution" and "accomplishment" (pender,

l_989 ) .

Interestingly, the Fjatlkona represents to the

fcelandic-Canadian people a mother-figure that nurtures

the culture and insists on its continuation. As well, a

quality home-Iife coupled with the serious
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responsibility of raising educated, socially conscious

children served as an important ideologícal base and

justification for womenrs suffrage in Gimli, Manitoba

(Ibsen, l-988; Newman, L99Ll .

Summary

Healthy rouÈine habits such as eating nutritious
foods and exercising, âs identified by the study

informants, is clearly out.lined in Èhe health
literature (Smith, L986; pender, l_990; htoods et aI,
l-988 ) . Although some research revealed that maintaining
healthy eatíng and exercising practices are stressfur
for women (Griffith, L983), the study informants

emphasized the importance and duty of a healthful
routine.

Committed invol.vement wit.h others closely
parallels PenderIs (l-990) notion of "relevancy".
However, the conmon health categories of social
contribution and accomplishments ignore the nurturing
of children as part of social contribution. AÈ reast
from the limited description of health categories most

models provide, nurturing children is not included. yet

the study informants in this study cited nurturing
children as an ímportant and necessary contribution to
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society and to oneself. Some lcelandic-Canadian symbols

underscore and reinforce the merit and value of
motherhood.

A Feminist Critique of the Three Themes of Health

This section discusses and describes the purpose

and applicat.ion of feminist analysis and theory

construction from women's everyday experiences.

Furthermore, three main areas, the double-bind, other-
centeredness, and resourceful adaptation and

subversion, are specifically addressed in relation to
Icelandic-Canadian middle-aged rdornen.

Marilyn Frye (1983) in her book

Realitv, compares the work of a feminist analysis to
"forming charts of currents, trends and cycles of winds

and storms, in that there is no implication that every

single individual and item in the landscape is affected
in just the same way by t.he same wind" (p. xii). I
concur with Fryers belief that not all women are

subordinated in the same wây, nor do all women react to
subordination in the same manner. Holdever, I do believe
all rdomen, €ìs a group, are subordinated to men as a
group. You may not feel oppressed by your male partner,
yet the systemic oppression of women as a group, by men

The Politics of
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as a group, is undeniable. Women as a group are

psychologically and physically more constrained by the

double-bind phenomena, are less materially secure, less
free to walk in the streets for fear of rape or
assault, and have much less privaÈe time and

opportunity to engage single-mindedly ín leisure
activityr or self-development activities.

During my analysis of the research results, I
diseovered the forces of oppression, and the

informantst reactions to them, to be covert. and complex

because these women often eooperated and negotiated

with the subordinatíon when the most reasonable and

logical action should have been to challenge the forces
of oppressíon. Importantly, the results of this
research suggest that what appears to be unnecessary

cooperation may prove to be resourceful adaptat.ion to
the environment leading to a form of subversion.

Consequently, I recognized that these women were all
engaged, ât some level, in building feminist theory.

Charlotte Bunch (L987) out.lined a process for the
creation of feminist theory. she divides the process

int.o four parts: descript.ion, analysis, visionr âûd

strategy. the first. step, description, involves
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describing what exist.s in a woman's world and naming it
by, and for, women. This ís primarily accomplished

through consciousness-raising. Description allows the
gathering and interpreting of facts about women to
warrant feminist claims. Anarysis is a complex and

difficurt second step that seeks to understand where

woments subordination originates and how it is
perpetuated. vision is often in place before analysis
because vision is determining what shourd exist for
hromen, and somehow it is easier to name what should

exist rather than why it does not. Thoughtful vision,
however, requires thorough and careful analysis of the
forms of oppression to establish varues and goars for
the future. The final stepr ârnong these inter-related
and inter-dependent concepts is strategy: the "overall
approach one takes to aecomplish oners goals" (Lgg7,

p.2451 .

throughout most of my findings r discovered Èhat

women had a consciousness of their subordination and

were beginning to name the specific debasements on

their oern terms. By looking for subtle and not so

subtle signs of resistance, f began to underst.and the
complex and covert forces that perpetuate the
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subordination of women. The majorit,y of informants, at
some point, criticized, rebelled or resisted
definitions of themselves, and their health, imposed on

them by society. During their naming of the

oppressiorls, I heard these rdomen describe a vision of

what health could, and ought., to be. Strategies to
secure their vision of health hrere beginning to take

f orm.

The most perplexing piece of theory development

for many women resides in the analysis of their
subordinat.ion. From my perspective, the informant.s

struggled to decipher the source of their subordination

because, as with most rrromen, much of what gave them

pleasure also gave them pain. The gendered experience

of the double-bind was agonizingly evident.

Double-bind

A distinguishing feature of oppressed people is
the experience of the double-bind. Frye (L983) states,

"one of the most characterist,ic and ubiquitous features

of the world as experienced by oppressed people is the

double-bind; situations in which options are reduced to
a very few and all of them expose one to penalty,

censure or deprivation" (p.2). For instance, Frye
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discusses the predominately female requirement to smile

and be cheerful regardless of the situation. In other

words, the situation can not be that bad; put on a

happy face and remember things could be much rdorse. If
we consistently smire, we may signal our submissiveness

and our acquiescence of our situation. Our srniling
conveniently relieves others around us because if we

smile hre need not be taken note of, and as Frye points
out, "we participate in our ordn erasure. We have become

invisible and occupy no space" (p.21. yet if we choose

not to smile and therefore draw attention to ourselves;

we are perceived as mean, bítter, angry and dangerous.

Smiling versus not smiling may seem like an example of
polarities. Many rdomen fall somewhere between the

demands of smiling and not smiling, depending to a

large extent on theír colour and class; nevertheless,

women's freedom as a group to authentic emotional

response is eclipsed by social dictates.
Mothers, as all the study informants are, lnäy

experience yet another form of the double-bind. If
rdomen step out of the role of nurturing, protecting and

facilitat.ing, sometímes regardJ.ess of the support plans

in place, they are accused of insensitivity. The
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contempt for universal child-care demonstrates the

covert assumption that if women really cared for their
chirdren they would stay at home with them. when rdomen

do stay home with children they endure the "minor,'

penalty of material dependency often resulting in a

shift of decisional povrer to the "breadwinner',, to say

nothing of societyfs unwillingness to take seriously
mothers' knowledge and contribution to our social and

economic well-being. Heller (L986) found the most

common complaint from young mothers was the ignorance

and trivialization doctors displayed towards mothersl

concerns and observations. Raising children in a caring

and responsible manner is an important feminist value,
yet feminists are accused of despising "housewives"

because they refuse to romanticize a situation wrought

with material ínsecurity and emotional debasement.

the double-bind is a pervasive concept throughout

my analysis of rcelandic-canadian women's perception of
health, their health needs and factors that affect
their health. The women in this study rdere

particularly concerned with the health and welfare of
others. Theme C, "Caring for the self and otheÌs",
disclosed the belief that by doing for others, you do
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for yourself. Any accusation of insensiÈivity to
anotherrs needs would tikely be ínt.imidating, since

sensitivity and caring are some of the few virtues that
have been assigned to women and these women in
particular. the social construction of the "healthy"
woman requires hromen to think, act and serve the needs

of others.

Because of the serious import these vùomen gave to
caring for others, I discuss, in the first section, the

"other-centeredness" experienced by these women. The

seeond section is entitled "resourceful adaptat,ion and

subversion" t,o acknowledge and describe the informants'
reaetion to, and rebellion against, the double-bind of
tt other-centerednes s t' .

Other-centeredness

Other-cenÈeredness refers to the phenomenon of
putting "others" at the cent,re of your life and

displacing your self-needs to the sidelines. placing

others at the centre means working not for yourself,
but others; it means sublimating your desires for the

others' desires; it means caring more about them, than

you do about yourself. According to Frye (J-993) it
means participating in your own erasure.
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rnternarization of "otherness" means that one comes to
identify oneself through the eyes of the dominant group

in society.

hle all experience degrees of other-centeredness,

and to survive, we aIJ. must be able to think of ot.hers

and act for others. What I intend when I use t.he word

other-centeredness is that, regardless of circumstance,

the self does not command the attention, or the

respect, in the same degree or manner as ,'others" do.

The weight or balance of attention goes to others, not

to the self. Ideally, the needs of the self and others

are balanced, and self-denial does not become the

frequent path of least resistance, or the path to serf-
actual ization.

The primary purpose of this research was to
discover middle-aged lcelandic-Canadian !ùomen' s

personal thoughts about t.heir health. However, before

Iong it became clear to me that their talking about

theír chíldren, families and communities was talking
about themselves. They rdere unable t.o separate

themselves from others in their lives. They were able

to connect their children to themselves effortressly,
and most definitively stated they would have liked more
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children. They described commitment Èo the community,

yet clearly took pains to underscore theír commitment

to family relationships. The commitment to family and

chirdren was a clear-cut choice for arr these women;

they had never experienced conflict around this issue.
The needs and desires of their famiries became their
needs and desirês. They hrere defined by, and for,
others. One htoman succinctly summarized this by

recounting, "Health is being able to care for your

family and maintain a sense of communitf...helping out
in whichever hray you can".

Feminist researchers (cilligan, !gg2; Ruddick,

1989), building on womenrs experiences, have emphasized

values such as connectedness and responsibility.
connectedness serves to emphasize the simirarities
between oneself, and something, or someone else.
Feminist researchers craim that rdomen often perceive
the people and environment around them as inseparable

from them, which allows them to appreciate and respect

differences. ultimately, connectedness means that one

can be other-centered without losing selfhood. Hordever,

what Gilligan refers to as "conneetedness", I refer to
as "other-centeredness" as depicted by Marilyn Frye.
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Frye (l-983, p.L67 ) describes other-centeredness by

depict.ing a stage scene where she states:

A foreground figure is created by the motion
of foreground figures against a stat.ic back-
ground. Foreground figures are perceptible,
are defined, have identity, only in virtue of
their movement against the background. The
space in which the motion of the foreground
figure takes place is created and defined by
their movement with respect to each other,
and against the background. But nothing of
the background is in, or is part of, or is
encompassed by, the foreground scene and
space. The background is unseen by the eye
which is focused on foreground figures and if
anything somehow draws the eye to the
background, the foreground dissolves. hlhat
would draw the eye to the background would be
a sudden or well-defined motion in the
background. Hence t.here must be no motion at
all, or an unchanging buzz of smalJ. regular
and repetitive motions. The background must
be utterly uneventful if the foreground is to
continue to hang together, if it is to endure
as a space within which there are discrete
objects in relation to each other.

Frye's describes the colonization by others that
takes place within the self of an other-centered

individual.

Icelandic-Canadians and Other-centeredness

Nine of the study informants were first and second

generation lceLandic-Canadians, with three informants

being third generation. The homes where the informant's
first rearned about the relationship between themserves

and the domínant culture, were prímarily firsÈ
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generation Icelandic-Canadian homes.

The first and second generation Icelandic-
Canadians, like other immigrants, were acutely aware of

their suecess being dependent on their ability to
appear like the dominant Anglo-Saxon population.

Because they were white this made the job much easier.

ülithin the safety of their small community the

Icelandic language hras preserved and revered, however

their outside face was one of assimilation. The

Icelandic culture did not begin to "go public" until
they obtained a certain amount of political infLuence

and proved their worth in music, literature and

business (Matthiasson, 1989). Other-centeredness was

necessary to watch and learn the dominant culture of

Canadians so as to appear as one.

Voice of otherness

the informants in this study voiced both the

appeal and the cost of being other-centered; in other

words, they had an understanding of the double-bind.

The informants expressed their "other-centeredness"

with desires such as, "committed involvement with
others" and "having family responsibilities". However

these women also recognized that "being emotionally
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unconstrained" r "having choice" r "securing a separate

identity from your family" and having "the eourage to
think and act on oners own thoughts" were absolutely

necessary for health.

The desire for assertiveness, emotional freedom, a

separate identity, ând most pronounced, "the courage to

think and act on one's thoughts", may be symptoms of

the internalization of otherness. When you internalize
otherness you "almost definitionally are unable to
speak in the language of the self " (Frye, 1983, p.55).

If self-definition depends on behaviours that are

other-centeredr foll relinquish some freedom to speak

authentically because speaking authentically demands

you speak by, and for, yourself.

Carol ciltigan (l-982) determined that women speak

about moral.ity "in â different voice" from men.

cilligan is careful not to call this a gender

difference, but a difference in voice that is found

mainly in women. Some researchers have since stated the

"different voice" is the voice of t.he oppressed, not

exclusively women's (Tronto, 1987). However, Gilligan
states that lvomen's moral processing is contextually
dependent, with an acute awareness of the conflicting
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responsibilities involved in making a morar decision.
hlomen are more concerned with the activity of care and

the maintenance of relationships with others, ând. she

refers to this as a sense of eonnectedness. Gilligan
claims a morality of responsibitity for women that
emphasizes connection, different, from men's morality of
rights that emphasizes separation. Menrs moral

reasoning centers on understandíng the individual's
rights and the rules involved in sociar participation.
Yet as MacKinnon (L987, p.38) notes,

Gitrigan achieves the affirmative rather thanthe negatíve valuation of that whichaccurately distinguishes rt¡omen from men.
However, women value care and other-
centeredness because men have valued usaccording to the care we give them. When youare povrrerless you donrt speak differentfylyou really aren't speaking.

In actuality, these women did not speak in a

different, voicei they had the voice of conventional
feminine self-effacement. In factr oDê informant
suggested one should forget about having a voice at
arl. As she stated, "a lot of good heatth comes from
forgetting about yourself and caring for othe.S...there
is so much waste. rf you donrt t.hink about someone else
then you are lost".

Although "other-centeredness" was pervasive
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throughout the research findings, the study informants

had a eonsciousness of their other-centered lives.
Theme B, "health as autonomy", voices a vision of
health that begins to acknowledge the need for a

centered self.
Object versus Subject.

When people are "other-centered" they often see

themselves as "objects" with their raison dretre to
please and serve others. "others" are seen as subjects.

Simone De Beauvoir's (l-953) analysis contributes to
understanding women's desire to no longer be an object

or an "it" for someone else, but to become a subject,

or an "I". These h¡oments desire for "courage to act on

their own thoughts", at first seemed obvious and

somewhat trite. Hor,rrever, I believe these women were

beginning to recognize their "object" status and to
identify it as antithetical to good health. perhaps

because, "the refusal to be an object forces those who

would see women as objects toward a recognition of
their existence as subject" (Donovan, L988, p.128),

most ínformants believed in the need to assert

themselves. Yet they failed to act on their beliefs: as

one informant. affirmed, "I know what my problem is...f
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say rdhat r really don't mean..always trying to control
my emotioÍrs. r hint as well; it is impossíble for me to
be direct with someone."

The informantsr struggle and ambivalence around

assertíveness and serf-determination may indicate a

threatened serf-definition. By putting themselves at
the centre, these hromen would cause others to re-
examine their position in society. Because the adaptive
strategies of "accepting things" and "making the best
of it" have successfully not created heartache or
"trouble" ín the past, these women may be reructant to
force others to see them as subjects. The double-bind

makes women ask: what rewards might r receive if r do

speak and act authentically or, perhaps more

importantly, what punishment might I risk?
Men as a group throughout history, have

perpetuated oÈher-centeredness as proper modis operandi

for most rdomen (Lerner, 1986). Womenrs roles are so

systematically reinforeed and rewarded that rdomen

cannot be said to be choosing roles at al]; instead
they are coerced into roles.

It is assumed that unless you are physically
forced to do something you are noÈ being coerced, but
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coercion can be subtle and malicious. The structure of
coercion is to manipulate the situation so a womanrs

world presents the woman with a range of options but

makes the other-centered option the most attracÈive. rf
the project of caring more for others is sold properly,
it includes a promise for financial and physical
protection, the assignment of the higher moral ground,

and the freedom to speak in other-cenÈered language or
"a different voice". For if people donrt mind doing

what you want them to do, and they say that, then in a

senser forl can't be making them do it.
Because of this, Daly 0_978) understands that to

reject "object" status would take considerable eourage

for women, as is expressed by these women requesting

"the courage to speak and act on my own thoughts and

feelings". The internalization of self as object is
difficult to overcome and it presented tensions for the
informants throughout the research findings.

Virginia Woolf recognized this difficulty when

she wrote about her need to "overcome the angel in the
house" (hloolf , L986). Woolf had to purge t.he image of
the self-effacingr €Vêr-smiting female, "the angel in
the house" before she could begin to authenticarry
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speak her experience.

To accept. the role of object is to deny, to some

extent, the subject-self that, is autonomous and

creaLive. Holuever, the study informants viewed these

characteristics almost as polar opposites. ff you

became a subject yourself, the "others" suffered. As

one informant explained, "hlhen there is a disagreement

with my kids or co-workers, I wonrt stick up for
myself. f start to feel sorry for them and am more

willing to think it is my fau1t."
The informantsr reructance to place themselves at

the centre may poínt to women's difficulty with viewing
the world as split between others and the self.
Existentialism, and its subject./object, sptit, has been

criticized for its continual cultural attempt to
transcend the feminine perspective of connectedness

(Ruddick, L989¡ Ruether, 1975). By analyzing womenrs

lives from an existentialist theoreticar view, some

feminists believe we encourage moral and ecological
disaster because "arl the destructive antinomies that
govern the present organization of society are rooted
in the self-other model of consciousness" (cited in
Donovan' 1988, p.1321. However, there must be a better
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understanding that placing oneself at the centre should

not risk a $¡oman's relationship with community, family
or friends. The informants disptayed the ability to
respond in an integrar, nurturing manner that promoted

community survival or, in a split subject/object mode

when discussing their bodies and other peopre who did
not exhibit similar values and behaviours to
themselves.

Self-discipline and others

The findings of this study suggest that these

women viewed the physical (i.e., the body) self as

separate from the mental (i.e., the rnind) self . The

women regarded their bodies as something needing

control and close observationr âs if their bodies were

strangers t.rying to get away with something. They did
not trust t,heir bodies, in fact they believed it
required a tremendous amount of self-discipline and

rigid routine to keep their body from getting out of
shape or overweight.

those women who did not practice self-discípline
about their diet, money, appearance, children, or
habits were seen as "darn lazy" and distanced from

themselves. The problem, as the study informants
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perceived it, lay within the ,'other rdomen,' and not

wit'hin society at large. They indicated that peopre are

almost totarly responsibJ.e for their hearth, and those

who experience frequent and varíed health problems,

likely did something to deserve the poor state of
health t ot were simply not trying hard enough to
overcome it. Therefore, a separation was present

between these women and others who repeatedly succumbed

to ill-hearth. A separation was arso evident within the

self; they could apply self-disciprine to themselves as

if that part of themselves (i.e., the body) was an

outside sinister entity that required close observation
and rigid routine. One informant declared, "you have to
work at health..it is up to you. I discipline
myself...luck has nothing to do with it. I look at
these big fat people and think what are you doing to
yourself...I think they are just darn lazy."

During the thirty-six interviews with the

informants, although the need to care for their aging

bodies was discussed, their experiences with menopause

or their future expectations of menopause were rarely
discussed. rt appears that perhaps menopause does not
play the significant role in women's lives that it was
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purported to haver or it was treated as a part of the

whole, somehovú connected to everything else in their
Iives that did not need special mention. Choosing not

to discuss menopause could be an example of their
resolve to "expect things to go well". However, it
could also suggest that menopause rtras not socially
accept,able to discuss.

Self-Knowledoe and HeaIth

Theme B, "freedom to enjoy life" and "self-
determination" (i.e., having choice, spontaneous

freedom, and being emotionally unconstrained) may be

examples of the informants asking for autonomy on their
own terms. I think these women were asking not to be

annexed; instead they were appealing to the challenge

and opportunity for developing self-knowledge. one

study informant epitomized this when she recounted, "I
became healt.hy when I became secure about myself and I
secured self-worth. Like you have to beLieve in
yourself and know yourself well enough to have an

aldareness of making yourself sick in certain
situations".

The past, and present, lack of private time was

evident in the study results. These women were
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fragmented wit,h wife-work, mother-work, house-work,

community-work, and sometimes daughter-work, that left
little private time for themselves. As one woman

asserted, "there is always something to do...it is not

so bad no!v, but I used to feel so overwhelmed...this

constant pressure of so many things that need doing".
There r^¡ere many examples in this study of the

women's disdain for self-absorption. All twelve

informants had done vorunteer work, and nine continue

t,o give their labour to at least two outside

organizations each. As they viewed it, healthy women do

not hesitate to get involved in the community

activities because what you do for others, you do for
yourself.

Of course, the real rub is that when they did not

have enough time for everyone else they faced feeling
guilty. It is no wonder then that although time for
single-mindedness is a vision, the double-bind asks:

how can I attain it when I must feel guilty for
attaining it? This may exprain why these rdomen avoided

private time as an evil; private time might lead to
self engrossment, therefore involve yourself in
something, or someone else. While they desire private
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time, it is a threat to their self-definition.
Knowledge and self-development requires that an

individual give time and att,ention to reading,
reflection, listening, quest,ioning, and conversing
(Frye, 1983). I question, due to the time and effort
given to family, friends and community in the past and

present, the depth of self-knowledge cultivated by the
informants. A lack of self-knowledge prevents hromen

from finding points of connection and understanding

among themselves. How can you acquire sufficient self-
knowledge to care for yourself when there is littre
time, opportunityr or encouragement to do so? If t.he

definition of "h¡oman" does not allow for women to
understand how to take care of themselves, then this is
a fundamentaÌ harm. It is, as Frye suggests (1993,

p.70), mayhem: a maiming whích impairs a woman's

ability to defend herself
The study informants descríbed a vision of health

which emphasized autonomy (i.e., theme B). Within theme

B, they also described and enacted strat.egies for
autonomy.

Separation and Access

Themes B and C were preoccupied with "getting
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unconstrained". Both themes emphasized self-
det.ermination and "the freedom to do what r want when r
!..'ent". Throughout my analysis I frequently asked

myself, why was "getting out" so important to these

women? r believe its importance is tied to a subtle
realignment of identificationr or separation; a

reductíon of access, and the desire for outside
acknowledgement .

Frye (l-983) states, "Access is one of the faces

of power" (p.103). Denial of access to a flow of
benefíts has the form and full portent of assumption of
power. Frye continues to suggest, "The slave who

excludes Èhe master from her hut thereby declares

herself not a srave. And definition is another face of
pobrer" (p.105). These vüomen hrere def ining themselves as

capable, autonomous and largely unavailable for
domestic duty. women do not usually do the defining,
and from our position of relative powerlessness,

definitions may not stick. However, if we change

patterns of access and remove ourselves, rde define
ourselves. When women separate, break out, transcend,
or just say rro, we are simultaneously defining and
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theme A "the power of positive
additional reaction and resistance

of "other-centeredness" .

Resourceful Adaptat,ion and Subversion

A prevailing notion implicit in these research

findings proposes that women should, and must, adapt to
the environment bo attain and preserve their health. To

adapt successfully to the environment, the informants

agreed that a woman needs to utilize t,he power of
positive thinking and experience autonomy.

The first theme, the power of positive thinking,
most clearly enunciates the achievement of "health" as

a result of maneuvering and reacting to conditions out

of these women's control. Making the best of a

situation, accepting, or not thinking about the reality
of the world are all adaptation techniques that are

actively employed to resist, and control, the sometimes

hostile and unpredictable environment.

Rabuzzi ( l-982 ) and Ruddick ( l_989 ) invoke women's

domestic experiences as mothers and wives as the

context in which women learn adaptation and contingency

planning. Rabuzzi (l-982) suggests so much of domestic

thinking", details
to the double-bind

L95
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life involves waiting, repetition and "serendipitous
passivity where one flows with the waves. The passivity
so induced is that of a light object thrown into water;

it is not the object that determines its direction, but

the movement of the hrater" (cited in Donovan, 1988, p.

L741. The passivity Rabuzzi speaks of is conceptuatly

similar to the power of positive thinking; making the

best of it, accepting, and not. thinking about things.
However, I choose to visualize the first theme as

a resourceful adaptation technique leading to
subversion. In this way the power of positive thinking
may not be passivity at all but a deliberate action to
defend oneself against a threatening event.

Ruddick (L989) understands the resourcefulness ín

this "passivity". Maternal thinking for Ruddick (L989)

is characterized by a certain humítity that emanates

from women's realization that much is beyond one's

control, especially salient from t.he experience of

nurturing children, Mothers learn to appreciate that
excessive control may hamper the child's development

and that it may just be too hard to attempt. Therefore

the mother may adopt a "waiting mode". MacMillan (L982,

cited in Belenkl', 1-985, p.LL7 ) agrees with Ruddick and
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suggests action has a "passive counterpart usually

called forbearance. Forbearance can be distinguished

from passivity, not acting, by being intentional
passivity". Forbearance may also be employed to diffuse
anger.

Reaction to Anoer

The findíngs suggest the choice these tr¡omen

experienced to demonstrate anger was sublimated into
"making the best of it", "acceptíng it" or "not

t,hinking about it". Some women mentioned, "Unhealthy

people are full of anger...they should stop it and just

be open to change" and "I maintain my health by trying
not to argue with people, it is easier just to accept

it and ignore it because you only upset yourself."
Expressing anger outright can make it difficult for a

rdoman to carry out her expected role of maintaining

harmonious relationships within the family. Marilyn

Frye (1-983) suggests "So long äs a woman is operating

squarely within a realm which is generally recognized

as a woman's realm, her anger will quite likely be

tolerated, at least she will not be thought crazy"
(p.91-).

Anger is a demand for respect that requires one to
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place themselves at the centre, implicitly claiming
they are worthy. However, if your anger is not taken

seriously and dismissed, your anger does not receive

"uptake" (Frye, L983, p.89).

Giving uptake means meeting the anger head on and

responding to the claims implicit in it. Anger that is
not given uptake is dismissed. Feminists discovered

that women may get angry in publíc aboutr or in beharf,
of great moral causes tike pollution, war, or starving
children probably because it is an extension of our

right to mother. As Frye poignantry staLes "rt is safer
for one to get angry about nuclear war than one's ort¡n

rape, because the first one gets uptake" (p.92).

"Making the best of it", "accepting it", and "not
thinking about things", may be resourceful adaptation

techniques employed when sil.enced or not granted uptake

on anger. "Making t.he best of it" revolved around the

ability to use willpower and a stoic resolve to
"control reactions to situations". hlhite "making the
best of it" included giving yourself a pep talk, a

sal.ient feature of the pep tark was denying the effect
a certain situation rt¡as having on you. As well, the pep

talk was always to the self i never rdas it voiced to
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others. "Accepting things" as they are and "not
thinking about things" may indicate the informant's
unwilringness to express anger outwardry or acknowledge

otherst anger.

The study informants may appear to acquiesce,

aecept, and ignore so as not to give uptake to othersl
anger as well. By doíng so, they preserve their own

energy and take power away from those that used anger

to gain power. "Acceptance" and "not thinkíng about

things" is a technique of preserving autonomy when the

expectation is that hromen wíll react in an "other-
centered" mode. Theme L, the power of positive thinking
may ultimately be a way of saying no and subverting a

power structure.

Summary

From a feminist stance, the women in this study

defíne their health, health needs and factors that
facilitate hearth in "other-centered" terms. The social
construction of a healthy middle-aged woman demands

them to think, act, and serve the needs of others.
Regardless of circumstance, these women do not demand

the same attention or respect for themselves that they

freely give to others. This phenomenon is internalized
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because society values, rewards and defines women by

the degree to which they are other-centered. Any

desirer oÌ move, to place oneself at the center is a

frightening threat to self-definition. Conveniently,

the punishment for not being "other-centered" is then

internally applied by the women themselves. These women

held themselves responsible and blameworthy for almost

every outcome they or their family members experienced.

The study informants, having some consciousness of
their other-centeredness, spoke about autonomy and

self-determination as factors that facilitate women

achieving health. While they recognízed that autonomy,

identity and self-care were necessary for good health,
they struggled with enacting the self-determination
they visualized. I believe the request for autonomy

underscores the past and present lack of opportunities
for self-development, and subseguent self-knowledge,

that is crucial for self-care.
Despite the difficulty these women experience

enacting self-determination, they are not passive

victims of the forces Lhat would subordinate t,hem. In

every case, these hromen have reduced and redefined

access to their domestic, nurturing and facilitating
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skills. Ultimately they have control.led their
definition to some extent. The power of positive
thinking is a mechanism employed by the study

informants to adapt to, and subvert, the sometimes

threatening environment. Individual subversive actions,
such as those described in the porrrer of positive
thinking, may never change society and may in fact
facilitate our own erasure. However if women

collectively name and analyze their reality, they can

begin to develop political strat.egies to change the

existing reality. If women remain isolated from the

political context, their st.rategíes to cope with their
reality will be diluted and individualistic.

RECOIVIMENDATIONS

The following recommendations are suggestions for
nursing education, practice and research based on the

understanding derived from the research findings.
Because alI three areas of nursing are interdependent,

my reconìmendations for one area may simultaneously

apply to anoLher area.

My suggestíons are based on self-identified
healthy, white, middle-class, middle-aged rdomen;
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therefore any attempt to transfer knowledge from this
study to other women wíthin different contexts, would

be improper, Lincoln and Guba (l-985) suggest that if
the context of researchr âs determined by the "thick
description" offered within the sample and setting
descriptions are similar; then the research concepts

may be transferable.

Recommendations for Nursing Education

Educators must encourage nursing students to think
systematically about women's health status and the

social and political relationship it has to the world

by: (l-) examining their own assumptions about women and

women's health and insisting nursing students do the

same , (21 critiquing theory and researeh, and ( 3 )

understanding the womenrs health movement.

Examination of Personal Assumr¡tions

Any profession that claims guardianship of women's

health must have a broad understanding of women's

position in socíety and the political role science has

played in defining "healthy" women. It is particularly
incumbent on a predominately female profession like
nursing to acknowledge and respond to the complex

social and politícal forces that shape rdomen, and their
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health options. Therefore, as a neeessary first step,
nursing educatois and students are obliged to examine

their personar beriefs and values pertaining to women

and women's health in society.

All theory and research used or developed by

nurses should be critically analyzed by nursing
students and educators to determine the implicit and

explícit theoreticar assumptions regarding hromen. For

instance, students examining the existing definitions
of health may recognize that the environment is not in
mutuaL simultaneous interaction with women (!{oods et
â1, L988 ) , rather environments are things to which

!.romen must adapt. Also, because most health models and

defínitions refer to the end product of self-
development, and not to the process of self-
development, those !Íomen engaged in understanding

themselves (i.e., attending self-he1p groups, support
groups) may be labelled "at risk" or unhealt.hy. As

well, most health definitions do not acknowledge

resistance, or rebellionr âs a healthy activity;
instead they often refer to healthy humans as those who

experience harmony. However, resistance to imposed
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roles or definitions may indicate a healthy women who

is aware of oppressive forces and is actively seeking

to moderate them.

Health researchers that define health also presume

choice, and freedom to exercise choice, as equal for
everyone, except perhaps minorities (pender, l-990).

Health researchers' definitions must be sensitive to
middle-aged women's lack of sense of entitlement to
choice and the effect the doubte-bind phenomenon exerts

on choice.

Critiquing exísting theory and research for
theoretical assumptions about women may serve to
strengthen all future nursing theory and research.

hlomenr s Health Mowement-

The women's healt.h movement stresses that women

gain control over their bodies through acquiring self-
knowledge of their bodies and sharing health

information among themselves. A womenfs health course,

similar to the one at the Uníversity of Manitoba,

should be made available to all nursing students. A

women's health course, that includes the hístory of the

lvomen's health movement, would provide nursing students

a conceptual framework for womenrs health care
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reflective of the values in the woments health
movement. Nursing students could then locate their
nursing care within the present health system,

understanding and learning from past accomplishments

and struggles. Nursing students need to recognize the

powerful and far reaching irnpact the women's health
movement has had on Canadian women. Well respected

services such as incest counselring, r,rromenf s addiction
counseLling, counselling and shelter for battered
women, and sexual assault serviees exíst only because

of the persistence of women active in the movement.

Ultimately, nursing students may understand from a

historical point of view, vt¡hy, although expertise is
valued and recognized, women need to understand and

gain control of their own bodies.

Recommendations for Nursing practice

Four major recommendat,ions for nursing. practice
include: (l-) the dj-scontinuance of the predominate use

of the biomedical perspective to guide health
professionals understanding of women's health 12,

empoh¡erment of women, (3) understanding the voice of
other-centeredness, (4, nurses and health policy
formulation.
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The Predominat.e Biomedieal perspect,ive

Nursing professionals should understand that
women's health care has been fragment.ed by using the
predcminant biomedical perspective as the theoretical
framework within which Lo understand all women.

Practising nurses must be aware of the impact of the
environment, versus biologyr on the hearth of rÂ¡omen.

Work conditions, poverty, and less easily defined
conditions dependent on one's role in society such as

the double-bind phenomena and lack of status definitely
impact on womenfs ability to achieve health. Therefore,
health goes far beyond, as the study informants

repeatedly stated, a strict.ly medical definition.
Empowerment

Nurses can empohrer women to díscuss their health,
control íL, and make decisions about it. Nurses can

empohrer r.romen by providing information that destroys

myths, prejudices and preconceived notions about women

and their bodies. Nurses should have access to, and

herp create standards and criteria with other women's

groups for a serective utilizatíon of services referral
system. In this manner nurses could refer women to
h¡oman-centered healùh services. Straightforward
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information was a reguest from the informants in this
study.

The benefits of being involved in a self-help
group, or support group, have demonstrated positive
effects on women's serf-esteem and self-respect (Begin,

1-988 ) . support groups often create a safe environment

that simultaneously give women permission to speak

authentically and disincentives for seLf-effacing
behaviours. Nurses may create support groups or
encourage women already involved ín self-help or
support groups, therefore adding a political dimension

to nursing care because support groups redefine the

boundaries of traditional medical authority. Small

self-help groups may be particularly beneficial for
rural women because of their regular lack of access to
each other or to alternative services.

The popular literature describes hromen from a
biomedical perspective and tends to hold women

personally responsible for their ohrn, âDd others'
health. The nursing profession should be aware of, and

respond to, the messages women receive through the lay
literature. Nurses can write retters to the editors of
magazines that insist on portraying rdomen's health as
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dependent on the level to which women perform their
sociar roles as mothers and wives. As a professional
group' nurses may boycott any literature that is deemed

detrimental to the public's heatth.
Empowerment underlies all teaching within the

woments health movement. As women become more confident
in their own abilities, they are likely to assume more

eontrol of their bodies.

Understandino the Voir:c of ôthar-raêñ.|- arêÂnaoo

l{iddle-aged hromen may have difficutt,y requesting

or reeeiving attention for themselves. The women in
this study held themselves almost completely

responsible for their own health status and othersr
happiness, making them susceptible t,o self-blame for
many situatíons that offered lit,tle control. Nurses

involved in health promotion with middle-aged women

should be aware of the difficulty wiÈh placing "serf as

a subject" and acknowledge that any health advice may

be viewed in terms of the affects it will have on

others.

Middle-aged women may also be vulnerable, because

of their other-centeredness, to arlowing themselves

involvement in medicar studies and signing consents
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without receiving proper assurances of protection.
Nurses, in some instances, can enact the role of
advocate for women by insisting heatth professionals
share all relevant information about personal care or
involvement in research.

with health economists suggesting a shift of focus

from acute care to community care, middre-aged women

may be placed in the posit.ion of providing free home

health care to relatives without proper supports.

Quality community health supports must be in plaee

before mobilizing community focused care or women wirl
be assigned the home health care work without support
or proper recognition.
Nurses and Health policy

Middle-aged women, although resourceful and

adaptable, may not have the opportunity to understand

the structural forces that maintain their subjugation.
Health policy needs to acknowledge the close connect,ion

between the opportunity for self-understanding and the
ability for self-care. Women require time and

opportunity to understand their strengths, desires,
abilities, and vulnerabilities before they can

thoughtfully discover what contributes to, or detracts
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from, their health.

Nearly one half of the ínformants in this study had

experienced some unhappiness with past health services
and the explicit suggestion was to "take hearth more

into our ohrn hands." womenrs health poricy requires
women's input from the grassroots. Nurses could
facilitate grassroots poticy-making by creating womenrs

health policy resolutions for theír own professional
associations developed from attending to individual
!.¡omen and women âs a group. The nursing profession must

develop programs and services that recognize the need

for t,he intellectual, sociaL, and spiritual dimension

of women's health.

women from every part of society must be involved
in reshaping broad community priorities incJ.uding

transportation and safe street policy. particularly
salient from the results of this study, 

'{omen
envisioned t.heir health threatened when t,he freedom to
walk or participate in activities, where and when they
wantedr hrås usurped. However many canadian city streets
are unsafe and threatening for women because of the
freguency of assault and rape. The nursíng profession
can support women's voices in poricy development that
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demands safe streets and safe neighbourhoods for women.

The nursing profession must continue to endorse a
separate womenrs health directorate (e.g., The Manitoba

government recent,ly renamed the maternal-chitd health
directorate to the womenrs hearth directorate) that
locates h'omen's health within a broader poritical and

sociar context, rather than an exclusively reproductive
context. The nursing profession, together with other
women's groups, could be an effective lobby group

demanding adequate government funding for women's

health care conferences and programs.

However, nurses attempting to influence cíty,
provincial, or federal health policy must have a

healthy awareness of co-optation by powerful groups

that adopt feminist hearth care idears without placing
real controL in Èhe hands of women themselves. carefur
monitoring of the focus and underrying assumptions of
proposed health policy is crucial.

Recommendations for Nursing Research

Fundamental to feminist research is praxis: acting
and ereating change out of concern for improving

women's lives. Therefore, two broad recommendations for
nursing research actions that wirL ultimately create
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womenrs health,
questions from

Broadeninq orrr

Nurse researchers must integrate more about race,
cLass, ethnicity, and other experiences that shape

thoughts on health and perceived healt.h needs, into
their research agendas. rn this mânner, the nursing
profession can more knowredgably appreciate the
conditions t,hat produce different beliefs and

abilities. Nursing researchers must not get ,,cut off ,,

from other r¡ìromen which would prevent a genuine

examination of differences that could lead to change

and growth all around.

Nurse researchers must develop an international
âwareness of women's health. For instance, many multi-
national corporations (e.g., Matter Toys and zenith
Erectronics) have deriberately exploited third world
women's labour and health to create their products
under sweatshop conditions (Ehrenreich & Fuentes,

1981-). within canada the hearth of immígrant domestic
workers has been relatively unexplored. The health of
these women must be explored and described to add our

broadening our

(21 exploríng

this study.

R¡sa

2L2

base for understanding

specific unanswered
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understanding of women's strength and survival.
A feminist research paradigm offers nurse

researchers the opportunity to explore underlying
androeentric assumptions about vuoments health. For

example, such issues as endometriosis and osteoporosis

have not been studied from the perspective of women's

own self-reported experiences. Feminist theory and

research met.hods are valuable tools for nurse

researchers wishing to understand women's health
issues.

Also' our profession needs to learn more about the
normal, healthy processes individuarly and collectively
experienced by women of atl groups. rntegration of this
knowledge may begin to chaLrenge and reduce dependence

on medically manufactured definitíons of womenrs health
experiences that contribute to women's social control.
Furthermore, nurses need to publish their findings ín
bot.h professional and popular journals so that alI
women can benefit.
Specific Unanswered Ouestions

Based on the results of this study many questions

and concerns remain unanswered that require further
research, such as (1-) what are other health images and,
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messages women receive through popular literature or
televisíon? (21 what are the sources of
dissatisfact,ion middle'aged women experience with
health services? ( 3 ) what are other cites of the
double-bind and why does placing "self" at the center
present such a risk for these women in family,
community and friendship reJ.ationships? l4) how is
menopause perceíved and experienced especially ín view
of the study informants' preoccupation with children?

Nursing education, practice and research will
benefit from incorporating knowledge about h¡omen

deríved from h¡omen's own experiences with health. A

feminist perspective permits the nursing profession to
look beyond the status quo.

Summary of the Study

Middte-aged womenrs perceptions of health, health
needs, and factors impinging on health have not been

systematicalry explored or articulated. womenrs health
activists envision women defining their own health
needs and desires, rather than facing the prospect. of
having medically manufactured ones substituted. hlomen

are oppressed both materiarly, and conceptually, when

they are denied control of their bodies and denied
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definitional control of their health. Self-knowledge,

and articulation of that knowledge, is a hedge against

social controL, resulting in the promotion of woman-

eentered health care.

the research quest,ions petítíoned in Èhis study

$rere: (1-) How do middle-aged fcelandic-Canadian women,

from their ori¡n experience, define health? (2| hlhat do

middle-aged rcelandic-canadian women perceive as their
health needs? ( 3 ) What factors do middle-aged

Icelandic-Canadian women report as impinging on their
hea 1 th?

Open-ended, in-depth interviews yielded

qualitative data that was analyzed within a feminist
eonceptual framework. Three major themes emerged from

the data that address the research questions. The three

themes were: (l-) health as the power of positive
thinking, (2) health as autonoilfr (3) health as caring
for the self and others.

A review of the relevant literature in nursing,

medicine, sociology, psychology and rdomen,s studies

revealed that womenrs ímages of hearth are beginning to
be generated. However, most health models are informed

by traditional medical and socíal science paradigms
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that are reductionistic and to some degree

androcentric.

Two popular lay literature magazines dealing with
women's health and women's issues were reviewed and

revealed a race and culture blindness that.

universalized the concept of health from white, middle-
class experience. As well, the two magazines depicted

I,rromen's health from a biomedical perspective with
paradoxical goals for women. For example, women should

create more leisure time but they should also assume

more role responsibílities. The Canadian Advisory

council on the status of women has researched women's

social and economic circumstances and t.he results
suggest that $romen find it difficult to maintain health
because of the existing inequalities such as: income

disparities, job ghettoization, and the double

responsibilit.y of home and work.

A comparison of my research findings with other
published women's health research exposed some

simílarities and differences. The main similarities
âre: (1) reference to "the pohrer of positive t.hinking"

through conceptually simiLar concepts of "inner
strength", "affect" and "adaptation" , (21 the popular
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lay literature reinforcing that rdomen are responsibre

for their orrrn health and the health and happíness of
others' (3) one-third to one-half of rniddle-aged hromen

have expressing dissatisfaction with existing health
services, (4, financiaL security as fundamental to
women achieving health, (5) social involvement and

moderate social responsibirity positively infruencing
women's health, and (6) healthy routine habits such as

eating nutritious foods, and exercising promote health.
The major differenees are: il-) that most existing

health definitions insist on biologicar heaLth as a

prerequisite to general health. The informants in this
sLudy described health as a state of mind regardless of
physiological healt.h status. (21 White many health
models associate personal effectiveness with health,
the study informants, acknowledging their occasional
personal ineffectiveness, emphatically described

themselves as healthy. This may suggest that most

definitions of health honour the finar product of
personal effectiveness and devalue the process of self-
development. (3) The study informants hightighted their
nurturing of children as an important posítive
influence on their healLh. Although some health
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definitions discuss social contribution, they do not
explicitly include the nurturing of children. (41 Most

health models do not discuss the double-bind or other-
centerecness as features of a middle-aged tvoman's life.
(5) Rebellion, or resistance to the status güo, is not
valued as an indicator of health, rather adaptability
to the environment is associated with health.

A feminist anarysis of the findings uncovered
examples of the informants' experiences with the
double-bind phenomenon and the informants r orientation
to other-centeredness, Hohrever, the study informants
invoke resourceful adaptation techniques to cope and

subvert the oppressive forces in their lrves.
fcelandic-Canadians, tike other immigrants, h,ere

acutery ah'are of their success being dependent upon

their abitity Èo appear like the dominant Anglo-saxon
population. The vaLue of other-centeredness, possibly
learned within first and second generation rcelandic-
canadian homes, ftây add a curtural dimension to the
gendered explanation of other-centeredness. As well,
medical definitions of heatth tend to universalize
health as biological experience that these rcerandic-
Canadian study informants explicitly rejected.
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Cultural, âgê and gender specific health
definitions underscore the inadequacy of universarizing
the concept of health.

Recommendations for nursing education, practice
and research emphasize the need for the nursing
profession to broaden their definition of women's

health, critique theory and other research for
androcentric assumptions about women and to engage in
some form of politieal action to initiate hroman-

centered health policy.
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REFLEXTVE JOURNAL OUTLTNE

Separate parts of the reflexive journal

included:

(l-) the daiJ.y schedule and logistics of the study.

(21 a personal diary that allowed me to reflect on my

own values and interests as the study progressed and to
speculate on my growing insights into the informants,

responses.

( 3 ) â research log in which methodological decisions

and accompanying rationales were recorded.

Once ethícal approval for the study was received my

entries were made regularJ.y in the daily schedule and

personal diary sections. Methodological Iog entries
were made as needed.
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Source: Lincoln, Y. & Guba, E. (L985). Naturalistic
fnquiry. London: Sage Publication Inc.
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EXAMPLES OF GTOBAL QUESTIONS, COVER TERI'{S AND

DESCRIPTORS

Global question 1: I donft often get a chance to really

talk to women from the Icelandíc communíty. Because I

am a nurse I am interested in health, particularly

views rdomen have about the meaning of health. Can you

tell me what some Icelandic women, like yourself,

perceive health to be?

Response containing cover terms: WelI, I
think about beíng free from disease

work and carry on. Even if you are sick,

carry on, then you have some health.

248

Potential descríptors: Carry on might be a cover term

for walking, talking, being able to eat meals, mere

existence, or carrying out paid labour. There will be

an array of descriptors for one cover term.

and

think you

being able to

if you can



Global guestion 2z We have discussed what meaning

health might have for lcelandic women Iike yourself.
Now I am wondering what factors you feel affect your

health in a positive or negative v¡ay?

Response containing cover terms: Well,

too responsible for the entire family

families isn't a good thing. And the

everything has to go on...there is no

relaxation.

Descriptors: too responsible

for a family member, grocery

financial decisions etc.
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ADVERTISEMENT FOR STUDY INFORMANTS

IEELANDIE h¡OMEN - RESEARCH SUBJECTS NEEDED

My name is Susan Gudmundson and I am a graduate
student at the University of Manitoba completing my
I'taster's degree in Nursing. I am from a l'lanitoba-
Icelandic background and I have an interest in
recording and sustaining the lcelandic culture in
Canada, In particular, I wish to study the meaning
rcelandic-Canadian middle-aged $romen give to health. If
you think you fit the requirements as listed below and
are interested in learning more about the study, please
contact me at ph.#
Master of Nursing student, University of Manitoba

REQUIREMENTS

1. You are between 45 and 65 years of age, and female.

2. You spoke Icelandic as a child and you still

occasionally use and understand the language.

3. Both of your parenLs arelwere of ful-l (mother and

father exclusively Icelandic decent) Icelandic or

Icelandic-Canadian decent.

4. Most of your life has been spent in WinniPeg or a

rural l'lanitoba area, and you now reside in hlinnipeg.

5. You have enjoyed good health.
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TELEPHONE RESPONSE TO POTENTIAL INFORMANTS

Hello, my name is Susan Gudmundson. thank you for
responding to my advertisement. I am a graduate student
at the University of Manitoba and to complete my
Þlaster's degree in Nursing I wilL be conducting a study
of middle-aged fcelandic-Canadian women. This study is
being supervised by Dr. T. George, School of Nursing,
University of Manitoba.

The general purpose of the study is to explore and
describe your own thoughts about the meaning of health,
and what you perceive your health needs to be. I am
also interested in knowing what factors you feel affect
your health, both posítively and negatively.

I will require between t.hree and four interviews of
one hour each, over a period of four to six weeks. lhe
interviews will take place at a time and place
convenient to both of us. The interviews (all except
the first one) will be tape recorded and later
transcribed on to paper to allow more aceurate
recording of your comments. there are no right or r,rrrong
answers to the questions I will be askíng you. You are
the expert because of your lcelandic-Canadian
background and your experiences of middle-age.

AII the information you provide me will be kept
confidentíal. My thesis advisor, Dr. T. George and my
thesis committee, may read some of the interviews but
your identity will not be revealed because your name
will be number-coded and only a number wilI identify
you and be referred to in future writing or discussion.
There may be some writing from this study that becomes
published, but it will be written in a manner such that
individual statements could not be linked to you as an
individual.

Do you have any questíons I may answer for you in
regards to the studl'? Do you feel you may be interested
in participating in the study? If you are interested I
would like to review the requirements I listed in the
nehrspaper with you.

If the subject is interested we will arrange a time
and place for signing the informed consent and
beginning the first interview.
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EXPTANATION OF STUDY PRIOR TO EONSENT

You are being asked for your consent to participate
in a study about the meaning of health to middle-aged
Icelandic-Canadian women. I am askíng you for your
consent to participate because you meet the
qualifications I require for a representative of the
Icelandic-Canadian community. Ten to fifteen women from
the Í{ínnipeg fcelandic community will be involved.

The general purpose of the study is to explore and
describe women's own thoughts about the meaning of
health, their health needs and factors they see
affecting their health. this information will be
valuable to the nursing community for several reasons.
First, middle-aged women have rarely been asked for
their own thoughts and feelings on this subject.
Nursing also believes that understanding the meaning
different cultures hold about the term "health" will
aid them in providing competent and culturally
acceptable care to their client.s. The benefits of the
study will be that nursing will gain a better
understanding of middle-aged rdomen's beliefs about
health, and therefore can plan and implement
appropriate nursing practice.

If you chose to sign this form and later decide not
to participate, yoü are under no obligation to do so.
ff you do decide to participate it will require three
to four interviews eaeh J-asting about one hour. The
interviews will take place over a four to six week
interval. During this time I will be asking you
questions regarding beliefs about health, health needs
and factors you feel affect the health of middle-aged
fcelandic-Canadian lrromen Iike yourself. There are no
right or wrong ansvùers to any of my questions. I am
wanting to understand and listen to your thoughts. The
interview will be tape-recorded and later transcribed
on to paper to allow a more accurate recording of your
comments.

The inconvenience to you may be that you will be
interviewed approximately four times for one hour each.
The interviews will take place at a time and place
convenient to both of us.



AII information which you províde wilI be kept
conf idential. l'ly thesis committee and thesis advisor,
Dr. T. George, lnây read some of the resPonses but your
identity will not be revealed as your name will be
assigned a code number. All audio tapes and written
accounts will be kept in a locked drawer identified
only by this code number. If the study, or a portion
thereof, is published the results will be arranged in
order that the individual's anonymity is maintained.

You may call me anytíme to ask questions about the
study. Susan Gudmundson, , Winnipeg,
ph#
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CONSENT FORI',I

Title of the study:
An exploratory-descriptive study of Icelandic-

Canadian middle-aged women's perceptions of health,
health needs and factors influencing health.

If I choose to sign this form it will mean:

f-. I have read the explanations of the above mentioned
study and have had aII my questions and concerns about
the study answered satisfactorily.
2. I have been offered copy of this consent form and
the explanation form to keep.
3. That I am willing to participate as a subject of the
study.
4, It is clear to me that I may choose to withdraw at
any time from Lhis study without fear of reprisal or
harassment.
5. f have agreed to be tape-recorded during the
interviews.
6. I am under no obligation to answer any questions I
do not want to answer.
7. That all the information I provide to the researcher
will be kept confidential.
8. That if some written result of this study is
published no statements will be linked to as an
individual.
9. That Susan Gudmundson, a graduate student in nursing
at t.he University of Manitoba, is available to answer
questions about the study. Her address is z J,52
Wildwood Park, Winnipeg, and her phone number is 452-
3757.
L0. That Dr. 1. George, the supervisor of Susan's study
may be contacted at 474-82L8.

Date..... Participantfs signaturê...........

Date....o..... Participantts signaturê...........
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If I wish to receive a copy of the results of the
study I will write my name and permanent address below.
A summary of the results will be mailed to me.

Name..........

Address ...............

a a ar a aa a a a a.aaa a oa a a a a aa a a a aa a a a a
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